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The production of energy dense fuels from renewable algal biomass feedstocks – if 
sustainably developed at a sufficiently large scale – may reduce the consumption of 
petroleum from fossil fuels and provide many environmental benefits.  Achieving 
economic feasibility has several technical engineering challenges that arise from dilute 
concentration of growing algae in aqueous media, small cell sizes, and durable cell 
walls.  For microalgae to be a sustainable source of biofuels and co-products, efficient 
fractionation and conversion of the cellular contents is necessary.  Research was 
carried out to address two processing options for efficient microalgae biofuel production: 
1. Ultrasonic cavitation for cell disruption and 2. Hydrothermal conversion of a model 
algal triglyceride. 
1. Ultrasonic cell disruption, which relies on cavitating bubbles in the suspension to 
produce damaging shock waves, was investigated experimentally over a range of 
concentrations and species types.  A few seconds of high intensity sonication at fixed 
frequency yielded significant cell disruption, even for the more durable cells.  At longer 
exposure times, effectiveness was seen to decline and was attributed, using acoustic 
measurements, to ultrasonic power attenuation in the ensuing cloud of cavitating 
bubbles.  Processing at higher cell concentrations slowed cell disintegration marginally, 
but increased the effectiveness of dissipating ultrasonic energy.   
 
 
A theoretical study effectively predicted optimal conditions for a variety of parameters 
that were inaccessible in this experimental investigation.  In that study, single bubble 
collapse was modeled to identify operating conditions that would increase cavitation, 
and thus cell disruption.  Simulations were conducted by varying frequency and 
pressure amplitude of the ultrasound wave, and initial bubble size.  The simulation 
results indicated that low frequency, high sound wave amplitudes, and small initial 
bubble size generate the highest shock wave pressures. 
2. Hydrolysis of a pure model triglyceride compound was experimentally examined for 
the first time at hydrothermal conditions – from 225 to 300°C.  Lipid product composition 
assessed by GC-FID was compared to previous studies with mixed vegetable oils and 
used to develop a kinetic model for this oil phase reaction.    
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Chapter 1  Background, motivation, and objectives 
1.1  Sustainable energy and the role of liquid biofuels 
Establishing a more sustainable energy infrastructure is one of the most important tasks 
facing mankind.  Unsustainable utilization of fossil fuel resources threatens our 
environment, global and national security, and presents striking challenges for virtually 
every part of our economy.   
In his 2012 book entitled Earth: A Tenant’s Manual, Frank H. T. Rhodes remarks: 
“It is always tempting to identify one particular issue as the most 
significant issue of our time.  ‘What,’ we might ask, for example, ‘is the 
most critical need for a sustainable planet?’  Well, clean water, adequate 
food, unpolluted air, fertile soils, healthy ecosystems; the list might start 
with those, and certainly each of them is of vital importance.  But if the 
planet is to have a human population of anything like its present size – let 
alone a population of half as many again, all demanding mobility and 
rising standards of living – we’d also have to place energy high on our list.” 
It is clear that a nation’s energy consumption is profoundly connected to the quality of 
life enjoyed by its citizens (Tester et al., 2012).  Accordingly, rapidly growing economies 
such as those in China and India which increasingly demand a markedly “American” 
lifestyle, will exacerbate global unsustainable use of fossil fuels, with these two 
countries alone likely accounting for greater than half of the world’s new energy demand 
towards 2030 (International Energy Agency, 2008).  To compound matters, global fossil 
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fuel development increasingly turns to non-traditional hydrocarbon resources, with 
poorer environmental and economic performance compared to the conventional gas 
and liquid resources (Charpentier et al., 2009; Chew, 2013). 
U.S. imports of crude oil and petroleum products have diminished tangibly since the 
12.5 million barrels per day peak around 2005, but have been estimated by the Energy 
Information Administration (E.I.A.) (2014a) to still remain high at 6.2 million barrels per 
day in 2013.  A growth in domestic production is responsible for the decline in imports, 
and is projected by the E.I.A. (2014b) to continue to fall to levels comparable to 1971 by 
2015.  The E.I.A. (2014a) reports that Canada, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, and Venezuela 
comprised 70% of the net U.S. imports of crude oil (aside from finished products) in 
2013, with the rest coming from countries such as Columbia, Iraq, and Kuwait: 
 
Figure 1-1: Net imports of crude oil (without finished products) into the U.S. by country 
in 2013 (Energy Information Administration, 2014a) 
Canada: 32%
Saudi Arabia: 17%
Mexico: 11%
Venezuela: 10%
Columbia: 5%
Iraq: 4%
Kuwait: 4%
Nigeria: 3%
Ecuador: 3%
Angola: 3%
Brazil: 1%
Other: 5%
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For the foreseeable future, the U.S. will remain partially dependent on oil imports from 
dangerous, unstable, or otherwise adversarial countries.  One exception to this is 
Canada, from which a significant growth in imports has been seen in recent years, 
largely due to the exploitation of oil and tar sands, which are formations of sand, water, 
clay, and bitumen (thick tar-like oil that is essentially asphalt).   
Here in the U.S., the development of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling 
technologies has spurred a dramatic growth in oil and gas production that will have 
profound implications for the energy future of this country and the whole world (Joskow, 
2013).  John Deutch (2012) contends that the production from resources such as North 
Dakota’s Bakken/Three Rivers field and the Marcellus shale will eliminate the need for 
oil imports by the end of this decade.  The Bakken region alone has exceeded 1 million 
barrels of oil per day of production. 
The use of renewable fuels for transportation is disappointingly low.  Fuel ethanol 
makes the only important contribution.  The E.I.A. (2014c) estimates that, in 2013, a 
stubbornly high 92.4% of the U.S. transportation sector’s primary energy usage, or 24.9 
of a total 26.9 Quadrillion Btu, came from petroleum, with the remainder being made up 
by ethanol (4.0%), natural gas (3.0%), and biodiesel (0.7%).   
 The case for liquid fuels 
The significant dependence on foreign imports of oil in the U.S. for over 30 years has 
motivated extensive research in battery, fuel cell, and biofuel technologies.  Other 
factors, such as environmental performance and domestic job growth, continue to 
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encourage biofuel research and development.  However, biofuels face major challenges 
before they can become viable at a large enough scale to make a difference in reducing 
foreign dependence.  While battery technology has penetrated the transportation sector, 
the need for new sources of liquid fuel will remain in the long term, for hybrid as well as 
light and heavy duty vehicles and aircraft.  At present, the energy and power density of 
deployed batteries (1 MJ/kg or less) represent a small fraction of the values for gasoline 
(43.4 MJ/kg) and diesel (42.8 MJ/kg).  The effective “charging time” for a gasoline 
powered vehicle compared to an electric vehicle also reveals an important advantage 
for liquid fuels.  For example, a Chevy Volt will charge in 10 hours at 120 V.  The lithium 
ion battery pack weighs 197 kg and stores about 57.6 MJ, giving an energy density of 
0.3 MJ/kg and a charging rate of 1.6 kJ/s.  Gasoline, which has an energy density of 35 
MJ/L, can completely fill a 64 L tank in 3 minutes, giving a charging time of 12 MJ/s 
(over three orders of magnitude more rapid than the electric vehicle). 
The maturity of the liquid transportation fuel markets, distribution infrastructure, and 
extensive internal combustion engine platform will facilitate the use of liquid fuels as 
opposed to alternatives like hydrogen.  Growth in the plug in hybrid and fully electric 
vehicle fleet would also benefit from the existing electricity supply infrastructure.  In 
addition to the important role conventional petroleum products and other fossil fuels like 
coal (and, increasingly, bio-based alternatives) play in the energy market, their role in 
synthetic material and chemical production is matchless.  Yet conventional petroleum 
reserves – a foundational resource in our modern economy – will diminish.  American 
Geophysicist M. King Hubbert’s 1956 prediction that mainland U.S. oil production would 
peak in the early 1970’s was accurate for high grade conventional petroleum resources, 
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drawing attention to his prediction of global peak oil in the early part of this century 
(Hubbert, 1956).  Much uncertainty exists regarding the quantity of accessible oil 
reserves, especially with growing production of deep water resources and trends in 
unconventional shale oil due to advancing technology.  Unpredictable international 
conflict and environmental disasters may have dramatic effects on international flows of 
crude oil, which is one more reason countries will seek to develop their own fossil fuel 
resources in increasingly unconventional ways.  This will not come without 
consequence.  The use of unconventional oil sand reserves such as the Athabasca oil 
sands in Alberta, Canada will increase well-to-wheel GHG emissions in the range of 10-
25% over conventional crude oil in the absence of CO2 capture and sequestration 
(Charpentier et al., 2009), to say nothing of increased water and air pollution and 
significant water consumption.  Transportation of crude oil from distant sources is 
another important source of concern related to our national appetite for this resource.  
The Keystone XL pipeline, a proposed extension to an existing system running from 
Alberta, has been held up by considerable political opposition.  Meanwhile, recent 
railway disasters involving crude oil spills (some with fires) have occurred in Quebec 
(July, 2013), Alabama (November, 2013), North Dakota (December, 2013), Mississippi 
(January, 2014) and Pennsylvania (February, 2014).  The death toll in the ensuing 
explosion and fire in Quebec was 47 (largely residents of the town along the railway), 
though the other crashes fortunately had no casualties. 
With a finite supply of depletable fossil fuels, sustainable and reliable energy sources 
must be developed.  Given the extent of our transportation infrastructure, the need to 
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provide high energy density liquid fuels to an increasingly dependent global population, 
biomass resources provide an important option for renewable transportation fuels. 
 
1.2  Overview of biofuel technologies 
Biofuels – which are derived from the biomass created by growing organisms – have 
been used in various forms throughout human history. For example, the burning of 
woody biomass for heat and cooking needs represents 99% of all biomass utilization 
worldwide.  Ethanol and – to a much lesser extent – biodiesel production make up much 
of the 1% of biomass being used to produce fuels (Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, 2008).  Ethanol constitutes around 85% of global biofuel production, 
mostly made in the U.S. and Brazil.  Ethanol can be produced readily from sugar crops 
via fermentation and then distillation to separate the alcohol from water, or by 
saccarification of starchy or cellulosic material followed by the fermentation process.  
Corn based ethanol – the standard “conventional” biofuel in the U.S. – involves a 
starchy easily fermentable feedstock, while sugar cane – the Brazilian staple feedstock 
– provides sugar directly for fermentation.  The potential for blended ethanol, especially 
if derived from cellulosic material, to contribute our transportation fuel supply may be 
significant.  However, jet and diesel fueled transportation cannot benefit from ethanol 
blending.   
Oil rich crops like soybeans, jatropha, and oil palm are cultivated on land for their lipid 
fraction, which can be esterified to produce biodiesel (which can be blended with or 
replace diesel), requiring methanol as an input.  Since methanol is produced mainly 
from natural gas, the sustainability of this pathway is lower.   
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In addition, a variety of chemical and physical transformations are exploited to convert 
lignocellulosic and/or fatty material into “bio-oil” (hydrothermal liquefaction or pyrolysis) 
or gases like methane and hydrogen (hydrothermal gasification) (Balat, 2008; Peterson 
et al., 2008).  All three of these pathways must be extensively studied for each particular 
biomass feedstock, as the kinetic pathways are often uncharacterized.  Pyrolysis, while 
attractive due to the range of possible feedstock inputs, is limited by the need for a dry 
input, the chemical instability of the product, and challenges with achieving good heat 
and mass transfer.  Hydrothermal liquefaction may be ideal for high water content 
feedstocks, and greatly avoids tar and char byproduct formation (Peterson et al., 2008).  
Hydrothermal gasification is advantageous for its ability to work with a range of 
feedstocks.  Both hydrothermal liquefaction and gasification require improved catalysts, 
specialized materials, and better management of substrate solubility changes across 
the wide range of temperatures.   
A fundamental consideration in evaluating a biofuel’s potential for large scale 
deployment is the energy requirement for harvesting, production, refining, and 
distribution, feedstock and land competition with food production, as well as water and 
land use.  Among the many biomass to biofuel options, marine and freshwater 
microalgae show significant potential as pathways that do not compete with 
conventional agriculture in food production, requires a comparatively minor amount of 
even non-arable land compared to conventional crops (>10 times the aerial productivity 
of terrestrial oil crops), utilizes an enormous amount of carbon dioxide, and can be 
grown in brackish or salt water (Clarens et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2011).  Pathways are 
sought that do not rely on growth with fresh water, or at least allow for recycling of water 
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and nutrients (Committee on the Sustainable Development of Algal Biofuels, 2012).  
Intelligent water management strategies are particularly important, because some past 
estimates have shown that – using current technology – the quantity of water required 
for production of algal lipids or finished biodiesel is very large.  Yang et al. (2011) 
calculate that over 3700 kg of water are needed to produce 1 kg of biodiesel from 
microalgae.  Wigmosta et al. (2011) suggest that 1421 L of water is required for 1 L of 
algal oil. 
 
1.3  Motivation for research  
The overall goal of this research inquiry is to address challenges to the mid-stream 
steps in algal biofuel production with a specific focus on ultrasonic cell disruption and 
hydrothermal conversion.  As will be reviewed in Chapter 2, the current suite of mid-
stream technologies for algal processing and conversion fail to address several water 
management, cell processing, and conversion challenges that limit the development of 
algae for biofuel production.  In their analysis of algae biodiesel, Sander and Murthy 
(2010) show that thermal dewatering of algae requires a very high amount of fossil fuel 
energy and conclude that their life cycle analysis “and other sources clearly show a 
need for new technologies to make algae biofuels a sustainable, commercial reality.”  A 
general consensus exists among reports by subject experts (Chisti, 2013; Milledge and 
Heaven, 2013; U.S. Department of Energy, 2010; Uduman et al., 2010) that some 
important bottlenecks in proposed algal processing schemes are in these mid-stream 
processing and conversion steps, which are energy and cost intensive, and thus critical 
barriers to commercialization of the entire process.  Often noted is the need for 
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advanced technologies that work with the abundant water content in microalgae.  In a 
raceway pond, the microalgae may be grown to cell densities as low as 0.01 wt% in 
water (Chisti, 2007).  Sills and colleagues (2013) point out the need for wet lipid 
extraction, such as hydrothermal liquefaction, to avoid the need for thermal drying.  
They show that dry extraction, even when coupled with highly productive growth (34-50 
g/m2day), cannot achieve values of energy returned on energy invested greater than 
unity. 
The research undertaken within this project spans two different techniques with 
applicability in microalgae processing (ultrasonic cavitation) and conversion 
(hydrothermal hydrolysis of a model compound triglyceride).  These technologies offer 
promise in that they work with the copious water present in the microalgae slurries, and 
may offer opportunities for more effective water and nutrient recycling.  Development of 
sustainable operating designs in these mid-stream technologies is essential to unlock 
the photosynthetic potential of microalgae derived fuels, and until those challenges are 
solved the economic potential of microalgal growth will remain bound – in scale – to 
production of other non-fuel co-products. 
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1.4  Dissertation objectives 
The specific objectives motivated by the issues discussed above are: 
Objective 1:  Determine the fundamental constraints and parameters that can be 
manipulated to optimize the energy efficiency of acoustic cavitation as a method for 
rupturing algae cells for greater access to lipid and other cell contents. 
 Experimentally study a range of species types and cell concentrations to 
understand the dynamics of this process 
 Assess the energy efficiency by comparing the energy spent to the calorific value 
of the algal biomass being processed (this is useful for anticipating energy return 
on energy invested or EROI) 
 Complement the experimental study with a theoretical model of bubble collapse 
and shock wave propagation 
 Assess research needs for further development from the results of this study 
Objective 2:  Experimentally investigate hydrothermal hydrolysis reactions of a model 
compound algal lipid 
 Conduct hydrothermal hydrolysis experiments with well characterized residence 
times and operating temperatures with a model triglyceride compound that is a 
representative microalgal lipid  
 Fit a kinetic model for this oil phase reaction to the lipid product composition 
 Propose avenues of further study based on initial results 
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1.5  Dissertation organization 
This dissertation is compiled into the following thematic sections: 
 
 Review of Processing Strategies for Algal Biofuel 
Chapter 2 offers a short history of research progress and current activity in algal biofuel 
and an appraisal of existing processing strategies in harvesting, fractionation, and 
conversion, establishing the context in which the current experimental work is situated. 
 
Ultrasonic cavitation for disruption of microalgae 
Chapter 3 presents experimental work on ultrasonic cell disruption as a processing step 
that fractionates microalgae cells in water.  A literature review of the development of this 
alternative processing step is included first.  This chapter examines the fundamental 
dynamics of cavitation, and evaluates the potential for this technique on the basis of 
energy required (compared to the energy inherent in the biomass).  Other recent 
published results are compared on an equivalent basis. 
Chapter 4 presents a theoretical complement to predict optimal conditions across a 
wider range of parameters not accessible in the experimental study.  The collapse of a 
single bubble in an ultrasonic field is modeled in order to identify optimal operating 
conditions that would optimize the activity of cavitation, and thus the disruption of 
microalgae. 
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Hydrothermal conversion of a model compound triglyceride 
Chapter 5 presents experimental work on the hydrolysis of a model compound 
triglyceride (triolein) in a custom designed batch hydrothermal reactor.  Triolein is 
relevant as a model compound because it is a common component in lipid accumulating 
microalgae and other vegetable oils.  This chapter also includes a review of relevant 
published literature of hydrothermal hydrolysis.  This study is the first to report the 
hydrolysis reactions of a pure triglyceride molecule in water, building on other work 
done with vegetable or other oils, which are composites of many fatty acid types.  
Experimental results for this pure triglyceride hydrolysis are compared to those 
previously reported for vegetable oils which are composites of many types of triglyceride 
compounds.   
 
 Concluding recommendations for further research 
A final section of the dissertation in Chapter 6 builds upon the conclusions from each 
aspect of this research, and offers suggestions for important avenues of future 
investigation and development.  Ideas are presented that synthesize the conclusions for 
each section of the research, and suggest options for synergistically improving the 
efficiency of the entire biofuel production pathway from dewatering to conversion.   
13 
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Chapter 2  Processing and conversion strategies for algal biofuel 
Biological fuel production from microalgae is not a new idea.  These photosynthetic 
organisms were cited early on as potential sources of fuel and other products, grown 
from only sunlight, carbon dioxide, and nutrients (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus) 
(Berl, 1944; U.S. Department of Energy, 2010).  Particularly appealing were their 
theoretically high growth rates – relative to terrestrial oil crops – and capacity to be 
grown in marginal areas with brackish or salt water.  Like many renewable energy 
technologies, microalgae biofuel pathways received special attention (and funding) 
during periods characterized by high gasoline and diesel fuel prices. 
This chapter offers a review of the historical development of the industry and an 
assessment of its current state.  The focus of this review is on the technological options 
and challenges to development in the mid-stream (harvesting and fractionation) and 
conversion (fuel production) steps, establishing the context in which the current 
experimental work – outlined in upcoming chapters – is situated.  Some noteworthy 
challenges for these steps hamper the overall potential for deployment of this 
technology, especially the small cell sizes, extremely dilute concentrations in the growth 
media, and the (often unfulfilled) need to recycle nutrients and water within the process 
(Molina Grima et al., 2003).  These challenges are discussed in more detail, as they 
relate to proposed processing and conversion strategies.  Other challenges relevant for 
cultivation of microalgae, such as requirements for fertilizer, CO2, and energy to move 
large quantities of water during the growth process, are outside the scope of this 
assessment.  In practice, all these process challenges must be addressed for algae to 
be deployed for the sustainable production of significant quantities of liquid fuel.   
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2.1  Historical development and present state of the industry 
The idea of growing and harvesting algae for energy production were first mentioned in 
scientific literature in the middle part of the 20th century (Borowitzka, 2013; U.S. 
Department of Energy, 2010), before worries about the finite nature of the petroleum 
resource caused much concern.  Early academic interest was focused on 
understanding the origin of this fossil fuel by anaerobic decomposition of ancient 
organisms including microalgae and cyanobacteria (Milner, 1951).  This interest evolved 
from a desire to explain the biogenic origin of crude oil to an aspiration to produce 
similar energy sources from readily available materials.  During World War II, Ernst Berl 
(1944), a professor at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, noted “farm products, wood, 
[and] algae…can be converted into liquid fuel.”  Similar proposals, which specifically 
mentioned algae, were made by Harder and von Witsch in 1942 and Milner in 1951 
(Borowitzka, 2013).  Insights like this drew little attention in the following decades of 
cheap oil, yet future fuel shortages and political concerns would eventually prompt 
scientists and policy makers to revisit the theme to diversify and strengthen our energy 
infrastructure. 
Microalgae: essential facts 
Microalgae comprise a diverse array of unicellular organisms that are largely eukaryotic 
and autotrophic.  Some are capable of producing 20-40 times more oil (per area per 
time) than soybeans (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010), growing on carbon sources 
like atmospheric CO2, flue gas from industrial power plants (Kurano, 1996; Stucki et al., 
2009), or secondarily treated sewage (Carlsson et al., 2007; Sawayama et al., 1995).  
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Two of the most promising groups of microalgae are green algae and diatoms (U.S. 
Department of Energy, 2010).  Green algae, the ancestors of modern plants, are 
particularly common in fresh water.  Diatoms are abundant as phytoplankton in the 
oceans, but also thrive in fresh and brackish water.  Others include prokaryotic 
Cyanobacteria, or “blue-green algae” (Rittmann, 2008) which are in fact bacteria that 
played a role in producing a significant level of oxygen in the atmosphere during the 
early evolution of the biosphere.  Another is the golden-brown algae, which have a 
yellow-brown color due to additional pigments. 
Algal fuel production research 
The potential of algae as a fuel source was explored in the wake of the 1973 OPEC oil 
crisis, with the DOE's Office of Fuels Development Aquatic Species Program, which ran 
from 1978 to 1996, at a total funding level of $25 million.  The program shifted from an 
early emphasis on the production of hydrogen to transportation fuels, especially 
biodiesel.  It resulted in an extensive study of algal organisms for oil production, and its 
key findings have informed all further research.  Specific attention was placed on 
understanding the physiological responses to certain environmental stimuli, genetic 
engineering, molecular biology, carbon capture, and development of algae production 
with an open pond system (Sheehan et al., 1998).  The program isolated around 300 
species capable of oil production, mostly green algae and diatoms.  The lipid contents 
of some promising green algae species isolated in the Aquatic Species Program and 
studied in subsequent years are summarized in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1: Lipid content of select species (Chisti, 2007) 
Species 
Oil Content 
(% dry wt.) 
Chlorella sp. 28-32* 
Nannochloris sp. 20-35* 
Nannochloropsis sp. 31-68 
Neochloris oleoabundans 35-54* 
*Nitrogen deprivation employed 
The mid-1990s were a time characterized by relatively cheap petroleum, and this 
undoubtedly dissuaded extensive research funding for renewables and contributed to 
the close out of the Aquatic Species Program.  Since its elimination – coinciding with a 
redirection of funding towards bioethanol – published research on algal biofuel 
continued in various avenues, yet significant engineering challenges remained in 
making algal biofuel competitive with conventional and other alternative fuels.  Common 
among all these challenges was the necessity of dealing intelligently with the immense 
amount of water relative to the dilute algal biomass in suspension.  Growth 
concentrations of algae in water may be as low as 0.01 wt% (Chisti, 2007).  Any 
successful processing or conversion step would likely require working with water and 
without costly methane drum drying.  This is a concern commonly raised in published 
reviews of algal biofuel.  Slade and Bauen (2013) review a number of recent life cycle 
analyses and report issues of concern such as invalid assumptions about currently 
achievable productivity and lipid yield (which has a direct impact on the performance of 
the overall process) and extrapolation of laboratory data to production scale.  In 
summarizing these published analyses, they note that energy requirements for drying 
and de-watering need to be more clearly assessed. 
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When oil prices climbed in the summer of 2008, there was a renewed interest in 
biomass sources, such as microalgae, for large-scale liquid fuel production.  The 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 provided more than $70 million for 
research and development in advanced biofuels such as algae.  A number of 
partnerships involving algal biofuel development formed in the private sector, including 
a number of large oil and natural gas companies.  Table 2-2 summarizes the companies 
which are currently active in commercializing biofuel processes (often alongside other 
bioproducts). 
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Table 2-2: Corporate activity in production of algal biofuel and bioproducts 
Company Partners Special Notes/Focus 
Algaeventure 
Systems 
 
Belt filter harvester for recovery of dilute 
algae from solution.   
Algenol Formerly DOW 
Ethanol production in plastic film 
photobioreactor with in-situ distillation 
BioProcess 
Algae 
Green Plains Renewable 
Energy 
Co-located ethanol and algae production 
for CO2 source in novel bioreactor 
Cellana 
Formerly Shell with HR 
BioPetroleum 
Industrial scale validation of Omega-3, 
animal feed, and biofuel production 
pathways 
Genifuel 
Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory 
Produces equipment for catalytic 
hydrothermal gasification 
OpenAlgae - 
Electromechanical lysis, membrane 
separation, onsite services 
OriginOil - 
Midstream harvesting and extraction 
methods, technology development, onsite 
services.  Recent focus has shifted away 
from algae fuel applications to water 
cleanup for oil and natural gas processes. 
Sapphire Energy Phillips 66 
Commercial demonstration of algae-to-
energy facility, co-processing of algae and 
conventional crude oil  
Solazyme Chevron, UOP Honeywell 
Heterotrophic growth of algae on sugars 
from other sources in industrial fermenters 
Solix Biofuels - Photobioreactor technology and services 
Synthetic 
Genomics 
ExxonMobil 
Focus on genetic engineering of algal 
strains for optimal production.  Funding 
likely scaled down dramatically after first 
four years of partnership begun in 2009.    
Valicor 
Renewables 
 
Solvent extraction and fractionation of 
microalgae: Testing services, deployed 
centrifuges and oil extraction modules at 
client sites (Formerly SRS Energy) 
 
An existing market for algal food and pharmaceutical products like beta-Carotene, 
specialty proteins, and aquaculture feed predated the corporate activity in algae to fuel.  
The corporate experience meeting the market needs has yielded considerable insights 
in many aspects of algae cultivation and processing.  Yet using microalgae for fuel 
requires a minimal energetic input in processing, much less than what is acceptable in 
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food and medicinal production, so as not to surpass the energy content of microalgae.  
The production of fuel – a relatively low cost commodity – also places significant 
economic constraints on whatever processes that are employed. 
In December of 2008, the DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy’s 
Biomass Program held a National Algal Biofuels Roadmap Workshop to discuss and 
identify the techno-economic barriers to the development of a domestic, commercial-
scale algal biofuels industry (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010).  Such barriers included 
the costs of harvesting, dewatering, extraction, and fractionation of microalgae.  This 
would involve eliminating or mitigating the contamination of additive flocculants, 
minimizing energetic deficiencies with expensive filtration or centrifugation schemes, 
and – most importantly – recycling the majority of the water instead of evaporating it in a 
drying stage.  Sorely needed are techniques capable of performing multiple processing 
steps with no complicated or harmful additives and with minimal energetic inputs.   
 
2.2  State of technology development in process steps 
A brief review of process steps from harvesting to fractionation to conversion is 
presented in Figure 2-1.  This illustration provides a sequential view of industrially 
relevant processing strategies for microalgae, with a qualitative picture of where they 
might be employed in the process.  In practice, the relative performance of each 
processing step depends on algal species type and the environmental and processing 
conditions.  Since some combination of these steps must be used in the overall 
process, the interplay between each step results in a complex optimization problem.  
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These system specific intricacies further complicate the limited understanding of each 
step. 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Industrially relevant mid-stream and conversion steps for microalgae biofuel 
 
The following discussion summarize these processes, and also note a few other less 
mature technologies which have been studied recently and are absent from Figure 2-1.  
There are three sections, corresponding to harvesting, fractionation, and conversion. 
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2.2.1 Harvesting/dewatering 
“Efficient separation, dewatering, and drying of microalgae” has been referred to as 
“probably the most essential factor in the economic feasibility of any microalgae 
production system (Shelef et al., 1984).”  While it is true that other crucial challenges 
like increasing cell and lipid productivity and culture stability necessitate further research 
and development, dewatering is viewed as a critical barrier to viability.  In practice, the 
extent of dewatering required is strongly connected with the cell density achieved in 
cultivation.  Microalgae often have small sizes, negatively charged surfaces, and even 
mobility that hinders separation by forming stable suspensions.  The surface charge 
depends on species type, ionic strength of the medium, pH, and other conditions that 
affect the chemistry of the cell wall. 
All the variable factors in published studies (such as species type and cell size, culturing 
method, and initial cell densities) make thorough comparisons very difficult.  
Nevertheless, some general comments and semi-quantitative comparisons can be 
made. 
 Flocculation 
Chemical additives can be used to bind algal cells into aggregates, which facilitate 
separation by settling or easier filtration.  Common additives include alum, lime, 
cellulose, salts, and some polymers and surfactants.  One natural polymer, Chitosan is 
easily manufactured and requires low dosage, though it loses effectiveness in salt water 
(Molina Grima et al., 2003).    The primary mechanism of flocculation is neutralization of 
the normal repulsion between the negative charges on the dispersed cells (an energy 
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barrier) by the addition of positively charged additives.  Cell aggregates would settle out 
and the clarified water on top could be decanted and recycled.  This method may 
achieve low to moderate operating costs (Shen et al., 2009).  An good flocculant may 
concentrate the algae by a factor of a hundred (Lee et al., 2009), which would bring 
growth concentrations of 0.1 wt% up to around 10 wt% (algae in water), but the 
technique is typically not useful for further dewatering.  Key factors to be considered – 
aside from direct cost – are recovery of the flocculant and of the algae (whether much of 
either is left in the water), the settling time of algae and the interplay of the flocculant 
additive with the other processing steps, including any tangible amount in the recycled 
water and its effect on further growth cycles.  Discharging water to the surroundings 
may be problematic if it contains even a small quantify of a non-natural flocculant. 
 Bioflocculation and autoflocculation 
Flocculation without additives can occur appreciably in certain cases, with a shift in pH 
as caused by interruption of bubbling CO2, or lowering substrate availability.  Species 
with a built in tendency to flocculate at the appropriate set of conditions following growth 
would work well in this regard.  Alternative designs could include co-culturing with 
another organism that promotes flocculation (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010).  This 
spontaneous flocculation method shows promise as a low-cost approach but needs to 
be demonstrated for each species type and cultivation process in consideration 
(Benemann, 2010; Shen et al., 2009). 
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 Flocculation with dissolved air flotation 
Flocculation can be used in concert with the bubbling of air up through the suspension, 
forming a skim of aggregated algae that can be scraped off the top.  This technique was 
developed for sewage treatment processes.  Due to the reality that the same challenges 
of regular flocculation carry over, with the added complexity of bubbling, and that the 
end result is similar to the concentration associated with flocculation, this technique may 
not offer substantial benefits for processes primarily intended to produce fuels. 
 Filtration 
The DOE Algae Roadmap (2010) describes filtration as “conceptually simple but 
potentially very expensive,” particularly for very small cell sizes in the micron range.  
One good example is Algaeventure Systems belt filter harvester, which employs a 
rotating filter that uses capillary action to quickly filter algal cells, scraping them off the 
filter after a rotation of the belt filter.  Filtration may produce concentrations in a range 
from 3 to 20 wt% algae in water, with moderate to high operating costs (Shen et al., 
2009).  Many variables affect performance, such as size of algae (Sim et al., 1988), filter 
pore size, filtering rate, filter material integrity and lifetime, the need for human 
operators, and removal of the algal biomass from filters.  Published reviews of filtration 
effectiveness (Molina Grima et al., 2003) often focus on colonies of tens or hundreds of 
algal cells, up to 100 microns in size, though many unicellular species that are targeted 
for biofuel production are much smaller (3-10 microns).  Here, as with many other 
proposed processes, a discrepancy exists between lab-scale and otherwise optimal 
research conditions used to estimate performance characteristics and the demanding 
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industrial scale environment with very small cells that might be selected for lipid 
accumulation. 
 Centrifugation 
A unit commonly used in algal solids harvesting processes is the centrifuge, which 
overcomes the energy barrier between cells by increasing the effective acceleration 
(normally due only to gravity) by a factor of hundreds or thousands.  The difference in 
density between the suspended algal cells and the water is crucial in determining the 
performance of centrifugation.  The settling time assessed with Stokes drag estimation 
is seen to increase for smaller cells and those that are non-spherical (Holdich, 2002). 
Many centrifuge designs involve high operating costs (Shen et al., 2009) and capital 
investments which may be difficult to justify if not intended for use in harvesting algae 
for non-fuel (higher value) products.  Decanter and disk stack centrifuges are popular 
varieties for this application.  Commonly, around 20 wt% algal pastes are achieved 
following centrifugation.  A pre-concentration step to near 0.5 wt% (Molina Grima et al., 
2003) is common to reduce overall operating cost (a direct function of the volume of 
water processed). 
A very effective design by Evodos utilizes spiral plate technology.  The Evodos type 25 
centrifuge can operate at a 4 m3/hour feed rate during the separation cycle.  When the 
cells are deposited in paste form on the spiral plates, the discharge cycle frees the 
plates and spins rapidly to throw off the concentrated material.  Energy costs are 
reported to be very low compared to drying (around 1.2 kWh/m3 of processed volume).  
With a representative energy content of dry algal biomass at 18 kJ/g (Illman et al., 
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2000), and typical growth concentrations around 0.1 wt%, processing at 1.2 kWh/m3 
would spend a fourth of the inherent energy in the biomass. 
 Drying 
Natural gas fired dryers are sometimes employed to dry microalgae biomass (Sander 
and Murthy, 2010), especially if the products are of high enough value to justify the 
expenditure of the heating energy.  Estimates incorporating the specific heat and heat of 
vaporization of water show that with an algal biomass energy content of 18 kJ/g (Illman 
et al., 2000), growth concentrations of 0.1 wt%, complete (and perfectly efficient) 
thermal drying would use over one hundred times the inherent energy in the biomass.  
Nevertheless, some moderate thermal drying is often employed in sequence with other 
dewatering techniques, especially when warm dry air or sunlight are available to offer a 
drying mechanism. 
 Ultrasonic standing wave concentration 
To address perceived shortcomings in mid-stream algal harvesting steps, some 
unconventional technologies have been investigated.  One such technique is ultrasonic 
standing wave concentration.  Benes (1998) and Bosma (2003) gave early accounts, 
and a recent project at Los Alamos National Lab (Marrone et al., 2011) uses MHz range 
ultrasonic standing waves that form low pressure troughs to collect cells.  Repeated 
runs through the apparatus are claimed to be capable of concentration by a factor of 10-
400, which is similar to flocculation.  Indeed, this process is something like forced 
flocculation, with the pressure applied by the standing wave overcoming the energy 
barrier for cell agglomeration.  Scale up and materials challenges (such as the high cost 
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of custom piezoelectric devices used for transmitting the ultrasound over a large area) 
were being assessed at the time of a presentation on the project by Marrone et al. 
(2011).  Results have not yet been published. 
 
2.2.2 Fractionation/extraction  
A dearth of published studies exist that show scalable techniques to economically 
extract lipids from unicellular algae.  Often, studies are done at bench-top scale with 
steps that are clearly cost prohibitive for fuel production, such as complete drying or 
freeze drying, grinding with mortar and pestle, or the use of drastic amounts of solvent.  
These studies are clearly not suitable for generating data relevant at industrial or pilot 
scales. 
 Solvent extraction 
A handful of conventional lipid extraction methods with an assortment of solvents have 
been developed for analytical purposes.  These represent starting points in our 
understanding of solvent extraction of lipids from algal biomass.  In 1879, Franz von 
Soxhlet invented an extraction system that now bears his name, which is commonly 
used with hexane, a relatively inexpensive solvent.  The process typically involves 
elevated temperatures and a refluxing of hexane (boiling point 68°C) to partition the 
soluble oils.  Hexane is used because of its low boiling point, dissimilar density than 
water, and low cost (Mercer and Armenta, 2011).  Due to the properties of the solvent, 
the method is biased towards neutral lipid extraction, which makes it good for extracting 
triglycerides.  Bligh and Dyer (1959) proposed a solvent mixture of equal parts 
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methanol, chloroform, and saline to access the lipid fraction in biomass, improving upon 
the original method by Folch et al. (1957) which used more chloroform and less saline 
(with the saline being added only after the extraction).  The Bligh and Dyer method is 
one of the most popular lipid extraction methods for analytical purposes.  The polar 
methanol solvent helps to access the intracellular contents and the non-polar chloroform 
facilitates effective solvation.   
These solvent extraction methods geared toward analytical lipid quantification, and 
many proposed industrial scale methods, call for complete drying of the algal biomass.  
Because of the high costs of removing water, dry extraction processes are not likely to 
be feasible.  In their recent study of the uncertainty of life cycle metrics for algal biofuel, 
Sills et al. (2013) found that wet extraction combined with high growth productivity (24-
50 g/m2day) is necessary just to assure that the process energy returned on energy 
invested is greater than unity.  The DOE Algae Roadmap (2010) also notes that co-
solvent systems may only be efficient on biomass containing low lipid contents.  
Iverson, Lang, and Cooper (2001) noted that, for marine tissue samples with more than 
2 wt% lipid the Bligh and Dyer method significantly underestimated the lipid content.  
This lipid content was underestimated by up to 50% using samples with lipid contents of 
approximately 25 wt%.  Since high lipid concentrations in the neighborhood of 15-25 
wt% are targeted for oil production with microalgae, this may be a critical limitation of 
solvent extraction methods. 
Valicor, formerly SRS Energy (noted in Table 2-2 above), advertises an extraction 
method that is purported to eliminate the drying step required before other solvent 
extraction methods and able to process biomass slurry concentrations below 10 wt%.  
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Their process patent is pending (Czartoski et al., Pending) after submission in 2010.  
Very little public information about the process capability is available.  The utility of this 
and other solvent processing schemes need to be assessed, especially when the 
process is scaled up for significant quantities off biomass. 
Ideal solvent characteristics are high solvent power, low toxicity, low specific heat, low 
heat of vaporization, low cost, high availability, and limited flammability (Committee on 
the Sustainable Development of Algal Biofuels, 2012). 
Supercritical solvent extraction 
Another common approach for analytical assessments is the use of supercritical CO2 as 
a solvent, which avoids the health and safety issues with organic solvents, but requires 
high pressure equipment and potentially high compression costs.  Supercritical CO2 
extraction is noted by some (Crampon et al., 2011) to be too expensive for low value 
products like fuel, as very high densities of CO2 are required to solvate the lipid material, 
and the cells likely need to be dried (often freeze dried then crushed) before extraction.  
A comparison of lipid solubility in hexane vs. supercritical CO2 reveals potential 
challenges in scale-up due to the need for the very high pressures and elevated 
temperatures.  The solubility of palmitic acid in hexane at room temperature is 
80 mg acid/g hexane (Calvo et al., 2009).  Conditions of 345 bar and elevated 
temperature of 55 °C are required (Maheshwari et al., 1992) for supercritical CO2 to 
match this extent of solubility.  Since polar lipids are not soluble in supercritical CO2, a 
polar co-solvent (“entrainer”) such as ethanol is needed to extract glycolipids and 
phospholipids (Choi et al., 1987; Mendes et al., 2003). 
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 Ultrasonic standing wave separation 
The same application of a standing ultrasound wave – as described above – can be 
used to concentrate biomass particles following cell rupture, and concentrate the lower 
density lipid droplets at the low pressure nodes of the standing wave.  As another facet 
of the unique work carried out at Los Alamos (Marrone et al., 2011), this technique 
shows some promise in separating lipid droplets finely dispersed in water based 
emulsions.  However, the process has not been examined for media containing cell wall 
particles (that would collect with the oil), and may have limited relevance for the 
practical application of separating oil from water and biomass. 
 
2.2.3 Conversion/upgrading of lipid fraction 
This section briefly reviews the potential conversion strategies to turn algal oil, or 
biocrude, into useable fuels by physical/chemical means.  Processes such as anaerobic 
digestion, which may be useful for converting other cellular components (proteins, 
carbohydrates, etc.) to methane, or biological conversion of carbohydrates to butanol, 
are outside the scope of this discussion.  Conversion of biomass to useful fuels 
generally involves removal of oxygen and other heteroatoms, and elimination of any 
water content. 
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Transesterification 
A popular and simple method for converting vegetable oil into a liquid fuel resembling 
diesel, transesterification involves the reaction of a triglyceride with an alcohol (typically 
methanol) to produce three fatty acid methyl esters (biodiesel) and byproduct glycerol.   
 
Figure 2-2: Transesterification of vegetable oil triglycerides                             
Reproduced from Agarwal (2007) 
 
An acid or base catalyst is commonly used to accelerate the reaction.  As noted in 
Chapter 1, biodiesel accounts for 0.4% of the U.S. transportation sector’s primary 
energy usage.  If biodiesel was produced in larger quantities, the existing market for 
glycerol could be quickly saturated.  The key reactant, methanol, is also problematic 
because it is largely produced from methane, and thus represents embedded fossil fuel 
energy that lessens the overall sustainability of the process.  Methyl ester biodiesel 
(from reaction with methanol) has an energy content tangibly lower than conventional 
diesel (37.5 vs. 42.8 MJ/kg of fuel), due to the presence of two oxygen atoms in each 
molecule.  Transesterification of algal lipids and other vegetable oils is attractive 
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because biodiesel can be used directly in a diesel engine (or blended with diesel) with 
minimal modifications to the fuel system.   
Hydrothermal liquefaction and gasification 
Hydrothermal processing, which is reviewed in greater detail in Chapter 5, entails 
reactions of biomass components in subcritical or supercritical water.  Since heating 
water at sufficient pressure avoids a phase change, heating costs are lessened.  
Peterson (2009) demonstrates that if 1 kg of water is heated to 250°C at 300 atm 
instead of 1 atm, the process requires 950 instead of 2900 kJ.  While operating at these 
high temperature and pressure conditions will entail a significant heating and power 
consumption, energy integration (heating the feed stream with the cooling product 
stream) would likely be useful in reducing this requirement.   
The two regimes of hydrothermal processing on either side of the critical temperature, 
allow of liquefaction or gasification, respectively, as denoted in Figure 2-3.  Radical 
chemistry dominates in the high temperature gasification, and acid-base catalyzed 
reactions (ionic in nature) occur readily in the lower temperature liquefaction zone 
(where the pressure is kept high enough to avoid steam formation).  Hydrothermal 
gasification can produce methane in a single step from a range of biomass components.  
At very high temperature (>600°C), hydrogen formation is possible.  Hydrothermal 
liquefaction depolymerizes biomass, forming sugars from carbohydrates, fatty acids 
from triglycerides (the subject of our research, summarized in Chapter 5), and amino 
acids from proteins.   
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Figure 2-3: Hydrothermal biomass processing "zones" on the phase diagram of water 
(Peterson, 2009) 
 
The gasification process exploits supercritical water’s liquid--like density and gas-like 
viscosity, reducing mass transfer limitations to chemical conversion. 
Stucki and colleauges (2009) have demonstrated a catalytic hydrothermal gasification 
process for methane production from the microalga Spirulina platensis which is capable 
of mineralizing nutrient bearing organics and is expected to recover over 60% of the 
heating value contained in the algal biomass in the form of methane.  Ruthenium 
catalysts were employed in the small unstirred batch reactor system.  The proposed 
pathway showed much promise for gaseous fuel production, since produced CO2 and 
separated water could be recycled back to microalgae cultivation.  Continued work is 
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necessary to assess the potential for catalyst deactivation with various salts and 
heteroatoms (Na2SO4 and S) present in solution and the practical potential for growth of 
microalgae on nutrients recycled from such processes.  Though the microalgae was 
dried before mixture with water at the desired feed concentration of 2.5-20 wt%, it is 
conceivable that the process could work with no need for substantial drying or 
fractionation. 
Elliott and colleagues (2013) at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory have recently 
reported the conversion of algal slurries up to 35 wt% to biocrude by hydrothermal 
liquefaction.  At 350°C and 20 MPa, their 1 L continuous flow reactor allowed direct oil 
recovery without the use of a solvent.  The process was unique in that it also utilized 
catalytic hydrothermal gasification to process the water soluble organics from the 
liquefaction step.  The authors cited the need to remove precipitated nutrients such as 
phosphate and sulfate before the ruthenium metal hydrothermal gasification catalyst 
was poisoned, and the goal of nutrient recycling in the recovered byproducts.  This 
particular work significantly advances the field of hydrothermal conversion of algal 
feedstocks because of the connectivity of the various processes, the larger scale and 
continuity of operation, and the complete avoidance of solvent.  Lacking, however, was 
a note on the overall energy return on energy invested in the experimental process or 
the projected scaled-up operation. 
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2.3  Summary and context 
This brief review of potential process steps for the mid-stream and conversion 
operations in algal biofuel production was included to show the context in which the 
experimental and theoretical work in the next three chapters is situated.  Acoustic 
cavitation is investigated first (Chapters 3-4), and may be useful when downstream 
processing strategies require increased access to cellular contents by disruption.  
Hydrothermal liquefaction of a model compound triglyceride (Chapter 5) elucidates the 
chemistry associated with hydrolysis, a first step in converting algal lipid feedstocks to a 
useable fuel source.   Each processing strategy has inherent advantages and 
disadvantages, depending on the interplay with other steps upstream and downstream 
and on the specific species type and environmental conditions. 
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Chapter 3  Ultrasonic cavitation for disruption of microalgae 
As was discussed in Chapter 2, challenges with mid-stream fractionation steps in 
proposed microalgae biofuel pathways arise from the typically dilute cell density in 
growth media (which can be as low as 0.01 wt% (Chisti, 2007)), micron scale cell sizes, 
and often durable cell walls.  For microalgae to be a sustainable source of biofuels and 
co-products, efficient fractionation of the cellular material by some method will be 
necessary.  On the basis of energy required for processing, the study presented in this 
chapter evaluates ultrasonic cell disruption as a processing step that fractionates 
microalgae cells even at elevated concentrations.  A range of species types with 
different sizes and cell wall compositions were treated with ultrasonic cavitation.  The 
initial few seconds of sonication offered the most significant disruption, even for the 
stronger, more durable, cells of Nannochloropsis, which are resistant to breakage.  The 
diminishing effectiveness after this initial period was attributed by acoustic 
measurements to attenuation of the ultrasound in the ensuing cloud of cavitating 
bubbles.  At longer exposure times past the first few seconds, when cell breakage by 
cavitation slowed, differences between species were more pronounced.  Processing 
Isochrysis at higher concentrations, which slowed cell disintegration only by a moderate 
extent, made the expenditure of ultrasonic energy worthwhile.   
 
3.1  Background and introduction 
As summarized in Chapter 1, we as a global society should have a compelling interest 
in establishing a more sustainable energy infrastructure for the long term.  In the 
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transportation sector, a particular need exists for high energy density liquid fuels in the 
jet and diesel range.  Renewable fuel use for transportation is still small, and fuel 
ethanol makes the only important contribution.  Bio-oil production from microalgae 
shows significant potential as a pathway that does not compete with conventional 
agriculture in terms of land use.  In many studies, it has been shown to require a 
comparatively smaller amount of even non-arable land compared to conventional 
terrestrial crops, and can utilize carbon dioxide from industrial sources often in brackish 
or salt water (Clarens et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2011).   
This work with cavitation induced by high intensity, low frequency ultrasound is 
motivated by the potential to alleviate the key challenges (reviewed earlier) in the mid-
stream steps of harvesting and fractionation of microalgae.  Ultrasonic cell disruption 
relies on cavitation, which is characterized by the violent collapse of bubbles in an 
alternating pressure field.  The cavitation of bubbles in the aqueous algal suspension 
produces severe, localized, short-lived temperature and pressure increases as well as 
microstreaming effects and shock waves that rupture algal cells.  Acoustic cavitation is 
employed for its chemical and physical effects in a wide range of applications, including 
sonochemistry, mixing, and device cleaning applications.  The central mechanism 
responsible for the desired effects is the drastic convergence of a bubble under the 
influence of a sound field.  H.G. Flynn (1964) noted that this was “an effective 
mechanism for concentrating energy,” transforming “the relatively low-energy density of 
a sound field into the high-energy density characteristic of the neighborhood and interior 
of a collapsing bubble.” 
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The destructive effects of ultrasound on cells were documented early in the last century 
(Harvey and Loomis, 1929; Hugo, 1954), and correctly attributed to acoustic cavitation 
(Hughes and Nyborg, 1962), not a direct effect of the ultrasound itself.  Giordano and 
coworkers (1976) conducted early experiments with low power 1 MHz ultrasound.  This 
was transmitted from the walls of a cylindrical container for long times, exceeding a half 
hour, for disruption of the unicellular microalga Scenedesmus quadricauda.  The power 
delivered per area of the transducer was approximately 3 W/cm2.  The authors 
measured cavitation intensity by monitoring the power of the subharmonic frequency 
(De Santis, 1967), and showed that the extent of microalgae cell breakage directly 
followed cavitation intensity not acoustic power.  When the water was degassed, 
cavitation – which relies on pre-existing bubble nuclei under ordinary ultrasonic power – 
was prevented.  This inhibition was present up to the maximum power available.   
Ultrasound has also been employed as a method of inhibiting growth of microorganisms 
such as algae and bacteria.  Cavitating bubbles in water systems can inflict damage on 
entire cells or organelles such as gas vesicles (Dehghani and Changani, 2006; Lee et 
al., 2001; Mason et al., 2003). 
A few recent studies, motivated by the potential for biofuel processing, present work 
done in the utilization of ultrasonic cavitation for microalgae cell disruption (Bigelow et 
al., 2014; Gerde et al., 2012).  Gerde and coworkers (2012) evaluated cell disruption in 
10 mL aliquots of two species, heterotrophic Schizochitrium limacinum and 
photosynthetic Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, with 20 kHz high power ultrasound.  
Disruption was gauged by measurement of released chlorophyll and carotenoids for C. 
reinhardtii, and by Nile red lipid fluorescence (of an extracted ethanol/water 
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supernatant) with S. limacinum.  They reported that, with both types of algae, when 800 
J was applied to the 10 mL suspensions, the release of intracellular components was 
maximized.  C. reinhardtii was used at concentrations from 0.15-1.4 wt%.  They opted 
not to do microscopic cell counting due to its time intensiveness.  A bilinear fit of cell 
disruption was proposed, consisting of two linearly fitted sections where – after some 
threshold value was reached – the second line’s slope is greatly decreased, and it is 
implied that further sonication is not beneficial.  They called for evaluation of other 
microalgae species, which vary in cell wall strength and size.  
Another recent study (Bigelow et al., 2014) probes the performance of ultrasonic 
cavitation at a much higher frequency of 1.1 MHz applied with a spherically focused 
transducer (instead of an ultrasonic horn) acting on 1 mL of cell suspension.  The 
specific system employed by the authors diminished tangibly in effectiveness past 2.5 
wt% due to reduced mixing in the increasingly viscous suspension, though the authors 
note (without showing results) that a simple flow system constructed to provide mixing 
in the volume being treated across a range of cell concentrations from 0.1 to 5 wt%.  
This better mixing in the flow system enabled processing which was equally effective for 
the range of concentrations.  The authors concluded that release of protein and 
chlorophyll, as well as lipid extractability, were complete (further exposure did not result 
in statistically significant improvements) after 15 s of sonication. 
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3.2  Objectives and approach 
Though these recent studies did report power applied in the experiments, a methodical 
comparison of the energy required to significantly disrupt the different cellular material 
was not offered.  Understanding of power requirements would be most useful for 
interpreting these results, particularly if referenced against some standard for 
comparison.  The primary goal of this work was to measure the energy required to 
disrupt cell suspensions and compare it to the chemical energy represented by the 
suspended cells (the energy content of the biomass itself).  Such a comparison provides 
a useful benchmark that is applicable both to these lab scale studies and to potential 
future pilot scale and demonstration plants.  It is also convenient for evaluating the 
effectiveness of processing a range of culture densities.  To this end, representative 
species from major groups of microalgae were selected for experimentation with an 
ultrasonic horn to evaluate the extent of cell disruption as sonication time progressed. 
 
3.3  Experimental methods 
3.3.1 Cell suspension preparation 
Suspensions of five strains of microalgae, summarized in Table 3-1, were prepared for 
sonication experiments.  Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, both wild type and a mutant strain 
(4349) with deficient cell wall formation were grown in TAP media prepared according to 
the description of Gorman and Levine (1965).  Thalassiosira pseudonana was also 
cultured Aquil seawater medium prepared according to a standard recipe and method 
(Morel et al., 1979) with slight modifications (Price et al., 1989).  Two other species, 
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Isochrysis galbana (CCMP1324) and Nannochloropsis oculata (CCMP525), were 
supplied by Reed Mariculture Inc. (Campbell, CA, USA) in unfrozen concentrated 
slurries of 19.5 wt% and 32 wt%, respectively, and used in a few days.  These 
concentrated slurries were resuspended to 0.5%, nearer to growth concentrations.  
Additionally, a series of higher concentrations were run with Isochrysis up to 7.5%.  In 
all cases, the cell suspensions were mixed with a stir bar for one hour prior to use, to 
assure uniform and consistent conditions and dissolved gas content.   
Table 3-1: Representative microalgae species used for sonication experiments 
 
C. reinhardtii T. pseudonana Nannochloropsis Isochrysis 
Environment Freshwater Marine Marine Marine 
Microalgae Type Green Diatom Green Golden/Brown 
Approx. Size (μm) 10 5 2 5 
Flagella Two None None Two 
Cell Wall 
One Present + 
One Deficient 
Present, Siliceous Present, Robust 
Plasma 
membrane 
Source Freshly Grown Freshly Grown Concentrate Concentrate 
 
3.3.2 Experiments with Branson sonifier 
A Branson Ultrasonics Corporation 450 digital ultrasonic processor (Danbury, CT, USA) 
operating at 20 kHz was used with its piezoelectric converter providing the longitudinal 
vibration.   A Sonics & Materials, Inc. ultrasonic horn (Newtown, CT, USA), depicted in 
Figure 3-1 with a 3/8’ inch (0.95 cm) diameter tip was attached to the converter and 
inserted 3.5 cm into a 45 mL cell suspension in a VWR Brand 50 mL polypropylene 
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centrifuge tube.  Just before each individual treatment, a cell suspension was retrieved 
from a large, well-mixed volume that was stirred for an hour prior to the experiments.  
Once inserted, the distance from the tip of the horn to the bottom of the tube was 5.5 
cm.  The highest amplitude setting was employed for all experiments.  Given the 
maximum converter amplitude of 25 μm with the horn’s amplification factor of 7.5, the 
maximum amplitude (peak-to-peak displacement) of vibration is almost 190 μm.  At this 
maximum amplitude, the power is approximately 114 W.  Taking into account the area 
of the horn tip, this translates to 160 W/cm2.   
 
Figure 3-1: Sonics and materials probe: side and front view 
 
Three to six replicate cell counts were made on the original and sonicated suspensions 
using a hemocytometer.  The more concentrated suspensions of Isochrysis were 
uniformly diluted before counting.  Only cells that appeared to be intact were counted.  
Mass percent algae was determined gravimetrically by drying less than 0.5 mL of 
sample at 105°C.  For consistent comparison across the species types used, other 
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methods of quantifying the extent and effects of cell disruption were not employed 
alongside the cell counting.  We did not attempt to quantify released intracellular 
components, such as lipid or chlorophyll, because this method would need to be 
adapted for each different species of algae studied, and would depend on the lipid or 
other constituent composition.  In support of this choice, Spiden and coworkers (2013) 
note that “cell counting was the only reliable method for quantitative comparisons of all 
microalgae,” citing as complicating factors agglomeration of cell debris or degradation of 
intracellular components.   
For one experimental sample of Isochrysis, confocal imaging with Nile Red, a lipophilic 
stain, was employed to visualize lipid morphology before and after sonication.  This 
technique was employed only for this limited set of experiments due to its time 
intensiveness and lack of quantitative feedback response for many cells in suspension.  
The sample was prepared a few hours before imaging by adding 10 µL of 1 mg Nile 
Red/mL in acetone to 1 mL of cell broth (on the order of 105 cells/mL).  An Olympus 
IX81-FV1000 confocal microscope system with 150x oil immersion objective was used.  
Excitation and emission ranges used with the Nile Red were 543 nm and 560-660 nm, 
respectively. 
 
3.3.3 Acoustic measurements of driving and subharmonic ultrasound 
The H2a hydrophone (Aquarian Audio Products) was immersed in 250 mL of a 0.5% 
Isochrysis suspension in a square plastic container with 12.8 cm (5 inch) sides, 
alongside the ultrasonic horn.  The sound was recorded and analyzed with the Raven 
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Sound Analysis Software (2011), provided by the staff of Cornell’s Lab of Ornithology 
Bioacoustics Research Program.  The average power was logged in 0.3 s intervals of 
the experiment for two bands of frequency, 20 +/- 0.5 kHz and 10 +/- 0.5 kHz, 
representing the driving and subharmonic signals, the latter being attributed to 
cavitation noise (De Santis, 1967). 
 
3.3.4 Safety considerations for prolonged ultrasound exposure 
The Branson Ultrasonics sonifier system is known to produce 100 dBA of ultrasound 
intensity.  OSHA’s permissible exposure limit for noise exposure is 90 dBA for an eight 
hour exposure (technically, this is given as a total weighted average).  This permissible 
exposure limit is halved for each increase of 5 dBA, such that this 100 dBA ultrasound 
source ought not to be used without hearing protection for more two hours.  To operate 
with abundance of caution – and for increased comfort – ear muffs were worn by all 
laboratory users in the small room where there sonifier was used whenever experiments 
were conducted. 
 
3.4  Results and discussion 
Visual counting of cells by microscopy was found to be the most reliable and effective 
method for quantifying the destructive effect of varying times of sonication, similar to the 
reported experience of others (Spiden et al., 2013).  Attempts to employ flow cytometry 
with Nile Red cell staining, as well as efforts to extract and quantify lipids with 
esterification followed by quantification with gas chromatography, were found to be 
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inadequate.  Since the various species of microalgae vary greatly in their lipid 
composition and intracellular makeup, techniques that monitor cell rupture by 
measurement of lipids or other components do not allow for each comparisons among 
species.  For this reason, visual assessment by the counting of intact cells is the most 
direct indicator of cell disintegration that allows for comparison among each type of cell.  
Microscope images of Isochrysis cells on a plain glass slide, following different times of 
sonication, shown in Figure 3-2, revealed drastic decreases in cell size and integrity, as 
well as rapid changes from the initial state of flocculated to dispersed cells.  Intracellular 
lipid bodies were seen in fresh cells and extracellular lipid droplets – with reflective and 
bright color - were noted amid cell debris (two lipid droplets are seen in Figure 3-2b).  At 
long times past one minute, no intact cells are recognizable, and only small pieces of 
cell debris remain. 
 
Figure 3-2: Images of 0.5 wt % Isochrysis before (a) and after 1 min. of sonication (b) 
 
Confocal microscopy of Nile Red stained Isochrysis cells gave more detailed images of 
the lipid bodies within cells.  Due to its time intensiveness, this imaging technique is not 
practical for assessing bulk effects.  Representative images of intact cells before 
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sonication and the cell debris following sonication (5 minutes at 70% amplitude) are 
shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4.  The intact and undisturbed cell has a spherical shape 
and larger lipid bodies.  The image of the debris following sonication contains cells with 
a deformed shape yet retaining their lipid bodies.  Extracellular lipid dispersed among 
other biomass debris is also noted.   
 
Figure 3-3: Confocal microscopy images of a representative unsonicated Isochrysis cell  
 
Figure 3-4: Confocal microscopy images of Isochrysis cell debris after sonication 
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The method of counting only intact cells with a haemocytometer proved useful in 
quantifying the extent of cell rupture, especially when comparing across the variety of 
species types used in this study.  Figure 3-5 shows the fraction of intact cells remaining 
as a function of sonication time for all cell species treated at low concentrations (≤0.5 
wt%).  One notable trend is that the initial 2-5 s of sonication gave the most rapid 
fractional decrease in intact cells, with the disruptive effect slowing down as time 
progressed.  Counts of intact cells of the mutant C. reinhardtii strain (with deficient cell 
wall) were halved within 2 s.  In the case of Nannochloropsis, which has a robust cell 
wall and small size, this halving of intact cells took approximately one minute.  Unlike 
the other species tested, a significant fraction of the Nannochloropsis cells persisted at 
very long times.  Over 40% of these cells remained after 2 minutes of sonication.  To 
verify the experimental result for Nannochloropsis, another experiment at the same 
concentration was run, including a sample at two minutes.   
Figure 3-6 shows the results at higher concentrations for Isochrysis.  These 
experiments with increased concentrations showed similar behavior in that the initial 5 s 
showed more extensive breakage, with a much less pronounced effect of additional 
sonication.  Especially in the first 2 s, the initial change was similar, though the 
differences in breakage trends among the Isochrysis experiments became more 
pronounced at times past 5 s as the more concentrated suspensions required more time 
to achieve the same level of cell breakage. 
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Figure 3-5: Fraction of intact cells of dilute 45 mL suspensions of different species types 
remaining versus sonication time. Ranges shown represent precision propagated from 
±standard error of the average of up to six replicate cell counts for each sample. 
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Figure 3-6: Fraction of intact cells of 45 mL concentrated suspensions of Isochrysis 
remaining versus sonication time.  Ranges shown represent precision propagated from 
±standard error of the average of up to six replicate cell counts for each sample. 
 
The steeper initial drop in cells followed by a reduced disruptive effect, noted in the 
entire set of data, may be explained by a number of potential causes.  Giordano and 
colleagues (1976), working with lower power (20 W) 1 MHz ultrasound over longer 
times, noted degassing (by measurement of reduced subharmonic noise associated 
with cavitation) lessened the disruptive effect as the time of sonication approached and 
exceeded a half hour.  At long times, even at the lower power used by Giordano et al., 
other investigators report that liquids can be degassed by stable cavitation and 
associated rectified diffusion (Crum, 1984) wherein bubbles grow over many acoustic 
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cycles from gas previously dissolved in the liquid and are removed by buoyancy 
(Young, 1989).   
Another important effect is noted in the literature (Kanthale et al., 2003; Romdhane et 
al., 1997; Shah et al., 1999; Young, 1989), wherein the field of cavitating bubbles forms 
near the horn tip, increasing the absorbance of the medium and decreasing the 
penetration of high power ultrasound throughout the system.  One account (De Souza-
Barboza et al., 1988) reports that past a certain intensity, the intended effect is 
diminished due to a “large amount of cavitation bubbles which will diffuse and disperse 
the acoustic energy.”  This loss in efficiency is referred to as decoupling (Mason, 2003).   
This lessens the power of the ultrasound beyond the field of bubbles near the horn tip.  
We evaluated this effect with a follow up experiment using a larger volume of 250 mL 
(instead of 45 mL) that was able to accommodate the insertion of the hydrophone.  
Acoustic measurements using this setup gave particular insight into the noise due to 
cavitation, thus enabling an assessment of any degassing or other causes of reduced 
cavitation.  The power of both the primary ultrasonic signal at 20 kHz and the 
subharmonic signal at 10 kHz were measured.  These two metrics assess the 
attenuation of the ultrasound and the cavitation noise, respectively.   
Figure 3-7 shows sound power averaged over 0.3 s intervals as determined by 
hydrophone measurements (left y-axis) and fractions of intact cells remaining in the 
larger container (right y-axis) plotted as a function of sonication time.  As before, a steep 
initial drop in intact cells was noted, though it took longer to provide the same extent of 
cell rupture with this larger volume.  Both the driving frequency band at 20 kHz and the 
subharmonic frequency band at 10 kHz diminished sharply on the decibel scale in the 
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first several seconds of the experiment.  The subharmonic signal nearly regained its 
initial power of approximately 60 dB, though the driving frequency signal, which started 
at over 70 dB diminished by 35 dB and remained at that low power.  
 
Figure 3-7: Acoustic measurements of sonication compared with cell rupture data 
Ranges shown for fraction of cells remaining represent precision propagated from 
±standard error of the average of replicate cell counts for each sample. 
 
These observed trends of the acoustic power at each frequency support the proposed 
hypothesis of a partial decoupling of the horn from the aqueous medium by the evolving 
cloud of cavitating bubbles.  The power of the sound at this driving 20 kHz frequency, 
measured outside this zone, diminishes drastically in the first 5-10 s as it is attenuated 
by the cloud of cavitating bubbles that form during this time at the horn tip.  However, 
the sound associated with cavitation (at 10 kHz) persists for the duration of the 
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experiment, indicating continued cavitation in some region near the horn.  Because 
cavitation noise does not diminish appreciably after the first initial drop, this indicates 
that degassing is not important over the time of this experiment.  This experimentally 
determined drop in the power of the applied ultrasound, caused by attenuation of the 
sound by the local field of cavitating bubbles, is most likely a primary cause of the 
slowing down of cell breakage after an initial few seconds of significant disruption.  
During these initial few seconds, only a small fraction of the overall volume is 
experiencing severe cavitation activity. 
Further study of this complex system is necessary.  We suspect additional factors may 
accentuate this slowing down of cell breakage, such as weaker cells breaking more 
promptly or initial cell clustering causing frequent cell collisions early on.  Other effects 
such as the changing number, size, and distribution of cavitating bubbles play a role in 
determining the overall extent of cell disintegration over time.   
Comparisons of the energy expended in the generation of the ultrasound to energy 
content inherent in the biomass are instructive in considering the feasibility of this type 
of processing. The Branson 450 Sonifier reported the energy applied during the course 
of each run.  At the maximum amplitude setting, which was used for all runs, 
approximately 13% of the energy drawn by the system is lost directly in the form of 
frictional heat by inefficiencies in the conversion of the electric to vibrational signal.  This 
is found by comparing the energy drawn in the aqueous suspension and when vibrating 
freely in air (with effectively no resistance).  The typical average power drawn over the 
course of an experiment, including that lost to inefficiencies in the conversion, was 
approximately 114 W.  We took a representative calorific value for dry microalgae 
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biomass of 18 kJ/g (Illman et al., 2000) as an upper limit on the energy that could be 
expended in processing.  In fact, since other production and processing steps also 
require energy, the energy expended in this ultrasonic processing step should only 
represent a minor percentage of the total available energy in the oil or whole biomass in 
order to be viable.  This directly impacts the overall Energy Return on Energy Invested 
(EROI), which takes into account all nonrenewable energy required to produce one unit 
of fuel (Sills et al., 2013).  Selecting 18 kJ/g as a representative energy value for algal 
biomass is a conservative estimate.  This value was cited by Stephens et al. (2010) as 
representative of “oil-less” microalgal biomass, but was also reported by Illman, Scragg, 
and Shales (2000) for Chlorella vulgaris with 29% protein, 51% carbohydrate, and 18% 
lipid content.  As microalgae accumulates more lipid (having about 37.9 kJ/g (Chisti, 
2008)), the energy content of the whole biomass would rise above this conservative 
estimate (Stephens et al., 2010).  The US DOE Algae Roadmap (2010) also cited this 
representative energy content as being of the right order for most algae cells  
Some assumptions must be made to compare our data, which is based on counts of 
intact cells, to the data reported by others, involving measurements of released 
intracellular components.  When measuring the release of intracellular components, a 
time of sonication is cited beyond which no significant release of intracellular 
components is attained.  Gerde and co-workers (2012) refer to this as the threshold 
energy value, and note that past this point – even with increased cell disruption 
observed with a microscope (not specifically shown or quantified) – greater extractability 
is not realized even though some intact cells remain.  Bigelow and his colleagues 
(Bigelow et al., 2014) reach a similar conclusion to Gerde’s group.  After a certain time – 
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dependent on species and parameters of the physical setup employed – there was not 
a statistically significant release of lipid.  More characterization of the relationship 
between morphological changes in various microalgae species and the release of their 
intracellular components is needed.  For this comparison with their results, we assumed 
a 50% reduction in intact cells to be a representative “threshold value” that corresponds 
to maximized release of intracellular components.  Maximal cell disruption is probably 
not desirable because of the production of fine cell debris that could inhibit clarification 
and downstream separation (Chisti and Moo-Young, 1986). 
In the experiments with freshly grown (and very dilute) C. reinhardtii and T. 
Pseudonana, 35 times the inherent energy is used in processing to reduce the intact 
cells by 50%.  The dilute cell wall deficient C. reinhardtii cells and the more 
concentrated 0.5 wt% Nannochloropsis cells required about twice their inherent energy 
to reduce the intact cells by half.  The more concentrated (0.5, 3, and 7.5 wt%) 
Isochrysis suspensions took only about 7, 1.4, and 0.6 % of the inherent energy to do 
the same, respectively.  Thus, it was found that – for the parameters chosen in this 
experiment – this process was energetically feasible only at the most elevated 
concentrations.  It was anticipated that processing at higher concentrations would 
improve the worthwhileness of expending ultrasonic energy, provided the overall 
performance could be sustained.  Since a comparable extent of cell disruption can be 
achieved up to 7.5 wt% with Isochrysis, this study affirms this expectation.   
Though Gerde and coworkers (2012) did not assess cell disintegration by microscopy, 
their reported release of intracellular material provides a useful comparison with our 
data, especially since we also used C. reinhardtii, albeit at much lower concentrations.  
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They found that C. reinhardtii showed similar behavior in releasing its intracellular 
material for concentrations of 0.15, 0.7, and 1.41 wt%.  If we apply the same 
comparison and assumptions of an energy content of 18 kJ/g as above, we noted that 
at their maximum release “threshold” value of 800 J per 10 mL, this corresponds to 0.3, 
1.6, and 3.2 units of embedded energy in the biomass per unit of energy expended, 
respectively.   
A similar comparative analysis can be made with the data reported by Bigelow et al. 
(2014), who used high frequency focused ultrasound on a 1 mL suspension of 2.5 wt% 
C. reinhardtii, drawing 26.2 W for 15 s (until additional release of intracellular 
components became insignificant).  This equates to 1.1 units of energy in the processed 
biomass per units of energy consumed, thus  approximately breaking even.  
Figure 3-8 summarizes data from our study along with results from Gerde (2012) and 
Bigelow (2014) The figure plots a ratio of characteristic energy in the biomass – based 
on the calorific value noted above – to the energy expended in processing over the 
range of wt% processed.  Only data well above an energy ratio of unity (indicated by a 
dotted line) would show any promise for this processing step of cell disintegration.  
Since increasing the concentration caused only minor diminishment of the rate of cell 
disruption for Isochrysis in our study, processing higher concentrations resulted in 
higher efficiencies.  It is expected that at some very high concentration, above what was 
used in this study, the efficiency would no longer increase because the ultrasound 
would not effectively penetrate thick slurries.  The data for C. reinhardtii disintegration 
reported by Bigelow and coworkers (2014), whose experiments employed higher 
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frequency focused ultrasonic pulses, shows a lower efficiency than the data of Gerde 
and coworkers (2012) when plotted in this manner.     
 
Figure 3-8: Ratio of biomass energy to the energy expended in processing 
 (All data shown are from this study, except – as indicated – three data points for C. 
reinhardtii and one for S. limacinum from Gerde (2012), and one for C. reinhardtii from 
Bigelow (2014)) 
 
It is also useful to compare the volumetric flow rates for other commercially relevant 
mechanical cell disruption methods such as high pressure homogenizers and bead 
mills.  As has been demonstrated in this study, operating parameters such as species 
type, cell concentration, and target extent of cell rupture will determine the performance 
and energy consumption of each technique.  Nevertheless, volumetric capabilities for 
complete (or nearly complete) cell rupture reported in the literature give a sense of the 
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scalability and performance of these methods.  Much of the available literature concerns 
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cell disruption.  However, this literature is still very 
useful because, as Spiden et al. (2013) notes, this species compares quantitatively in 
susceptibility to rupture by high pressure homogenization to microalgae such as 
Nannochloropsis sp., Chlorella sp., and Tetraselmis suecica.    
Table 3-2: Volumetric flow rate processed in studies of > 50% cell rupture of various 
yeast and microalgae 
Method Rate (L/h) Source 
Bench Top Bead Mill 4 (Garrido et al., 1994) 
Industrial Bead Mill 400 (Rehacek and Schaefer, 1977) 
High Pressure Homogenization (10-12) (Spiden et al., 2013) 
High Frequency Ultrasonic Cavitation 0.2 (Bigelow et al., 2014) 
Ultrasonic Cavitation (1-7) (Gerde et al., 2012) 
Ultrasonic Cavitation (1-160) This study 
 
The bead mill (solid shear) and high pressure homogenization (liquid shear) methods 
are operated in a continuous fashion, while the ultrasonic cavitation experiments were 
done in batch as previously described.  The highest volumetric rates attained are cited 
by Rehacek and Schaefer (1977) for 90% disruption of a 15 wt% suspension of S. 
cerevisiae in a novel (horizontal colloid) industrial high-speed bead mill.  The highest 
rate of 160 L/h demonstrated in this study was for 50% breakage of the mutant C. 
reinhardtii with a deficient cell wall.  The results of the experiments with 0.5 wt% 
Isochrysis give a value of 65 L/h, in the middle of the cited range for this study.  These 
results indicate that cavitation triggered by ultrasound can produce comparable results 
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(on this volumetric rate basis) with other commercially relevant options for microbial cell 
rupture. 
Since the cell breakage was found to be most severe at the beginning of sonication, due 
to the attenuation of ultrasound after the bubble cloud forms near the horn tip, methods 
that employ pulsed ultrasound or short (less than 5 s), repeated exposures in flow 
through systems may be advantageous and should be investigated in future 
experimental studies.  The 1.1 MHz spherically focused ultrasound employed by 
Bigelow et al. (2014) was pulsed at 3.6% duty cycle, yet this was with an entirely 
different frequency regime and transducer setup.  The focused ultrasound generated 
cavitation at a distance away from the transducer, which makes it very different than the 
20 kHz acoustic horn used in this study and that of Gerde and coworkers (2012).  With 
a conventional acoustic horn as opposed to a transducer with associated separation 
from the cavitating volume, attenuation by cavitating bubbles may be relieved – and 
thus the overall performance increased – by pulsed or short time exposure.  Since the 
results in this work suggest short time exposure may be advantageous for cell 
disruption efficiency, further study of pulsed ultrasound with high intensity ultrasonic 
horns operating in the kHz range is warranted.   
Since ultrasonic cavitation relies on pre-existing bubble nuclei, the cell suspension could 
be optimized for cavitation by sparging certain gases before applying ultrasound.  The 
nature of the gas involved has important effects on cavitation.  Argon and other 
monatomic gases are ideal due to their high specific heat ratios (Cp/Cv) which produce 
the most violent collapse (Mason, 2003). 
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Save, Pandit, and Joshi (1997) have suggested with disruption experiments on yeast 
cells that hydrodynamic cavitation, which relies on a fluctuating pressure field in a 
flowing system, is more energy efficient and simple than ultrasonic cavitation or mixer-
blender methods.  Experiments with microalgae species at varying concentrations 
would be needed to confirm the relative efficiency of hydrodynamic cavitation.  At 
present, data of this sort is not available in the literature.  A similar analysis of energy 
effiency, based on the energy content of the algal biomass, would be an appropriate 
tool for comparison with this work on ultrasonic cavitation.  
 
3.5  Conclusions 
A common challenge in processing algal feedstocks to produce biofuel from microalgae 
is the necessity of dealing efficiently with the large amount of water relative to the dilute 
algal biomass in suspension.  Successful processing and conversion steps will thus 
likely require working with the abundant water content in this aquatic feedstock.  This 
study investigated the potential for ultrasonic cavitation as a technique that allows for 
cell disintegration in the wet suspension. 
Disruption of a variety of cell types and a set of increasing concentrations was 
quantified by counting intact cells remaining.  A benchmark was established with the 
caloric value in the biomass, enabling comparison of energy required to achieve cell 
disruption or intracellular component release within and beyond this study.  The energy 
input required for significant cell damage was high relative to the energy content of the 
algal biomass in the case of dilute cell suspensions.  Isochrysis suspensions were 
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disrupted even at high concentrations, markedly improving the potential for more 
efficient processing.  Acoustic measurements showed continuation of the subharmonic 
cavitation noise but lessening of the driving 20 kHz ultrasound, indicating that cavitating 
bubbles were attenuating the transmission of the ultrasound.  Pulsed or multiple short 
sonication periods (on the order of 5 s or less) may increase the efficiency of the 
process by operating before the cloud of cavitating bubbles fully reduces the penetration 
of ultrasound.  This needs to be studied experimentally to improve understanding of the 
dynamics of ultrasonic cavitation for cell disruption.   
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Chapter 4  Cavitation modeling for optimization of cell disruption 
4.1  Overview: Motivation and approach to modelling cavitation 
The experimental study of acoustic cavitation, which was discussed in Chapter 3, was 
limited by the available sonifier equipment.  A single frequency of the sonifier system 
(20 kHz) was employed and the initial bubble size distribution was neither controlled nor 
assessed.  While the experimental study was useful for observing the effectiveness of 
cell disruption for specific conditions tested, there was not enough date to predict the 
optimal conditions.  To rectify this limitation, a theoretical framework is developed that 
predicts optimal conditions across a wider range of variables.  This chapter presents a 
mathematical formalization of this theoretical framework for simulation the fundamental 
behavior of a bubble in an ultrasonic field.  A key objective is to provide sufficiently 
robust predictive capability to identify processing conditions that would increase the 
activity of cavitation, and the subsequent disruption of microalgae.  The simulation of 
one bubble in an ultrasonic field offers basic, yet important, insight into the more 
complex situation involving microalgae suspensions and fields of interacting bubbles. 
The framework that evolved during this research project is based on earlier work by a 
number of investigators, including Lee et al. (1997) and Minsier and Proost (2008).  
These previous studies report single conditions specific to other applications of 
ultrasonic cavitation, such as the cleaning of electronic components (Minsier and 
Proost, 2008).  The application developed in this research is taken a few steps further, 
by offering multi-dimensional sensitivity analysis for optimizing cavitation.  The 
conditions chosen for this analysis span ranges suitable for this particular application, 
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such as ultrasound frequency range from 10 to 150 kHz and intensities (which are the 
pressure of the ultrasonic wave) from 1.5 to 10 atm. 
Two important models of motion for a single bubble are employed including those 
derived by Rayleigh (1917) and Plesset (1949) (known as the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation) and by Gilmore (1952).  The first of these models is shown to give incorrect 
estimates of the conditions at bubble collapse due to inadequate treatment of liquid 
compressibility.  Specifically, the prediction of the bubble wall velocity at collapse is 
orders of magnitude too high.  The equation derived by Gilmore, which correctly 
accounts for liquid compressibility, is used as the footing for further predictions.  
Gilmore’s equation is based on the Kirkwood-Bethe (1942) assumption that shock 
waves produced by the bubble travel through the fluid with a velocity equal to the sum 
of the local velocity of the liquid and the velocity of sound.  With this accurate model of 
cavitation, the severity of shock waves arising from bubble collapse can be estimated.  
The theoretical framework and historical context for these predictions are outlined as 
the model is described in the forthcoming sections of this chapter.  Also discussed 
herein are the limitations of the applicability of the model to a suspension of microalgae.  
An important section describes how the model is validated with real measurements and 
theoretical predictions of other studies.  A sensitivity analysis for optimization of intensity 
of cavitation is then utilized to illustrate the effects of bubble collapse conditions on 
controllable parameters such as applied frequency and sound pressure (amplitude), as 
well as indirectly governable factors such as initial bubble size. 
(A list of symbolic abbreviations is included at the end of this Chapter) 
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4.2  Theoretical development of a cavitation model 
A series of assumptions regarding a single bubble in an infinite fluid media forms the 
foundation for the equations of motion that provide the inputs for estimates of the shock 
waves arising from bubble collapse.  
 
4.2.1 Single bubble model 
A first step in understanding the impact of ultrasonic cavitation of biological cells like 
microalgae is modeling the motion of a single gas bubble subjected to a sinusoidal 
pressure oscillation.  A representative ultrasound frequency of 20 kHz, which has a 
period of 50 ns, is taken as a basis for discussion of the validity of the models which will 
be discussed.  A common approach to simulating bubble motion involves a number of 
key assumptions which were summarized by Leighton (1994): 
1. Only a single bubble is considered in an infinite fluid media.  The single 
bubble assumption loses its validity at high bubble density.  If many bubbles 
or cells are nearby, the dynamics of bubble motion will be impacted by other 
pressure waves.  Even with this inherent limitation, assuming a single bubble 
is a reasonable starting point for predicting bubble behavior, particularly in 
trying to characterize the properties of single bubble collapse. 
2. The bubble remains spherical during its lifetime.  Bubbles or cells nearby 
can also challenge the validity of this assumption, yet modeling the bulk 
effects of non-spherical cavitation would be computationally severe if not 
prohibitive.  The assumption of spherical symmetry, at every stage including 
collapse, is an appropriate and necessary approach for modeling purposes.  
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Ohl and coworkers (1999) demonstrated experimentally with laser generated 
bubbles that if the distance from the bubble core (center) to a plane rigid 
boundary, as shown in Figure 4-1, is more than about three times the 
maximum bubble radius,      , the bubble will collapse symmetrically and the 
major physical effect transmitted outward will be a shock wave.  In the case 
where this distance is less than      , the bubble will acquire a toroidal 
shape and generate a micro-jet that impinges on the solid boundary at high 
velocity.  If the bubble is so close to the boundary that the distance from the 
core to the rigid boundary is much smaller than the     , Ohl and colleagues 
note that the bubble will adopt a hemispherical shape, which again has 
elements of spherical symmetry.  After a severe collapse, it is likely that a 
bubble will lose its spherical symmetry and break up to form new bubbles.  
Nevertheless, for the lifetime of the bubble, spherical symmetry is a decent 
assumption for modeling purposes. 
 
Figure 4-1: A bubble near a solid boundary 
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3. Conditions within the bubble (pressure, temperature, etc.) remain 
spatially uniform.  For the purposes of this work, spatial homogeneity is 
assumed.  However, due to the short times scales of bubble growth and 
collapse, occurring within tens of nanoseconds, the validity of this assumption 
might be questioned if the radial velocity of the bubble wall exceeds a Mach 
number of 1 (Putterman et al., 2001).  In any case, a representation of non-
homogeneity for conditions within the bubble would be very difficult or 
intractable without more theoretical insight. 
4. The bubble radius is small compared with the acoustic wavelength.  For 
20 kHz ultrasound with a sound in water velocity of around 1.4 km/s, the 
wavelength is 7 cm.  Thus, this assertion is well grounded for bubbles that 
may only reach a couple hundred microns before collapse.  The assumption 
also holds for other frequencies studied here.  For instance, at 150 kHz, the 
maximum bubble radius is still two orders of magnitude less than the 
corresponding wavelength, which is about 1 cm.  
5. Body forces (such as gravity) are neglected.  Over less than microsecond 
time scales and for bubbles up to hundreds of microns in radius, this is a very 
reasonable assumption since the gravitational force on the bubble is 
insignificant when compared to the forces applied by the acoustic wave.  Over 
much longer time scales than seconds, micron scale bubbles are indeed 
affected by gravity and will rise due to buoyancy (Young, 1989). 
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6. The gas content of the bubble is constant (no mass transfer).  This is a 
reasonable postulation over the short time scales associated with transient 
cavitation, which occurs at high amplitudes.  Here, an incipient bubble 
collapses within one or two cycles, without sufficient time for mass transfer.  
This would not be true if stable cavitation at low forcing amplitudes an order of 
magnitude less than the hydrostatic pressure over many cycles 
(microseconds or longer).  In this case, rectified diffusion of gas from the 
liquid into the bubble will cause a slow bubble growth.  This phenomena, 
described by Crum (1984), is attributed to the increased area of the bubble 
and the increased gas concentration in the liquid shell around the bubble 
during rarefaction. 
7. The vapor pressure is constant during oscillation.  This assumption is 
questionable, since high temperatures are noted for cavitation, but corrections 
are difficult due to the rapid bubble motion and the reality that the vapor 
pressure – while likely variable – may not respond as rapidly as the bubble 
motion itself.  Vapor pressure is often neglected in applications of similar 
models (Lee et al., 1997; Minsier and Proost, 2008). 
8. The density of the liquid is large and its compressibility is infinitesimally 
small (effectively zero), compared with the values for gas in the bubble.  
This assumption is eventually relaxed with the development of the Gilmore 
model, but it represents an important step in the history of the development 
the theory, and is thus included at the outset.  An incompressible liquid, the 
simplest case, was first considered by Rayleigh (1917). 
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For a bubble of radius R to be at rest with no radial motion in a fluid there must be a 
balance of pressure on either side of the bubble wall, as shown in Figure 4-2: 
 
Figure 4-2: Pressure acting on bubble wall 
 
The internal pressure of the bubble is the sum of the gas pressure, pg, and vapor 
pressure,   .  These are balanced by the liquid pressure at the bubble wall,   , and the 
pressure associated with surface tension (   in N/m),   .   
If no forcing pressure such as a sound wave is acting upon the liquid, the liquid 
pressure, pl, is equal to (in fact, the same as) the hydrostatic pressure,   . 
The surface tension pressure,   , is 
Taken together, Equations (4-1) and (4-2) are basically a statement of the Young-
Laplace equation.  The size of the initial bubble (radius of   ) in the fluid has an 
important effect on the dynamics of cavitational collapse.  The size distribution of 
            (4-1) 
 
    
  
 
 
(4-2) 
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bubbles in a fluid is affected by the fluid’s history and the corresponding effect on the 
bubbles within it.  If a free floating bubble is too large – on the order of 1 μm or more 
(Yount, 1979) – it will eventually rise through buoyancy and separate from the fluid.  If a 
smaller bubble does not float to the surface, it will dissolve away.  Solving Equation 
(4-1) for    indicates that    >    –    since the surface tension pressure,   , is always 
positive.  As the partial pressure of the gas is directly proportional to the equilibrium 
dissolved gas concentration in the liquid, there will be a concentration gradient that 
causes dissolution of the gas from bubble into the liquid (Leighton, 1994).  This 
decreases bubble size as gas dissolves in the liquid.  Measurements done by Flynn 
(1964) verified this effect.  Flynn observed that bubbles formed in fresh tap water with a 
typical radius of 50 μm when left to stand for a few seconds.  After several hours, the 
average bubble radius decreased to about 5 μm.   
 
4.2.2 Equations of motion for a spherical bubble 
The non-linear equation of motion for the response of a bubble to a time-variant 
pressure,     , was first developed by Rayleigh (1917) and Plesset (1949).  Rayleigh 
began by investigating the situation where a sphere of incompressible fluid was 
suddenly annihilated, followed by movement of the fluid inward towards the newly 
created vacuum.  Rayleigh then showed that a real cavity would contain gas that would 
eventually arrest the inward motion of collapse, but not before drastically increasing the 
pressure.  Plesset gave the first formulation of the motion of a gas-filled cavitating 
bubble.  Poritsky (1952) built on this framework by including viscous effects, which were 
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derived only from boundary conditions.  With the assumptions listed above, the 
Rayleigh-Plesset model is derived: 
Here,    is the initial bubble radius.  The derivatives of   are with respect to time 
(velocity and acceleration).    and   are the viscosity and density of the liquid.  The first 
term inside the brackets of Equation (4-3) is the gas pressure in the bubble,   : 
In the special case where the bubble is motionless and     , Equation (4-3) simplifies 
to Equation (4-1).   
The exponential dependence on   in Equation (4-4), the polytropic index, is expressed 
in the relationship: 
Strictly speaking, this thermodynamic relationship only applies for a quasi-static 
internally reversible compression.  This is an approximation relying on the spatial 
uniformity of the bubble (Assumption 3) and neglecting the obvious (non-static) motion 
of the bubble. 
For an ideal gas when    , the compression process is isothermal.  When        , 
the process is isentropic (adiabatic and reversible).  The ratio of specific heats is always 
greater than unity.  For dry air, which is composed mainly of diatomic nitrogen and 
oxygen,      .  In practice, different stages in oscillatory growth and violent collapse 
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will vary between isothermal or adiabatic, while never being simply one or the other.  
The effective value of   is likely isothermal for bubble growth, especially if the applied 
frequency driving the oscillations is very low (Minsier and Proost, 2008) (such as in the 
Hz range), allowing for ample heat transfer during the bubble motion before collapse.  
From a modeling standpoint, the end state of collapse is of primary interest in this 
damage-inducing process of ultrasonic cavitation for cell disruption, it is most useful to 
assume adiabatic conditions exist.  An adiabatic assumption is particularly suited to the 
high inward bubble wall velocities accompanying the collapse because of the limited 
time for heat transfer across the bubble wall. 
A comparison of initial and final volume of a spherical bubble transforms Equation (4-5) 
into a relationship between pressure and bubble radius, which incorporates the 
equilibrium pressure,     , at the initial bubble size,   : 
From here, the origin of Equation (4-4) is readily understood, which arises from 
Equations (4-1) and (4-6). 
As stated above, the fluid was assumed to be incompressible.  This assumption 
translates to assuming  , the speed of sound, equals infinity.  This impossible condition 
can be demonstrated by Equation (4-7) , which relates the pressure and density 
changes in the liquid to the speed of sound.  If an enormous change in pressure (in the 
numerator) is unable to produce a small change in density (in the denominator), the 
ratio goes to infinity.    
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Equation (4-7) assumes isentropic conditions, which are retained for the remainder of 
the theoretical development. 
For the stages of bubble oscillation and growth in which the radial velocity remains well 
below the speed of sound, it is a good first approximation to assume the liquid is 
incompressible.  However, in transient cavitation, the  ̇ term can exceed the velocity of 
sound in the liquid media,  , during collapse.  This is evident even in the output of the 
Rayleigh-Plesset model, as will soon be shown.  This assumption of incompressibility is 
thus problematic during that stage, causing significant error between the model and real 
system.  Models that account for the finite speed of sound in a slightly compressible 
medium were developed to meet that need. 
The most realistic of these was formulated by Gilmore (1952): 
Gilmore’s model makes the assumption of Kirkwood and Bethe (1942): Shock waves 
produced by the bubble travel through the fluid with a velocity equal to the sum of the 
local velocity of the liquid and the velocity of sound.  This derivation is included in 
Appendix A.     is the liquid enthalpy difference between the liquid at the bubble wall 
and a reference distance far away (   ).  The utilization of the Gilmore model and the 
corresponding Kirkwood-Bethe assumption is algebraically complex.  The enthalpy 
difference and the speed of sound are expressed as functions of the density and 
pressure in the liquid, which undergoes an isentropic compression: 
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The pressure of the acoustic wave,      (defined below in Equation (4-15)), is added to 
the hydrostatic pressure,   , in Equation (4-9) and is the origin of the time varying 
behavior in the Gilmore model.  The pressure at the interface of the liquid and its initial 
value are    and   .  The full expressions for    and   are developed with the Tait 
equation, which is an empirical equation of state correlating pressure and density: 
where, for water,   is approximately 7 and   is 3000 atm.  In a similar manner to the 
development above with the pressure balance on the bubble wall depicted in Figure 4-2 
the pressure at the liquid interface is proposed to be: 
Minsier and Proost (2008) follow others (Holzfuss et al., 1998; Lee et al., 1997) in 
negating the vapor pressure.  Both the Rayleigh-Plesset model (4-3) (with its 
assumption of incompressibility) and the Gilmore model (4-8) can be solved numerically 
to give the radius,  , as a function of time.   
Method of Solution in MATLAB 
MATLAB’s differential equation solver, ode45, was used to solve Equation (4-8), a 
second order differential equation.  Since ode45 processes only first-order differential 
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equations, a reduction of order is utilized to put the problem in a workable format.  This 
is accomplished by constructing of a vector s = [   ;    ], where      and      ̇ and 
then forming the first derivative of each of these vector components  where  ̇   ̇ and 
 ̇    ̈.  The initial values of the vector s are                    .  These terms are 
substituted to reduce the order of the Rayleigh-Plesset (4-3) and Gilmore (4-8) 
equations: 
Each equation is solved for  ̇  (which is the same as  ̈) before solution with ode45.  In 
the case of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, which only has one occurrence of  ̈, this is 
algebraically simple.  For the Gilmore Equation, the isolation of  ̈ is more difficult due to 
its appearance in the term,   ̇.  The derivative of the enthalpy difference,   ̇, which 
contains the bubble pressure,   , and includes the viscous effect (the last term in 
equation (4-12)) that also depends on  ̇.  This means that the derivative of the enthalpy, 
  ̇, includes  ̈.  For that reason, the isolation of  ̈ is more challenging (though still 
possible) in the case of the Gilmore equation.  Appendix B provides a complete 
algebraic and coded representation of these statements for  ̈ for both the Gilmore and 
Rayleigh-Plesset equation.             
The acoustic wave pressure contribution      is modeled as a negative sine wave, 
chosen such that the rarefaction precedes the compression: 
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Where   is the angular frequency, which is a function of the frequency of the ultrasonic 
wave,  .   
 
4.2.3 Shock wave propagation following bubble collapse 
The Kirkwood-Bethe hypothesis is important for modeling the shock waves emanating 
from collapsing bubbles.  Minsier and Proost (2008) and other researchers (Holzfuss et 
al., 1998; Lee et al., 1997) apply this hypothesis, by defining an invariant quantity Y 
propagating with the characteristic velocity 
  
  
 equal to the sum of the local sound and 
particle velocities in the liquid (  +  , respectively): 
The solution to Equations (4-16) and (4-17) along propagating lines of constant  , 
emanating outward from the bubble in r and time, involves the use of the method of 
characteristics.  Unique characteristic curves are generated from each of a series of 
points in the radial trajectory of the bubble, each with its own initial values of   ,  ,  , 
 , and  .  The time rate of change of velocity and the pressure along the characteristic 
curves are as follows (Knapp et al., 1970): 
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Equation (4-19) provides a direct expression for pressure along each characteristic 
curve.  It is derived from the combination and rearrangement of Equations (4-9) and 
(4-16).  With the initial conditions at the bubble wall from the solution to Gilmore’s 
equation and calculation of   from Equation (4-16) which is fixed along the 
characteristic curve, Equations (4-17), (4-18), and (4-19) can be solved simultaneously.  
The initial values of   and   change along the bubble trajectory, so each characteristic 
curve starts with its own set of these values.  The MATLAB differential equation solver 
ode113 is utilized, for the computationally intensive formation of over a hundred 
characteristic curves.  Since the pressure and velocity change rapidly on the curves 
originating near the point of bubble collapse, the more stringent error tolerance of 
ode113 (compared to ode45) is expedient.  The MATLAB simulation gives the direction 
of the characteristic curves and the values of velocity and pressure along them.  The 
intersection of two characteristic curves represents a discontinuity in the pressure and 
velocity at that point in time and space, which implies the generation of a shock wave.  
The liquid velocity and associated pressure for the shock waves can then be plotted as 
functions of radial distance and time, with either time or distance fixed, plotting the other 
on the x-axis.  Following the approach of Lee et al. (1997), the time evolution of 
pressure and velocity is plotted for fixed distances away from the bubble center.  To 
accomplish this, the MATLAB code (given in Appendix B) constructs matrices in which 
each column represents an individual characteristic curve’s values of distance, time, 
pressure, and velocity.  The code samples the pressure and time from for each 
characteristic curve at the positions corresponding to the desired radial distance.  
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Multiple distances are chosen over a representative range to show the temporal and 
radial evolution of the shock pulses. 
 
4.3  Application of model  
4.3.1 Limitations to applicability to microalgae cell disruption 
The Rayleigh-Plesset and Gilmore models described above only depict the radial 
motion of a single bubble in an infinite fluid medium, and the resultant shock waves from 
that one bubble.  The bulk of research in the field of acoustic and hydrodynamic 
cavitation has utilized this simplified model.  In practice, however, it is well documented 
that clusters of cavities can develop in a small volume, each cavity having its own 
temporal evolution which is dependent not only on the primary applied ultrasonic pulse 
but also on the pressure fluctuations emanating from the nearby bubbles in the cluster.  
This added complexity makes the modeling approach to cell damage much more 
complex than the single bubble situation, though the optimization of the overall effect 
may very well coincide with the theoretical optimization of the parameters for single 
bubble collapse.  Indeed, while a robust predictive model connecting key parameters to 
extent of a cell rupture for a specific system remains the ideal, deviations between 
reality and the assumed situation may only affect the predicted extent of cell rupture, not 
the optimal conditions for it.  This is explained in further detail below.   
Treating the effect of neighboring bubbles on each individual bubble is understandably 
complex.  Vilhelm Bjerknes (1906) first approached the subject of the mutual interaction 
between gas bubbles in an acoustic field.  He proposed two principal phenomena, now 
called Bjerknes forces, which act on a bubble.  The primary Bjerknes force is that 
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imposed by the sound field, and the secondary Bjerknes force is imposed by the sound 
fields emitted by the other bubbles.  Various models for simulation of the interactions of 
bubbles have been proposed, including an averaging procedure to derive a continuous 
bubble density, an approach using the N-body problem, and the application of a particle 
approach to model the motion of bubbles (Mettin et al., 1999).    
Shah, Pandit, and Moholkar (1999) review an approximation of a spherically symmetric 
cluster of cavities, which is itself based on many assumptions that may not correspond 
perfectly to the real situation.  They consider a cavity cluster with radius   , the collapse 
of which is modeled by the following equation: 
Here, β and   represent the bubble volume fraction in the cluster and the fraction of 
collapse energy conserved in the cluster.  Since β is likely to be much less than unity 
(perhaps on the order of 10-7, the appearance of the term is unimportant on the left 
hand side of Equation (4-20) yet very important on the right hand side.  The 
  
   
 term 
can be negated if the bubbles are spatially uniform, because the overall bubble volume 
fraction will be constant for any cluster radius,   .  They note that        if the collapse 
of the cluster is spherical.  In the special case where only one bubble of radius   fills the 
entire “cluster” of radius   ,     and     such that Equation (4-20) reduces to the 
form of the Rayleigh-Plesset Equation (4-3).  Just as in the single bubble case, Equation 
(4-20) can be solved if the initial value of   , and the forcing pressure,     , are known.  
Just as the spherical convergence of a single bubble amplifies the effect by 
concentrating energy in a smaller volume, the spherical collapse of a cluster also 
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amplifies the overall effect above that which would be expected for the collapse of one 
bubble.  Bubbles on the outside of a cluster would collapse first, transmitting energy into 
the center of the cluster.  The analogous form to the single bubble Rayleigh-Plesset 
Equation, at least when 
  
   
  , suggests that optimal conditions for single bubble 
collapse may also be optimal for the collapse of a cluster of cavities. 
This approximation by Shah and co-workers (1999) is semi-quantitative, and clearly 
relies on enormous approximations with parameters that would likely not be fit to 
obtainable data.  Since this particular model of cluster behavior (and other possible 
variations which are more complex) is uncertain in that it is based on data and 
assumptions which are not validated, we suggest that it is prudent to continue to 
consider the case of only a single bubble.  In practice, it is difficult to assess the effect of 
bubble interactions in a cluster.  If the bubbles in the cluster are sparse, the interactions 
between them might be of secondary importance, especially if dampened by the 
increased effective viscosity of a microalgae suspension. 
Added complications to adequately model the effect of cavitation and associated cell 
damage include a lack of understanding of how the bubble and cell distribution affects 
the sound field (these inhomogeneities could reduce and distort the penetration of 
sound waves), the effect of liquid microstreaming on bubble motion, and the changing 
composition of the liquid with cellular cytoplasmic release.  Degassing may also occur if 
residence times in an acoustic sonifier system are too long, though in Chapter 3 it was 
demonstrated that this effect is probably not important for under two minute treatment 
times. 
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To date, no conclusive and predictive model connects the microsecond long, micron 
scale cavitation events with the bulk effects of cell rupture.  Knowledge of initial bubble 
density and size distribution, the extent of the shock wave emissions from collapsing 
bubbles, their interactions with each other, and the progression of the overall effect 
must all be taken into account to adequately predict and explain the experimental data.  
This would allow the scale up of an optimized system to maximize cell disruption and 
minimize energy inputs.   
As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the spherical symmetry assumed above (Assumption 2) 
may be inaccurate if the bubble collapses near boundary, such as a vessel wall.  Ohl et 
al. (1999) suggested that asymmetric collapse occurs with an impinging jet near a solid 
boundary when that boundary is a distance of less than three times the maximum 
bubble radii away from the bubble center (for 20 kHz ultrasound, as will be shown, 
           ).  While this asymmetric behavior is the case for a nearby solid 
boundary (which is much larger than the bubble size at all times), the effect of nearby 
algal cells or other bubbles may only cause the behavior of any particular bubble to 
deviate from spherically symmetric behavior.  Indeed, the complexity of the net 
cavitation effect in an algal suspension may cause deviations from what single bubble 
cavitational theory suggests.  Exploring these potential deviations due to asymmetric 
conditions remains as an important, yet challenging, area for further study.  However, 
these complexities are outside the scope of this present work. 
In spite of these caveats, the analysis of a single bubble lays the foundation for 
understanding key principles of cavitation.  The potential failure or success of the key 
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assumptions will likely depend on system specific parameters such as cell and bubble 
concentration and distribution. 
Now that the theory of single bubble cavitation was reviewed, we move on to the 
application of the model.  After showing the limitations of the Rayleigh-Plesset model, 
the more appropriate Gilmore model is applied for a single bubble over a range of inputs 
(varying frequency, initial bubble size, and sound amplitude) to explore possible optimal 
conditions for maximizing the effect of ultrasonic cavitation, which involves many 
bubbles.  Ultimately, these results offer predictive ability which will suggest possible 
improvements to the effectiveness of ultrasonic cavitation as it applies to microalgae cell 
disruption. 
 
4.3.2 Model output and results 
In section 4.2, theories of cavitation of a single bubble, including the Rayleigh-Plesset 
and Gilmore models, were summarized.  Simulations with MATLAB code included in 
Appendix B were conducted with the following set of inputs to compare the Rayleigh-
Plesset and Gilmore models.  The initial parameter values given below are 
representative of expected conditions in the experimental setup described in Chapter 3, 
and are thus a good starting point for evaluating the theoretical predictions of the 
Rayleigh-Plesset and Gilmore models. 
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Table 4-1: Parameters used in Rayleigh-Plesset and Gilmore models  
for Figures 4-4 through 4-9 
 Value Used in Model(s) 
  20 kHz Both 
   5 μm Both 
  1.4 Both 
  1,000 kg/m3 Both 
  0.07197 N/m Both 
  0.001 Pa-s Both 
   101,325 Pa Both 
       Both 
   0 Pa  Rayleigh-Plesset 
  1,484 m/s Rayleigh-Plesset 
  3000 atm Gilmore 
  7 (unitless) Gilmore 
 
Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 show the outputs of these two simulations for the radial 
trajectory of the bubble wall as a function of time.  On the x-axis, the number of cycles 
of the sinusoidal input are plotted.  The cycle time for 20 kHz ultrasound is 0.05 μs.  The 
ultrasonic wave, as defined in Equation (4-15), is shown in Figure 4-3.  This negative 
sine wave begins with rarefaction in the first half of the cycle and then ends with 
compression in the second half of the cycle.  The selection of        is a first estimate 
for the pressure of the ultrasonic wave near the tip of a high intensity ultrasonic horn.  
Minsier and Proost (2008) used an estimate of        for their simulations.  The 
actual driving pressure will depend on the location of the bubble, the horn vibrational 
amplitude, the applied power, the cycle time, and the area of the horn tip.  It is possible 
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to show that, for the high intensity horn employed in the experimental work of Chapter 3, 
the acoustic wave pressure could exceed     in the immediate vicinity of the horn tip 
(before being attenuated as it passes into the aqueous medium). 
 
Figure 4-3: Sinusoidal acoustic signal 
 
Figure 4-4: Bubble radius vs. time for the Rayleigh-Plesset model                              
(For the conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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Figure 4-5: Bubble radius vs. time for the Gilmore model                                             
(For the conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
 
The assumption of a completely incompressible fluid in the Rayleigh-Plesset model 
results in an inifinite speed of sound.  This limiting condition clearly is incorrect when the 
radial movement of the bubble wall exceeds the normal speed of sound during the 
collapse for a fluid with a small but finite compressibility like water.  For the Rayleigh-
Plesset simulation, this maximum inward velocity during collapse is purported to be on 
the order of 106 km/s, as shown in Figure 4-4.  The compressibility correction of the 
Gilmore model gives a more reasonable – though still dramatically large – estimate of 
maximum bubble wall velocity at collapse of 21 km/s. Minsier and Proost (2008), also 
utilizing the Gilmore model, simulated higher frequency (1 MHz) lower amplitude (3 
times the hydrostatic pressure) ultrasound with a maximum collapse speed of about 800 
m/s.  The resulting higher velocity for the more severe conditions in the current study is 
reasonable.   
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The assumptions of the Gilmore model are more reasonable and provide a more 
realistic picture of conditions at collapse, when the effect of the liquid’s compressibility 
becomes most important.   During the growth and beginning of the collapse, when the 
bubble wall speed is much less than the speed of sound in the fluid, both models predict 
very similar behavior.  For instance, the maximum radius attained in the Rayleigh-
Plesset model is 365 μm, while that for the Gilmore model is 371 μm.  The time of 
collapse is also very similar for both predictions.  In both cases, the bubble collapse 
occurs near the end of the first cycle of the sound wave.  Computation of the bubble 
trajectory ceases after the time of collapse, as it is unlikely that the bubble would retain 
its spherical symmetry following a violent collapse.  In certain cases with other initial 
conditions and parameters, a bubble does not reach a critical size (and then collapse) 
during the first rarefaction period.  In such cases, the bubble collapse may occur after a 
few more cycles. 
Figure 4-6 provides a comparison of Mach number (ratio of radial velocity to normal 
speed of sound of 1484 m/s in water) of the two models over a range of reduced radius 
(      ).  Examination of the bubble wall velocities as the radius of the bubble 
diminishes during collapse highlights the divergence between the two models. 
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of Mach number vs. reduced radius for collapse stage          
(For the conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
 
Here again the deviation of the models, particularly beyond the normal speed of sound, 
is evident, with the Gilmore model giving an increasingly lower estimate of collapse 
speed as the bubble’s size is reduced during collapse.  This general trend correlates 
closely the one originally presented by Gilmore (1952), who also showed the same 
divergence of the two solutions as the Mach number became large.  In Gilmore’s 
illustration, the exact values differ because the conditions chosen for this study are 
different from Gilmore’s.  Despite its historical importance, extreme aphysical 
predictions of collapse speed from the Rayleigh-Plesset model prohibits further use for 
calculation of shock waves that originate from the boundary of the bubble at collapse. 
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The Gilmore model, with its working assumption made by Kirkwood and Bethe, allows 
the calculation of the characteristic curves by simultaneous solution of Equations (4-17), 
(4-18), and (4-19) with the initial conditions starting at the bubble wall for any number of 
points in radius and time.  This gives the radial position   in time   of the characteristic 
curves and also the local velocity and pressure along those curves.  Superimposing 
these characteristic curves on the part of the radius vs. time plot shown in Figure 4-7 
that focuses on the point of minimum bubble radius during collapse gives a great deal of 
information about shock wave formation.  Here, the calculation and display of 
characteristic curves was centered on the minimum bubble radius in order to highlight 
the overlap of characteristic curves which constitutes the “shock front.”  This simulation 
runs on the same inputs as that of Figure 4-5.  The bubble trajectory from which the 
characteristic curves are generated is truncated at some point after the collapse.  
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Figure 4-7: Characteristic curves of constant   (Calculated with Equations (4-16) to 
(4-19)) superimposed on the radial trajectory of bubble predicted by the Gilmore model 
(This plot shows the final ns of collapse for the conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
 
The slopes of the curves, calculated by Equation (4-17), change as a function of the 
speed of sound,  , and the local velocity in the liquid,  .  Each characteristic curve 
traces out a path in radial distance and time, and carries information about local 
pressure and velocity, as determined by Equations (4-18) and (4-19).  There is a distinct 
and different relationship along each characteristic curve for pressure and velocity.  
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they represent a discontinuity (the shock boundary) in pressure and velocity at that point 
in space and time.  The characteristic curves with steepest slopes are those originating 
from the minimum in bubble radius at the point of collapse.  Manipulation of this model 
data in matrix form, as summarized in section 4.2.3 (see code in Appendix B) allows for 
the depiction of the temporal change in pressure and velocity at fixed distances.  This 
represents the pressure or velocity that a point a fixed distance away from the bubble 
core (the center) would experience over time.  Six distances are chosen from 10 µm to 
1 mm. 
 
Figure 4-8: Pressure of shock wave at fixed distances from bubble core                     
(For the conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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Figure 4-9: Velocity of shock wave at fixed distances from bubble core                       
(For the conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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characteristic of the spherical shock propagation in the medium (Lee et al., 1997).  This 
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result of the crossing over of characteristic curves noted in Figure 4-7, representing a 
real discontinuity that denotes the formation of a shock wave.   
 
4.3.3 Validation of model output 
In order to assure the validity of the model, its results were compared against other 
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements reported in the literature of 
single bubble collapse (Lee et al., 1997; Weninger et al., 1997).  Lee et al. (1997) 
simulated a bubble collapse with frequency of 26.5 kHz, an initial bubble size of 4.5 µm, 
and a driving amplitude of 1.32 atm.  They report theoretical predictions (also based on 
the Gilmore model) of a pulse signal at 1 mm from the bubble core to be 7.5 atm, which 
is compared to the experimental value of 3 atm observed with a needle microphone by 
Weninger et al. (1997).  The model presented in this chapter replicates this result at 
these conditions, as shown in Figure 4-10, with a predicted pressure at 1 mm of 7.4 
atm.  In approximately 680 ns after bubble collapse, the shock arrives at a distance of 1 
mm, which also matches the predictions by Lee and colleagues.    
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Figure 4-10: Validation of model with predictions of Lee et al. (1997)                                        
Pressure of shock wave at fixed distances from bubble core                                       
(   26.5 kHz,     4.5 µm, and     1.32 atm) 
 
Since the shock wave travelled 1 mm in 680 ns, the corresponding velocity is almost 
1500 m/s.  This is typical of other observations, which roughly match the speed of 
sound in water (normally 1484 m/s).  For example, Ohl et al. (1999) captured images at 
20.8 million frames per second of a spherically symmetric shock wave emitted by a 
laser-generated bubble at collapse.  This is reproduced in Figure 4-11.  Frame sizes are 
1.5 x 1.8 mm2 (exposure time is ~5 ns).  The images allow estimates of shock velocity. 
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Figure 4-11: Laser generated bubble cavitation captured by Ohl et al. (1999) at 20.8 
million frames per second (frame size 1.5 x 1.8 mm, exposure time 5 ns) 
 
Here, the shock wave is seen moving about 0.75 mm in roughly 10 frames.  Taking into 
account the frame rate, this corresponds to about 1.6 km/s, and is comparable to the 
normal acoustic velocity in water (~1.5 km/s). 
Since the results of the single bubble model with the Gilmore model and corresponding 
shock wave estimates generally match other theoretical predictions and experimental 
observations, this model shows promise at connecting the observed effects of cell 
damage and rupture with the violent phenomena of transient cavitation, at least at 
moderate bubble density levels where the relevant assumptions closely align with the 
physical scenario.  
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4.3.4 Sensitivity to assumed physical properties 
Before applying the model to a range of characteristic parameters which might be 
modified for an optimal effect, it is useful to assess the influence the assumed physical 
properties such as viscosity,  , and surface tension,  .  To gauge the effect of these 
parameters, representative values that span the range of possible ones expected in 
microalgae cell treatment were selected for a set of model runs with all other 
parameters kept the same as the initial example in section 4.3.2. 
Effect of viscosity 
Media viscosity has been reported to affect the degree of cavitation (Mason, 2003).  
Since the growth of a bubble before collapse is opposed by the viscous effects in the 
fluid, a lower viscosity should boost the severity of cavitation.  The model results, 
summarized in Table 4-, demonstrate this expected trend.  However, the overall change 
is minor.  Even if the viscosity effect was completely eliminated (  → 0, where the 
viscous term in Equation (4-12) is negated), which is not possible in practice, only a 
small increase of 6 atm is realized in the shock pressure at 1 mm.  A tenfold increase in 
viscosity is shown to decrease the shock wave pressure at 1 mm by 15 atm, which is 
also relatively minor.  The reader should note that this effect of viscosity is only 
discussed in terms of the motion of a single bubble.  The inter-bubble communication 
possible with multiple bubbles would certainly be affected by media viscosity. 
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Table 4-2: Effect of viscosity of water on shock wave pressure at 1 mm                  
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
  (Pa-s) Shock Pressure at 1 mm (atm) 
0 611 
0.5 x 10
-3 
609 
10
-3
 (Base Case) 605 
2 x 10
-3
 601 
10
-2 
550 
 
Effect of surface tension 
The surface tension of the surrounding fluid opposes the growth of a cavity.  Lower 
surface tension is expected to reduce the threshold intensity needed to cause cavitation 
(Mason, 2003).  Model predictions change significantly as surface tension is altered, as 
shown in Table 4-.  The theoretical case of eliminated (zero) surface tension is 
predicted to increase the shock pressure at 1 mm by almost 100 atm.  If the surface 
tension of water is cut in half, the shock pressure is increased by 20 atm to 625 atm.  
The general trend of increasing collapse severity with decreasing surface tension 
matches the predictions of Minsier and Proost (2008). 
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Table 4-3: Effect of surface tension of water on shock wave pressure at 1 mm       
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
  (N/m) Shock Pressure at 1 mm (atm) 
0 702 
0.0360 625 
0.07197 (Base Case) 605 
0.3599 548 
0.7197 500 
 
Lowering surface tension and the corresponding enhancement in cavitation intensity 
may offer opportunities for novel methods, perhaps working well with certain systems.  
In practice, surfactants could be used to lower surface tension in the liquid.  Since 
microalgae contain surface active lipids, such as phospholipids, their presence in the 
growth media may act as a surfactant and achieve this end.  Solvents such as ethanol, 
if used in combination with ultrasonic cavitation, could also lower the surface tension 
and increase the overall impact of ultrasonic cavitation. 
Having evaluated the sensitivity of ultrasonic cavitation to assumed – and perhaps 
controllable – parameters, the single bubble model was applied to evaluate other key 
inputs.  We employed the Gilmore model over a range of parameters, including 
frequency, amplitude of the driving ultrasound, and initial bubble size to gain a better 
understanding of the important effects.  To this end, this single bubble model was run 
repeatedly for a range of conditions, constituting a simulation with predictive ability for 
optimal conditions in maximizing cell disruption.  
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4.3.5 Sensitivity analysis for optimization of cavitation intensity 
In order to explore the range of outcomes for different parameters, the frequency, initial 
bubble size, and amplitude of sound were varied to evaluate expected parameter 
ranges in practice (10 to 150 kHz, 1.5 to 30 µm, and 1.5 to 10 times the ambient 
pressure,   , respectively).  The frequency range is fitting for typical high intensity 
ultrasound equipment.  The initial bubble size range is appropriate for the range of 
possible sizes expected in suspension.  As was mentioned in the beginning of section 
4.3.2, the sound amplitude range is representative for typical pressure distributions in 
the vicinity of an ultrasonic horn.  The maximum shock pressure, in atm, at 1 mm is 
calculated, though the relative trends would be the same for any fixed distance from the 
bubble core.   
Geometric Consideration of Ultrasonic Shock Wave Effects on Microalgae 
For a random distribution of particles, the average center-to-center distance between 
nearest neighbor particles, denoted by , is given by Chandrasekhar (1943): 
Here,   is the number of cells in unit volume,  .  With a growth concentration of 106 
cells/mL, the average center-to-center nearest neighbor distance is 55 µm.  Every order 
of magnitude increase in cell number density roughly halves this distance, such that at 
109 cells/mL this becomes about 6 µm.  At a distance of 1 mm from the core of a bubble 
collapsing in a uniformly distributed cell suspension containing 106 cells/mL, the 
representative volume will encompass over 500 cells.  Estimates of characteristic length 
         (
 
 
)
 
 
 
 (4-21) 
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scales for cell density are also instructive in considering the potential for ultrasonic 
cavitation to inflict damage on cells. 
 Sensitivity analysis for 1 mm shock pressure 
A sensitivity analysis was performed for frequency, initial bubble size, and amplitudes of 
the driving ultrasound and is summarized in Figures 4-12 through 4-17.  In cases where, 
over the four full cycles of the sound wave modeled, the bubble does not collapse 
violently, the surface plot is left empty.  This is particularly evident for higher frequencies 
and larger initial bubble sizes, especially for lower driving amplitudes.  For example, a 
large fraction of the surface of Figure 4-12, for the lowest driving pressure amplitude of 
1.5 times the ambient pressure, is empty.  Above 15 µm and above 100 kHz, collapse 
does not occur.  The cutoff – determining whether a collapse is violent or not – is 
arbitrarily chosen to be whether the bubble collapses to less than one-sixth of its initial 
size.  The maximum shock pressure is noted for each figure, and a color scale bar 
denotes spectrum of values plotted across each surface (down to single digit values).  
Since the maximum shock pressure spans a wide range, the color scale is different for 
each plot to show the full range of values. 
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Figure 4-12: Simulation results for                                                                       
Grey lines denote cutoff beyond which violent collapse does not occur                                                   
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1)                                                                 
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Figure 4-13: Simulation results for                                                                          
Grey lines denote cutoff beyond which violent collapse does not occur                                                                                                       
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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Figure 4-14: Simulation results for                                                                       
Grey lines denote cutoff beyond which violent collapse does not occur                                                                                                     
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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Figure 4-15: Simulation results for                                                                       
Grey lines denote cutoff beyond which violent collapse does not occur                                                                                             
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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Figure 4-16: Simulation results for                                                                       
Grey lines denote cutoff beyond which violent collapse does not occur                                                                                       
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
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Figure 4-17: Simulation results for                                                                      
(Other conditions summarized in Table 4-1) 
 
Effect of ultrasonic amplitude 
Comparing the figures shows that increased shock wave pressure is predicted with 
increasing amplitude of the ultrasonic wave.  This is as expected, since the strength of 
cavitation is known to increase with increasing vibrational intensity (Mason, 2003).  
Some optimal intensity of ultrasound is expected for any conceivable system, because it 
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transducer, a tendency for produced cavities to decouple the horn from the liquid 
medium and attenuate the transmission of ultrasound.  This tendency, noted by Young 
(1989), Romdhane (1997), Shah, Pandit, and Moholkar (1999), and Kanthale (2003) will 
reduce the overall effect of cavitation. 
Effect of applied frequency 
Another trend noted in each figure is that increasing frequency gives a lower pressure 
pulse.  This is also expected, as higher frequency ultrasound – with a shorter duration of 
the low pressure cycle of the wave – gives the bubble less time to grow.  For this 
reason, a higher intensity is necessary to produce the same extent of cavitation at a 
higher frequency, as would be produced at a lower frequency.  Mason notes that “ten 
times more power is required to make water cavitate at 400 kHz than at 10 kHz.” 
The question then arises: Can a lower frequency, perhaps even below 1 kHz (into the 
audible range), be employed effectively to give the predicted increase in cavitation 
intensity.  Margulis (1995) summarizes a method for generating cavitation in a liquid at 
low frequency (10-200 Hz), producing large maximum bubbles sizes (1-2 cm) that give 
the same physicochemical effects as ultrasonic cavitation (Margulis and Grundel, 
1982a, 1982b).  Shah and colleagues (1999) reflects on the feasibility of sonic 
processing in the audible range (below several kHz), noting that an elongated metal bar 
(or horn) would produce low frequency sound.  They propose that large vibrational 
amplitudes of 6 mm at the tip could be produced in a 12 m bar of steel vibrating at 200 
Hz, generating cavitation that could be applied for grinding of ores, sawing, or 
sonochemical processes. 
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Clearly, given the implications of the model and the accounts by Margulis (1982a, 
1982b; 1995) and Shah, Pandit, and Moholkar (1999) the potential exists for the 
application of audible sonic cavitation processing for disruption of microalgae.  A few 
caveats pertaining to application and model predictions under these conditions are 
necessary.  As lower frequency is employed, producing larger bubbles during the 
growth cycle, attenuation of the sound and therefore decoupling of the horn from the 
aqueous medium, as noted with increasing amplitude, may detract from the overall 
effectiveness.  If the model predictions for one bubble depict larger and larger bubble 
sizes before collapse, it seems likely that the bulk effect of cavitation might be reduced 
by bubble coalescence.  The single bubble cavitation model used to generate the 
predictions in the preceding plots use frequencies only as low as 10 kHz.  As noted 
previously (Minsier and Proost, 2008), below this frequency, and into the low Hz range, 
the assumption of adiabatic conditions, especially for the bubble growth, may be 
especially problematic.  Applying the model for kHz range ultrasonic cavitation is 
justified in assuming adiabatic (nearly isentropic) conditions, especially at collapse, due 
to rapid bubble motion up to the order of km/s.  Others, such as Lee et al. (1997) and 
Holzfuss et al. (1998), have also justifiably employed the model with adiabatic 
assumptions in this range. 
Effect of initial bubble size 
The effect of initial bubble size is also important, though not as much as frequency over 
the ranges chosen.  The model output in Figures 4-12 through 4-17 indicates that 
smaller bubbles give more severe shock wave pressures.  This is likely because the 
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ratio of maximum to initial size – which correlates directly with pressure at collapse – is 
greater. 
Smaller bubbles may be created through the application of raised hydrostatic pressure, 
as noted by Flynn (1964), in order to reduce the size from approximately 5 µm (in water 
that has been standing) to 0.5 µm.  The model clearly indicates that bubbles of the order 
of 50 µm are not ideal.  For these larger initial bubble sizes, shock pressure may be as 
much as an order of magnitude less than for smaller bubbles on micron scale. 
Microalgal cells (motes) and surface active agents (surfactants) may have an important 
role to play in the stabilization of gas “nuclei” that can grow to form bubbles in 
suspension (Yount, 1982, 1979; Yount et al., 1984).  These “impurities” in the real 
suspensions of microalgae may act to stabilize incipient gas cavities in advance of 
sonication.  Solid motes with a higher density than the fluid medium may act to anchor 
bubbles that would otherwise rise.  Motes with diameters less than 10 μm would not 
settle due to gravitational effects, but rather exhibit Brownian motion.  Motes may have 
small conical crevices (or another similar shape) that either nucleate or entrap gas 
pockets.  The surface tension pressure can actually be negative in the case where the 
gas pocket has a concave curvature from the liquid side, and this would not only 
prevent the dissolution discussed above, but encourage the growth of the gas pocket, 
perhaps seeding the liquid media with free bubbles during the low pressure trough of an 
ultrasonic wave.  Cells, or flocculated groups of cells, are likely capable of acting in this 
capacity and stabilizing gas bubbles.     
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Flynn (1964) suggested that cracks in solid motes would stabilize bubble nuclei with 
radii less than 0.5 μm.  Crum (1982) reviewed this crevice model and found explanatory 
power in various measurements of boiling and cavitation inception.  The initial bubble 
size and number of incipient cavities should influence the extent of cell damage, at least 
in the first few moments of ultrasonic cavitation.  Following some initial period of 
sonication, the initial spatial and size distribution (as well as the morphology of the 
suspended algal cells nearby) will have changed, and will likely impact the overall effect 
of cell disruption. 
Local anomalies in the surface plots 
Noticeable dips or local minima in shock wave pressure are noted over the surface plot 
of the simulations depicted in Figures 4-12 through 4-17.  One such low value for shock 
wave pressure can be seen in Figure 4-17, with ultrasonic pressure amplitude of 10 
times the hydrostatic pressure at 100 kHz and an initial bubble size of 27.5 µm.  The 
shock wave pressure at 1 mm is only 6.3 atm, which is the lowest value in Figure 4-17.  
In this case, the bubble “collapse” is comparatively gentle, reaching a minimum size of 
only 3.6 µm (two orders of magnitude larger than reached in more violent collapse), as 
depicted in Figure 4-18.  This is due to a mismatch between the trajectory of the bubble 
wall and the ultrasonic wave, with collapse beginning, but not completing, during the 
compression phase (0.5 to 1 cycle).  A second rarefaction phase (1 to 1.5 cycles) 
produces slight growth in the bubble, before the second compression phase finally 
brings about mild collapse. 
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Figure 4-18: Bubble trajectory at 100 kHz, initial size of 27.5 µm, and amplitude of 10 
times ambient pressure 
 
These anomalies in the surface plots above are of minor importance when compared to 
the more significant overall trends (over a few orders of magnitude in shock wave 
pressure) with frequency and bubble size.  It is important to note that the choice of the 
sinusoidal input as a negative sine wave (as opposed to a positive one), as shown in 
Figure 4-3, was arbitrary.     
 
4.4  Conclusions and recommendations for future work 
4.4.1 Concluding note on the relevance of the single bubble model 
The Gilmore model of single bubble collapse and shock wave formation, which 
effectively accounts for the compressibility of the water around the bubble, was utilized 
to predict optimal conditions for acoustic cavitation in algal biomass pre-treatment 
experimental studies.  As was noted, the real system is more complex than the model 
predictions and assumptions take into account.  Nonetheless, given the complexity of 
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treating the real multi-bubble and cell system, we hypothesized that optimizing the 
parameters for a single bubble in a simple model will result in more effective bulk 
disruptive effects on suspensions of microalgae.  Similar dependencies of cluster and 
single bubble collapse, as noted in section 4.3.1, may support this view.  This 
hypothesis needs to be tested and validated with experimental studies.  This 
experimental work might be most successful if optical cavitation (produced by lasers) 
was studied in a controlled system.  The interactions of ten or more bubbles could be 
studied in various patterns and distances, even in two dimensions.  Microalgae or other 
biological media could be present to gauge the importance of these mostly spherical 
micron scale bodies and their impact on the pressure pulse communication between 
bubbles.  While this is outside the scope of this current work, we recognize these 
experiments are important to substantiate the use of a single bubble model to predict 
optimal conditions for cavitation of cell suspensions. 
 
4.4.2 Insight on the model output 
The sensitivity of cavitation intensity – as measured by the pressure pulse of the shock 
wave at a fixed distance of 1 mm from the bubble core – was theoretically assessed 
across possible ranges of surface tension and viscosity.  In addition, an extensive 
systematic analysis of three key inputs of frequency, amplitude of applied sound, and 
initial bubble size was presented.  Frequency and sound amplitude are directly 
controllable with different sonifier/transducer/horn assemblies, and initial bubble size 
may be indirectly controlled by the application of hydrostatic pressure or other careful 
pretreatment of microalgae suspensions. 
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Ideal conditions for cavitation were suggested, with particular attention devoted to 
reducing initial bubble size and employing lower frequency (even audible) sound.  
Lowering surface tension with additive surfactants or co-solvents like ethanol was 
projected as a possible means for improving performance.  The potential of intensifying 
cavitation by decreasing the frequency of the applied sound was discussed. 
Systematic experimental exploration of these key parameters on cell disruption by 
cavitation is recommended.  One critical area for further study is connecting the shock 
wave pressure and velocity gradients (with shear effects) with damage done to cells.  
Moderate shear or relatively far sources of shock waves may cause cell damage but not 
complete cell rupture.  The cumulative effect of many damage events may be the 
underlying requirement or cause of cell rupture, but a quantitative model of that process 
is needed. 
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 LIST OF SYMBOLIC ABBREVIATIONS FOR CHAPTER 4 
 
  Coefficient for Gilmore Model (value of 3000 atm) 
   Speed of sound (m/s) 
   Average center to center distance of nearest neighbor particles or cells 
  Frequency of ultrasonic wave (Hz or cycles/s, sometimes quoted in kHz) 
    Enthalpy difference between the liquid at the bubble wall and at infinity (m2/s2) 
  ̇ Time derivative of the enthalpy difference (m2/s3) 
   Number of algal cells left after time, t (unitless) 
  Coefficient for Gilmore Model (value of 7) (unitless) 
  Pressure in the liquid (function of r and t) (Pa) 
    Amplitude of ultrasonic wave (Pa) 
    Bubble gas pressure (Pa) 
    Liquid pressure at the bubble wall in Figure 4-2 and Equations (4-1), (4-11), and 
(4-12) or away from the bubble in Equations (4-9) and (4-10) (Pa)  
   Hydrostatic (equilibrium) liquid pressure outside the bubble (Pa) 
    Bubble vapor pressure (Pa) 
    Pressure associated with surface tension (Pa) 
     Time variant pressure of ultrasonic wave (Pa) 
    Pressure amplitude of the shock waves (Pa) 
  Radial distance (of any point) from bubble core (m) 
  Bubble radius (m) 
   Initial bubble radius (m) 
     Maximum bubble radius (m) 
   Cavity cluster (many bubble) radius (m) 
    Initial cavity cluster radius (m) 
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 ̇ First derivative of bubble radius (radial velocity of bubble wall) (m/s) 
 ̈ Second derivative of bubble radius (radial acceleration of bubble wall) (m/s2) 
  Time of sonication (s) 
  Local particle velocity in the liquid (m/s) 
  Unit volume (mL) 
  Kirkwood-Bethe invariant quantity along characteristic lines (m3/s3) 
  Bubble volume fraction in a cluster of bubbles (unitless) 
  Polytropic index of contents inside bubble (unitless) 
  Fraction of collapse energy conserved in a cluster of collapsing bubbles (unitless) 
  Density of liquid (kg/m3) 
   Initial (equilibrium) density of liquid (kg/m
3) 
  Surface tension of liquid (N/m) 
  Viscosity of liquid (Pa-s) 
  Angular frequency of ultrasonic wave (radians/s) 
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Chapter 5  Hydrothermal triglyceride hydrolysis 
5.1  Background and introduction 
Microalgae based processes may offer pathways to produce more sustainable fuels 
because feedstocks could be grown rapidly utilizing waste CO2 as a carbon source in 
brackish or salty water that may not compete with conventional agriculture (Carlsson et 
al., 2007; Clarens et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2011).  The lipid fraction of these aquatic 
organisms is particularly chemically suited as a precursor to middle distillates like diesel 
and jet fuel (Kubátová et al., 2011; U.S. Department of Energy, 2010).  The triglyceride 
(TAG) structure that is common in algal and other vegetable oils must first be 
hydrolyzed from the glycerol backbone, liberating fatty acids that could then be 
converted into alkanes or fatty acid methyl esters.  If sustainable conversion pathways 
are developed to produce fuels such as green diesel, these energy dense liquid fuels 
would meet a crucial need in our energy infrastructure.  
Development of microalgal biofuel pathways has been hampered, in part, by the high 
water content in the growth media.  Cell densities below 0.1% are common (Chisti, 
2007).  Some cells with diameters below 10 µm have been cited as potential species for 
photosynthetic production of oil (Sheehan et al., 1998; U.S. Department of Energy, 
2010).  Intelligent water management is a key requirement for all harvesting, 
fractionation, and downstream conversion processes.  The ability to recycle water and 
nutrients is critical to sustainability.  Hydrothermal conversion of biomass feedstocks 
has been studied as a possible way to work with the abundant water content and avoid 
costly separation steps associated with water removal (Peterson et al., 2008). 
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This chapter presents experimental work with the hydrolysis reactions of a dilute model 
compound TAG (triolein) in a batch hydrothermal reactor.  To our knowledge, this is the 
first experimental study of a pure TAG molecule in water at hydrothermal conditions.  A 
number of studies, which will be reviewed below, have used readily available vegetable 
or other oils, which contain an assortment of fatty acid types of varying carbon number 
and degrees of unsaturation.  Often, even a single triglyceride molecule contains two or 
three types of fatty acid chains.  The current work with a uniform reagent enables a 
better mechanistic understanding of the chemistry.   
The conceptual process is illustrated in Figure 5-1.  A lipid feedstock or whole cell algae 
containing lipid is processed hydrothermally, and the resulting products (oil and water) 
separate easily, so that the water can be recycled within the process.  The fatty acid rich 
“biocrude” is processed further, perhaps by catalytic hydrodeoxygenation to remove the 
oxygen contained in the carboxylic acid head group.  
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Figure 5-1: Conceptual process for hydrothermal processing 
 
Also new to this field is the direct quantification – without any need for derivatization 
such as methylation – of TAGs, diglycerides (DAGs), monoglycerides (MAGs), and fatty 
acids in one gas chromatography technique developed recently for monitoring 
microalgal lipid composition by Gardner et al. (2013) and Lohman et al. (2013). 
Herein, we review the design, experimental procedure, and operation of the 
hydrothermal batch reactor system and the results of experiments with the model 
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compound TAG.  The experimental results are correlated to a global kinetic model by 
regression. 
Before presenting this work, the context is first established with a review of lipid 
chemistry, hydrothermal processing, and relevant published literature. 
 
5.1.1 Overview of lipid chemistry 
A number of studies have reported the hydrothermal hydrolysis of vegetable oils 
composed of a range of fatty acid types (Holliday et al., 1997; King et al., 1999; Patil et 
al., 1988; Sturzenegger and Sturm, 1951).  The most abundant fatty acid types found in 
the TAG molecules in these various oils (and their lipid numbers) are summarized in 
Table 5-1: 
Table 5-1: Primary (>5%) fatty acid compositions of selected oils 
 Beef Tallow Coconut Peanut Soybean 
Caprylic (C8:0) - 6.6% - - 
Lauric (C12:0) - 46% - - 
Myristic (C14:0) - 21% - - 
Palmitic (C16:0) 26% 9% 10% 12.6% 
Stearic (C18:0) 14% - - 5% 
Oleic (C18:1) 47% 7.2% 47% 26% 
Linoleic (C18:2) - - 33% 51% 
 
These oils are mixtures of triglycerides, esters of glycerol and three fatty acids.  The 
fatty acids are rarely free (unbound) in these oils.  The fatty acids, in turn, vary in carbon 
number and degree of unsaturation.  Common carbon numbers are C16 and C18.  Odd 
carbon numbers are not found in nature, since the acids are synthesized by 
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concatenation of C2 components.  The fatty acids may be saturated with hydrogen 
(containing no double bonds), as in the case off stearic acid, or may contain one or 
more double bonds, as with oleic (C18:1) and linoleic acid (C18:2).  Representative lipid 
molecular structures of glycerol and with TAG, DAG, and MAG forms of oleic acid are 
illustrated below: 
    
Figure 5-2: Space filling and bond-line models of a triglyceride molecule:                
Triolein (C57H104O6) 
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Figure 5-3: Space filling and bond-line models of a diglyceride molecule:                 
Diolein (C39H72O5) 
 
     
Figure 5-4: Space filling and bond-line models of a monoglyceride molecule:             
Monoolein (C21H40O4) 
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Figure 5-5: Space filling and bond-line models of a glycerol molecule:                 
(C3H8O3) 
 
   
Figure 5-6: Space filling and bond-line models of a fatty acid molecule:                      
Oleic acid (C18H34O2) 
 
 
These long chain fatty acids have structures resembling common transportation fuels 
like cetane (diesel).  The small oxygen content of oleic acid and triolein reduce the 
heating value of the oils somewhat below that of cetane (a molecular containing an 
oxygen heteroatom can be thought of as being partially combusted): 
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Table 5-2: Experimentally determined higher heating values (HHV) for selected lipid and 
alkane molecules  
Chemical Species Formula 
HHV 
(kJ/g) 
Reference 
Oleic acid C18H34O2 39.5 (NIST, 2014) 
Triolein C57H104O6 39.6 (NIST, 2014) 
n-Octane C8H18 47.92 (Demirbas, 2000) 
n-Cetane C16H34 47.4 (Demirbas, 2000) 
 
The molecular makeup of lipid species like triolein results in a high calorific value which 
approaches that of conventional hydrocarbons.  This suggests that biomass feedstocks 
with high lipid content are opportune substitutes for sustainably produced liquid fuel.   
A key challenge of biofuel processing, especially in the case of aquatic feedstocks like 
microalgae, is dealing intelligently with the dilute biomass in the aqueous media.  
Hydrothermal processing, which utilizes the water as a catalyst, solvent, and reactant, 
offers potentially advantageous processing options for biofuel production.  
 
5.1.2 Overview of hydrothermal processing  
Hydrothermal technologies comprise a spectrum of chemical and physical 
transformations in an aqueous environment at high temperatures and pressures 
sufficient to avoid steam formation below the critical temperature of 379°C (above the 
vaporization curve on a P-T diagram) or above both the critical temperature and critical 
pressure (220 bar) (Peterson et al., 2008).  These processing regimes may be classified 
as subcritical and supercritical.  Subcritical water is employed for liquefaction, and in 
that regime hydrolysis of TAGs is known to occur (Sturzenegger and Sturm, 1951).  
Supercritical water, with or without catalytic enhancement is used to gasify biomass, 
and may be particularly suited for aquaculture feedstocks like microalgae (Stucki et al., 
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2009).  Overall, typical operating temperatures for hydrothermal technologies may span 
from 200°C to 600°C.  
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Peterson et al. (2008) note that if 1 kg of water is heated to 
250°C at 300 atm instead of 1 atm, the process requires 950 instead of 2900 kJ.  This is 
depicted in Figure 5-7.  Since water undergoes no phase change when heated above its 
supercritical pressure, the large enthalpic penalty associated with steam formation is 
avoided.  This difference particularly large at lower temperatures (below 300°C) and is 
lessened at larger temperatures.  At any operating temperature, the heating 
requirement for a hydrothermal process is still significant and will necessitate heat 
integration, the use of a recuperator heat exchanger to recover heat from the hot reactor 
products by heating the cold incoming feed stream. 
Also illustrated in Figure 5-8, are the large changes observed in the density (Wagner 
and Pruss, 2002), dielectric constant (Archer and Wang, 1990), and ion dissociation 
constant (ion product) (Bandura and Lvov, 2005) of water up to 500°C.   
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Figure 5-7: Enthalpy of water versus temperature at pressure of 1 and 300 atm 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Properties of water at 300 bar vs. temperature                                  
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Of particular interest for biomass processing in aqueous media is the dielectric constant, 
which drops off as temperature rises.  Near and above its critical temperature at 300 
bar, the solvation behavior of water is comparable to a non-polar liquid like hexane (see 
Figure 5-8).  Even at temperatures as low as 200°C, water is reasonably effective at 
solvating non-polar biological compounds like oils.  This also leads to reduced interfacial 
mass transfer resistance between phases.   
The ion product of water,  , defined in Equation (5-1), peaks with respect to 
temperature, and this is characteristic of the ionic reactions that occur in the subcritical 
regime.   
The peak is caused by the balance between the endothermic autoprotolysis of water 
and the decreasing relative permittivity (dielectric constant) of water which inhibits the 
formation of ions as temperature increases.  Radical chemistry dominates in the 
supercritical regime, where Kw is very low.  Radical chemistry is favored by high 
temperatures and is associated with gasification.  Under these conditions, a range of 
feedstock compositions produce gaseous products.  
One concern for microalgae growth noted by the National Academy of Sciences 
Committee on Sustainable Development of Algal Biofuels (2012) is the presence of 
pathogens (especially if wastewater is used for algal cultivation) or contamination with 
bacteria, protozoa, or other less desirable algae species (a particular concern if water is 
recycled for growth after processing).  Here, hydrothermal processing offers another 
   [   
 ][   ] (5-1) 
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advantage, since, above moderate temperatures (250°C), destruction of pathogens 
such as biotoxins, bacteria, viruses, and even prions is accomplished within seconds 
(Peterson et al., 2008). 
 
5.1.3 Review of earlier studies of triglyceride reactions in subcritical water 
Having reviewed context of lipid chemistry and hydrothermal processing, a review of 
published studies relevant to triglyceride hydrolysis in subcritical water is offered below.  
These studies (Holliday et al., 1997; King et al., 1999; Patil et al., 1988; Sturzenegger 
and Sturm, 1951) employed oils which were mixtures of different triglycerides, as 
summarized in Table 5-1 above. 
Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) conducted batch hydrolysis experiments of beef tallow, 
coconut, and peanut oils in a stirred 1 L autoclave at 220-280°C and a pressure 
sufficient to keep the water in the liquid phase yet no more than 70 atm (the maximum 
working pressure was 80 atm).  These experiments involved preheating the oil in a 
pressure tube (to match the autoclave temperature), then pushing the oil in with 
nitrogen over 10-20 s.  Sampling was done at various times during the course of the 
reaction by opening an exhaust tube.  Titration to determine acid number, a measure of 
fatty acid content, was the sole method of monitoring hydrolysis.  Acid number is 
defined as the mass of potassium hydroxide in milligrams that is necessary to titrate one 
gram of the oil.  Sturzenegger and Sturm used large quantities of oil versus water in 
most hydrolysis experiments (e.g. 1-2 wt% water and the rest oil).  They also reported a 
dependence of the acid value at equilibrium on the composition, up to about 93 wt% 
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water.  They showed that increasing the quantity of water (a key reactant) drove the 
hydrolysis of beef tallow forward, but that the effect of increasing water content 
continued to decrease in importance and eventually became negligible.  Specifically, the 
change from 41 to 56 wt% water changed the resulting acid number from 181.9 to 
189.7.  A further increase from 71 to 86 wt% water changed the acid number from 192.4 
to 196.5.  At a water concentration of 93 wt%, the acid value had reached 200. 
Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) also noted an induction period lag in reactions at low 
temperatures with peanut oil, beef tallow, and coconut oil.  This induction period was 
later attributed by Patil et al. (1988) to water scarcity in the oil phase at the beginning of 
the reaction.  As the reaction progressed, the fatty acid content in the oil phase 
increased the solubility of water in the oil phase.  This is because fatty acids have 
approximately three times the affinity for water molecules than TAGs.  The exact 
relation depends upon the iodine value, as will be indicated shortly. 
Patil et al. (1988) indicated that for the case when only 1-2 wt% water was present, 
indicated that hydrolysis of oils is clearly a case where the rate of the chemical reactions 
are controlled by mass transfer.  Water, the key reactant, must first enter the oil phase 
before hydrolyzing a TAG, DAG, or MAG.  Glycerol, a final product, distributes between 
the aqueous and the oil phases.  Consequently, both reaction and phase equilibria are 
featured in this reaction.  Patil et al. (1988) developed a model, which they compared to 
Sturzenegger and Sturm’s (1951) data as well as data from their own experiments.  
Patil’s experiments were carried out with beef tallow, peanut, and coconut oils in a 
stirred autoclave over a much wider range of concentrations from 0.7 to 67 wt% water. 
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King, Holliday, and List (1999) affirmed that miscibility in water was crucial to attaining 
high conversions to free fatty acids.  They studied hydrolysis reactions of soybean oil in 
subcritical water from 250-340°C in a closed tubular reactor and also in a sight glass to 
provide visual access.  Their experiments built on earlier work done by Holliday, King, 
and List (1997) which utilized a batch reactor in a preheated oven.  The experiments 
had residence times between 7 and 15 min., and – at temperatures between 330  and 
340°C – the optimal water concentration was between 71 and 83 wt%.  Incomplete 
hydrolysis was observed if the water content was decreased below 71 wt%, and higher 
water content beyond 83 wt% did not improve conversion.  As demonstrated earlier in 
Table 5-1, the fatty acid makeup of beef tallow hydrolyzed in the experiments of 
Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) is comparable to the soybean oil hydrolyzed in the 
experiments of King, Holliday, and List (1999).  The data from both studies suggest that 
water content above 71 wt% does not significantly improve equilibrium conversion.   
King’s visual observations in the sight gauge showed that, at 300°C, the oil was not 
completely soluble.  The authors attributed the incomplete hydrolysis to this insolubility.  
The lower oil density also resulted in a lower effective residence time for that phase, 
since the oil phase (seen as a spherical body) moved quickly up the reactor to the 
outlet, which was at the top.  The oil droplets were entirely miscible in the water at 
339°C and complete hydrolysis was confirmed by 15 min.   
 Kinetic parameter fitting to literature data by Johnson  
Recent work by Johnson (2012) (see also Johnson and Tester (2013)) presented a 
nonlinear regression fit to the data of Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) for kinetic 
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parameters in the oil phase hydrolysis of TAGs.  Their kinetic model, first proposed by 
Patil et al. (1988), is summarized below.  The hydrolysis reaction proceeds through 
three consecutive reactions where a water molecule hydrolyzes an ester bond of a 
TAG, DAG, or MAG, cleaving a fatty acid from the glycerol backbone:   
 
 
 
The first reaction was assumed to be reversible and rate controlling; with the following 
reactions fast enough to assume equilibrium was attained. 
The concentrations are represented in moles/L, so the rate constants have units of      
M-1min-1.  Here,   is the pre-exponential factor (units of M-1min-1) and   is the activation 
energy (J/mol).  R is the gas constant, 8.314 J/molK, and T is temperature in Kelvin. 
At long times, equilibrium is reached.  The equilibrium constant for the first reaction is 
the ratio of the forward and reverse rate constants, with the Gibbs free energy,   : 
     (   )        ( )       ( )              ( ) (5-2) 
     ( )        ( )       ( )              ( ) (5-3) 
     ( )        ( )           ( )              ( ) (5-4) 
        (     ) (5-5) 
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    [   ][ ]    [ ][ ] 
(5-6) 
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Likewise, the equilibrium constant for the hydrolysis of DAGs and MAGs is given by: 
Patil et al. (1988) gave an empirical formula for the concentration of water in the oil 
phase: 
     and    give the relative contributions of TAG and fatty acid concentrations to water 
solubility in the oil phase.  Johnson (2012) notes that since the acid head groups and 
not the chain compositions dictate the solubility of water,    is only a function of 
temperature: 
Johnson fit data by Patil and coworkers to correlate the iodine value of the oil,    , 
which is defined as the mass of Iodine that would react stoichiometrically with the 
double bonds of unsaturated fatty acids in a 100 g oil sample): 
Since the glycerol solubility in the water phase is a critical driver of this heterogeneous 
reacting system, a balance is written on that component: 
    
  
  
      (      ) 
(5-7) 
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      (      ) 
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      (      ) 
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Here   /   is the mass ratio of the water and oil phases and    is the equilibrium 
distribution coefficient for glycerol in the water and oil phase, which depends on the 
temperature and oil type. 
One more balance is written on fatty acids: 
After estimating     from other reported data and the equilibrium coefficient    from 
Sturzenegger and Sturm’s (1951) data, Johnson fitted this kinetic model to 
Sturzenegger and Sturm’s data for peanut oil, beef tallow, and coconut oil.  They report 
the following fitted kinetic parameters, using equation (5-5) to (5-14): 
Table 5-3: Fitted kinetic parameters reported by Johnson (2012) with the model of Patil 
et al. (1988) and the data of Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) 
Parameter Value 95% Confidence Interval 
  (M-1min-1) 2.0 x 104 [2.0 x 104, 2.0 x 104] 
    (K) 6630 [6620,6650] 
     (K) -1740 [-12200,8770] 
     (K) -1020 [-3660,1620] 
     (K) -110 [-990,780] 
 
With this kinetic model, Johnson (2012) predicted the evolution of acid value over time 
for the original data from Sturzenegger and Sturm.  The predicted acid value for all data 
showed good agreement with the experimental findings of Sturzenegger and Sturm 
(1951), though no quantitative assessment of the goodness of fit was offered. 
  (  
  
  
   ) (    )  (    )  (    )  (        ) 
(5-13) 
  (    )  (    )   (    )   (        ) (5-14) 
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Patil’s (1988) model of TAG hydrolysis, which was also fit to the data of Patil et al. and 
that of Sturzenegger and Sturm for certain oils, predicted the extent of reaction (5-2), 
      
   
    
 , over time,   (in min.): 
Equations (5-16) to (5-26) give the following expressions for  ,  , and  , whic are 
algebraically complex functions of      ,   ,   ,   ,     ,   ,   ,   ,   /  ,   , and  : 
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5.2  Motivating objectives and approach 
Our experimental program builds on earlier studies of hydrothermal hydrolysis reactions 
of TAGs in several important ways by: 1) narrowing the focus to a single model 
compound, 2) operating with very precise residence times, 3) using consistent operating 
pressures, and 4) employing very large quantities of water compared to the TAG to 
minimize mass transfer limitation.  Accurate quantification of reaction intermediates 
(DAGs, and MAGs) was desired to give a more complete picture of the hydrolysis steps 
involved over time.  The results have direct relevance for dilute microalgae with high 
lipid content. 
Triolein (glyceryl trioleate, C57H104O6), an ester of oleic acid, was chosen as the pure 
model compound TAG, in part due to its prevalence as a constituent in common oils 
(see Table 5-1).  Triolein is also common in a variety of microalgae species such as 
Nannochloropsis sp., Rhodamonas sp., Isochrysis sp., and Tetraselmis sp. (Huerlimann 
et al., 2010).  The chemical structure of triolein was previously depicted in Figure 5-2.  
Triolein is made up of three identical oleic acid molecules (C18H34O2) ester bonded to a 
glycerol backbone (C3H8O3).  Oleic acid is a C18 fatty acid with one cis double bond at 
the 9th carbon.  This choice of a model TAG system was desirable because it is liquid at 
room temperature (5°C melting point).  This is contrasted with a solid reactant 
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compounds such as tripalmitin, which has three fully saturated palmitic acid chains and 
a melting point of 67.4°C.  Tripalmitin would require preheating before it could be 
injected as a liquid into the pre-heated, pre-pressurized reactor. 
 
5.3  Experimental methods 
5.3.1 Reactor and equipment design 
The reactor system was designed to enable rapid injections of the lipid model 
compound into a pre-heated and pre-pressurized volume of water along with the ability 
to evacuate the contents quickly for analysis.  With this setup, the reactions were 
quenched within seconds without forming steam (which might result in undesired 
products).  The practical range of residence times with this setup spanned from one or 
two minutes to many hours.   
Experiments from 225-300°C, a typical average pressure of 275 bar, and residence 
times ranging from 5 to 80 min. were conducted with triolein as the model compound.  
The reactor was unstirred.  Approximately 152 mg of triolein was injected into 100 mL of 
preheated, prepressurized water.  This study was done with significantly higher water 
concentrations than the ones reported by Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951), Patil (1988), 
and King (1999).  The composition was 99.8 wt% water for all temperatures studied.  At 
this pressure, the water density ranges from 0.85 to 0.75 g/mL.  Since the density 
decreases with temperature, the pressure in a closed, fixed volume hydrothermal 
system with no head-space must be relieved during preheating.  Consequently, a lower 
mass of water is present in the same volume at the higher operating temperatures.   
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The working setup for the batch reactor and peripheral equipment is detailed in Figures 
5-9 and 5-10 below.  The reactor is shown on the right side of both figures.  The reactor 
was enclosed in a Unistrut frame with ½’’ LEXAN shielding.  A sliding lexan door was 
constructed to offer protection during experiments and access when the reactor was at 
room conditions.  With the front of the reactor enclosure protected by the sliding door, a 
second sheet of LEXAN isolated the reactor enclosure from the computer and pump 
equipment on the left and the stainless steel sheet on the outside of the fume hood 
formed a protective boundary to the right.  With these barriers in place, experiments 
could be performed without exposing the user to direct line-of-sight exposure (especially 
to the face) with the hot pressurized system. 
 
Figure 5-9: Key piping and equipment diagram for the hydrothermal conversion system 
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Figure 5-10: Picture of the experimental system and LEXAN enclosure 
 
The reactor was machined by Incodema in Ithaca, NY out of Inconel alloy 718.  This 
alloy was chosen for its high temperature strength and increased resistance to corrosion 
cracking and oxidation.  The dimensions and port locations are depicted in Figure 5-11. 
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Figure 5-11: Hydrothermal reactor schematic 
 
The two ends of the cylindrical reactor were sealed with a threaded body against an 
Inconel plug.  The plug was sealed against the reactor body with a copper washer.  
More information about the design of the sealing assembly and the development of the 
experimental apparatus can be found in Appendix C. 
Temperature and pressure data 
Temperature data were monitored with an OMEGA CN9000A display (top right of 
Figure 5-10).  A Measurement Computing data interface (USB-TC) displayed the 
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temperature signals on the computer’s monitor.  Reactor and injection system pressure 
were displayed by two Dynisco 1480 panel indicators (also top right of Figure 5-10) 
calibrated to Dynisco G-832-000-7.5M and G-832-000-5M tranducers, respectively. 
Water supply and pump 
Ultra-pure water was generated from the Snee Hall tap water with a Barnsted Nanopure 
Diamond system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with constant delivery 
at 18.2MΩ-cm.  Consumable items in the system were a D50281 Replacement pack 
and a D3750 Hollow Fibre Filter on the outlet.  A syringe pump (Teledyne Isco 100DX 
with D-Series pump controller) was used, typically in constant pressure mode, to wash 
all lines and fill the reactor prior to each experiment. 
 Reactor heating 
The batch reactor was supported at both ends by steel unistrut supports and wrapped in 
two to three inches of flexible high temperature ceramic insulation.  Heating was 
accomplished – usually within two hours – with four externally fastened 12’’ long 
Chromalox (NSA-1412, 120V/200W) stick heaters (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) operated by an 
OMEGA Engineering solid state relay (SSR2400C10) and the OMEGA CN9000A 
temperature controller (Stamford, CT, USA).  The wiring for the control loop’s solid state 
relay and Chromalox heaters was finished within a grounded steel enclosure (NEMA 1 
Type).  High temperature fiberglass sleeving protected the leads to the Chromalox 
heaters from the steel enclosure to the reactor.  When tuned, the control loop allowed 
for operation within 1°C of the temperature setpoint.  A type K thermocouple, inserted 
into the center of the reactor contents, provided temperature measurements to the 
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controller and also to the Measurement Computing data acquisition system (Norton, 
MA, USA) which displayed temperature trends on a strip chart on the computer built into 
the Unistrut enclosure.  When reactor heating was not needed, the cord energizing the 
heaters was unplugged.   
During preheating, the valves leading to the back pressure regulator (GO BP-66, Max 
690 bar, Spartanburg, SC, USA) were opened.  The back pressure regulator, set at 
about 200 bar, kept the pressure from rising too high as the density of the water 
dropped during heating. 
 Injection technique 
A six-way injection valve (Valco/VICI, No. C6UW “6 port valve”) with a sample loop was 
installed to facilitate quick and complete injections of about 150 mg of TAG followed by 
a flow of pressurized water behind the sample.  An earlier version of the design 
employed Argon to move the reactant into the reactor through a straight tube.  That was 
found to be nonideal because some TAG remained in the injection system, Argon 
occupied some partial volume of the reactor after injection, and it was difficult to know 
how much time to leave the valve open for injection.  The lipid sample was loaded with 
a plastic syringe with the six-way valve set to the fill position, as depicted in Figure 5-12 
(a).  Excess lipid was flushed through the sample loop to flush out any remnant water or 
gas, and the six-way valve was then turned to the inject position in preparation for 
injection, as depicted in Figure 5-12 (b).  There, the lipid is depicted as red and the 
water as black.   
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Figure 5-12: Six way valve positions for lipid injections 
 
The water pressure was set 70-100 bar above the reactor pressure with the Teledyne 
Isco syringe pump set at constant pressure mode.  The two valves below the reactor 
were left open, allowing the back pressure regulator to release about 1 mL of water 
when the injection valve (High Pressure Equipment Company “HiP”, 15-11AF1, Erie, 
PA, USA) was opened.  The injection line was a 1/16’’ (~1.6 mm) thick walled tube 
inserted into the center of the reactor.  Injections were completed in a couple seconds 
and the valves around the reactor were closed.  The incremental volume of water 
moved by the syringe pump during injection was checked to assure 1 to 2 mL flushed 
through the sample loop.  This was enough to move all the lipid into the reactor, but not 
so much as to change the temperature of the reactor contents or release lipid through 
the bottom reactor ports.  For earlier trial experiments, the injection system was flushed 
with chloroform to check for any remaining lipid.  No hold up in the injection system was 
observed, indicating complete transfer of the lipid to the reactor.  Four test “injections” 
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into a weighed container gave a standard deviation of 6 mg, meaning the injected 
quantity of TAG was 152 ± 6 mg.  The associated 95% confidence interval for this 
injected quantity is 142 to 162 mg. 
Removal of reactor contents after reaction 
When the reaction time was completed, the reactor contents were flushed with high 
pressure Argon through the cooling coil (1/8’’ (~3.2 mm) Inconel tubing, 9 meters in 
length) and collected in a separatory funnel in about five s.  The three Argon cylinders 
(Airgas, Industrial Grade) supplied the inert gas, which was pressurized to about 280 
bar by the booster (Haskell AG-152, Burbank, CA, USA) to keep from forming any 
steam in the reactor which remained at a high temperature long after the contents were 
flushed.  The Argon line also contained a 257 mL pressure vessel (HiP TOC 7-20-P) to 
avoid loss in upstream Argon pressure during the rapid flush of the 100 mL reactor 
volume.  A 7 µm Nupro filter (Swagelok, Solon, OH, USA), not shown in Figure 5-9, was 
installed after the pressure vessel to remove any particulates that might come in from 
the Argon tanks or the pressure vessel.   
A large mass of water (more than 75 g) at the reactor temperature was passed through 
the valve directly below the reactor during the flush.  The packing in normal valve 
configurations is damaged by these high temperatures (quickly rendering the valve 
unusable), so a high temperature HiP valve (30-11HF4-HT) with cooling fins around a 
valve stem extension was installed to help dissipate heat.  The second valve, after the 
cooling coil, did not need this high temperature modification, since the liquid products 
were cooled to just above room temperature after passing through the cooling coil. 
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The high temperature valve below the reactor was then closed, which isolated the hot 
reactor (now containing only Argon and any remnant liquid) from the cooling line tubing 
below.  Then chloroform (Sigma Aldrich Chromasolv Plus ≥99.9%), supplied by an 
Eldex metering pump (Optos Model 2SM with 1/8’’ Head, Stainless, Napa, CA, USA), 
was used to wash out the cooling coil line with two separate washings into the 
separatory funnel.  Before the pumping of chloroform through the cooling coil to the 
separatory funnel, the reaction product lipids could clearly be seen floating on top of the 
water phase.  The reaction sample in approximately 200 mL chloroform was collected in 
a weighed 250 mL glass reusable media storage bottle (Corning, Pyrex, #1395, 
Corning, NY, USA).  When the reactor had cooled the day following an experiment, it 
was filled with approximately 100 mL of chloroform, and left for a half hour.  This “cold 
wash” was done to clean the reactor for the following run and also to account for the 
mass balance of the injected lipid on a carbon basis.  The “cold wash” was collected in 
a weighed 100 mL glass bottle (Corning, Pyrex, #1395).  All samples were analyzed 
within 48 hours on the GC, though occasionally the samples were retested on the GC 
after being stored in a refrigerator. 
The complete step-wise procedure followed for each experiment is detailed below: 
 
5.3.2 Experimental procedure 
The following procedure was followed for each experiment: 
1. Verify injection system is clean, cooling water bath is full, cooling loop is clean, 
and water and chloroform sources are full 
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2. Fill reactor with water, using vent to remove any Argon in the headspace 
3. Plug in heaters.  While heating reactor to desired temperature, wash reactor and 
all lines with water 
4. At target temperature, wash reactor and cooling loop with water 
a. Do at least five washes.  Water must come out clear and not smell at all 
like soap 
5. When reactor temperature and pressure have stabilized, close high temperature 
valve below reactor (isolating reactor from cooling loop) and flush cooling loop 
with ~25 mL chloroform 
6. Flush cooling loop with water to remove chloroform, then bring water pressure in 
cooling line back up to the setting on the back pressure regulator 
7. Open three valves under reactor upstream of back pressure regulator to prepare 
for injection 
a. Assure reactor pressure is steady (250 bar) 
8. With plastic syringe, load lipid into 6-way valve injection system in “fill” mode, 
then switch to “inject” mode 
9. Pressurize injection system 1000 psi (70 bar) above reactor pressure with pump 
in constant pressure mode 
a. Note initial volume in pump 
10.   Open injection valve for 1 to 2 s. then seal reactor, noting drips from the back 
pressure regulator 
a. Note start time 
b. Note final volume in pump to assure >1 mL was injected 
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11.   Note pressure and temperature periodically during the run 
12.   Prepare for ejection of reactor contents 
a. Assemble separatory funnel at exit of loop  
b. Open Argon tanks and ensure booster and valves are ready  
c. Double check all valves before opening reactor 
13.   Push with Argon through top connection while opening exit loop 
a. Note end time 
14.   Seal off reactor, which now contains primarily Argon 
15.   Unplug the heating system 
16.   Pump chloroform through outlet loop and collect this phase in separatory funnel 
a. Do two separate 100 mL (10 minute x 10 mL/min) washings with 
separation and collection into a weighed container for “reaction sample.”  
Shake separatory funnel vigorously for 30 s., venting often 
17.   When reactor is cool (10+ hours later), fill reactor with chloroform for 30 min., 
then collect this 100 mL chloroform “cold wash,” flushing with residual Argon 
pressure in tubing 
 
5.3.3 Product analysis 
Direct quantification of TAGs, DAGs, MAGs, and fatty acids was accomplished by 
closely following the method of Gardner et al. (2013) and Lohman et al. (2013).  The 
very small quantity of glycerol, which mainly partitions in the water phase, was not 
quantified.  The lipid reaction and cold wash samples dissolved in chloroform were 
analyzed by GC-FID (HP 6890 Series) with 1 µL auto-injections onto an Rtx®-Biodiesel 
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TG column (15 m length x 0.32 mm ID x 0.10 µm film thickness, Cat# 10294, Restek).  
The column temperature was held at 100°C for 1 min., and then ramped at 10°C/min 
from 100 to 370°C.  The injection temperature was set to 320°C.  Helium (Airgas, Ultra 
High Purity) was employed as the carrier gas and the column flow was held at 1.3 
mL/min for 22 min., ramped at 0.2 mL/min2 to 1.5 mL/min then held for 1 min., and 
again ramped at 0.2 mL/min2 to 1.7 mL/min, then held for 7 min..  The injection split 
ratio was set to 50:1 with 68.4 mL/min total flow.  The detector was supplied with 
makeup flow of Nitrogen (Airgas, Ultra High Purity) to a total (column + makeup) flow of 
25 mL/min, and used a 40 mL/min Hydrogen (Airgas, Ultra High Purity) and 450 mL/min 
Air (Airgas, Ultra Zero) flame.  The detector temperature was set to 370°C.   
Calibration curves, shown in Appendix D, were produced with a GC standard of Oleic 
acid (Sigma Aldrich O1008-5G, ≥99%) and an analytical standard (Supelco 1787) of 10 
mg monoolein, 20 mg diolein, and 10 mg triolein, all dissolved in chloroform.  The 
residence times for the fatty acid, MAG, DAG, and TAG were 10.8, 14.8, 23.8, and 28.9 
min., respectively.  The GC gave a linear (R2>0.99) response to each of these 
components over the concentration range in the calibration.   
 Ineffective analytical methods  
This robust analytical ability with the Rtx column completely eliminated the need for less 
accurate and more tedious methods such as solid phase extraction and acid value 
measurements.  Solid phase extraction (into an array of test tubes) required 
cumbersome transfers, expensive cartridges, long wait times for evaporation in different 
solvent mixes, and was very sensitive to measured weights for each transfer.  Initial 
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trials of the solid phase extraction method with lipid standards gave very poor accuracy 
and repeatability.  Acid value measurements, which are sensitive to the weight of oil 
phase present, gave very noisy and uncertain results with the dilute lipid samples 
dissolved in chloroform (~150 mg of lipid in 200 mL of chloroform).  Both analytical 
methods were discontinued during the initial period of experiments, and no data from 
either method are reported here. 
 
5.4  Results and discussion 
5.4.1 Mass balance of reaction products and washing 
TAGs, DAGs, MAGs, and fatty acids were quantified for the reaction and cold wash 
samples.  Each experimental sample was injected three times on the GC-FID.   
Before product composition was analyzed, the mass balance comparing injected and 
sampled amounts was assessed.  A total carbon mass balance was chosen because 
water – which is a reactant – would not affect the result, and was not easily measured 
since water was present in excess in all steps of the process.  The carbon mass 
balance is defined in two ways: for the reaction sample and for the sum of the reaction 
and cold wash samples. 
              (      )   
                
              
      
(5-27) 
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The latter formulation in Equation (5-28) is technically the correct one, since the former 
in Equation (5-27) leaves out the residual material following reactor purging, which is an 
important quantity.  Both formulations of mass balance are included to show the total 
lipid recovery in the first and second collections.  Table 5-4 gives the two 
representations of mass balance and an estimate of the propagated uncertainty, which 
takes into account the standard deviation of the GC data (the precision of the 
measurement) for each run and the uncertainty of the amount of injected lipid.  Alkanes 
(a possible product of decarboxylation) were completely absent from the product 
mixture, as noted in the GC analysis of these experiments.   
Table 5-4: Carbon mass balance for each experiment with propagated uncertainty from 
standard deviation of GC data (precision) and uncertainty of lipid injection 
Temp 
(°C) 
Time 
(min.) 
C Mass Balance 
(no wash) 
(+/-) 
C Mass Balance 
(with wash) 
(+/-) 
225 20 101% 5% 102% 5% 
225 40 35% 1% 65% 3% 
225 60 43% 2% 62% 3% 
225 80 45% 2% 83% 3% 
250 10 76% 3% 79% 3% 
250 40 71% 3% 89% 4% 
250 80 58% 3% 80% 3% 
275 5 66% 3% 71% 3% 
275 10 65% 2% 83% 3% 
275 20 48% 2% 56% 2% 
275 30 52% 2% 60% 2% 
300 5 66% 3% 77% 3% 
300 10 61% 3% 66% 3% 
300 40 80% 4% 84% 4% 
              (        )   
                               
              
      
(5-28) 
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As expected, the cold wash improved the overall carbon mass balance at least a small 
amount in all experiments and in one case (at 225°C, 80 min.) by 38%.  The average 
carbon mass balance with the wash was 76% (the standard deviation of the whole 
dataset was 13%).  The incomplete closure of the carbon mass balance indicates that 
some lipid was left in the reactor or lines after the cold wash.  As noted in steps 3 to 6 in 
section 5.3.2, the reactor was washed before the beginning of another run to remove 
remnant lipid products.  A soap-like smell was commonly noted in the first few washes 
with water near reaction temperature and this is indicative of remnant lipid products.  
This partial carbon mass balance closure is likely an inherent limitation in this unstirred 
batch reactor operating with very dilute lipid samples, as it is difficult to remove the 
entire quantity of lipid present following the reaction.   
The only component expected to not be completely partitioned in the oil phase was 
glycerol.  Most of the glycerol partitions into the water phase.  Since the potential 
concentration of glycerol is very low (as much as 16 mg in ~100 mL of water), specific 
gravity measurements as employed by Patil et al. (1988) would not be effective for 
quantification.  Since glycerol only contains a small amount of carbon compared to the 
other lipid species, the carbon mass balance would not be impacted significantly by 
incorporation of glycerol measurements.  In the case of full hydrolysis to fatty acids and 
glycerol, the glycerol mass would represent only 5% of the total carbon balance of the 
original TAG. 
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5.4.2 Molecular composition of lipid products 
For the purposes of this study, even though some lipid mass was not accounted for with 
analytical measurements, the molar composition of the lipid found in the reaction 
sample was assumed representative for evaluation of the progress of the reaction.  This 
molar composition (of TAGs, DAGs, MAGs, and fatty acids) over time for the four 
temperatures studied is reported in Figures 5-13 through 5-16.  The bars represent the 
ranges of precision (standard deviation) of the molar amounts found by triplicate 
injections on the GC-FID for each experimental sample.   
 
Figure 5-13: Molar composition of lipid products from 0.2 wt% triolein at 225°C                                           
Bars indicate precision of triplicate measurement with GC-FID analysis 
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Figure 5-14: Molar composition of lipid products from 0.2 wt% triolein at 250°C                                           
Bars indicate precision of triplicate measurement with GC-FID analysis 
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Figure 5-15: Molar composition of lipid products from 0.2 wt% triolein at 275°C                                           
Bars indicate precision of triplicate measurement with GC-FID analysis 
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Figure 5-16: Molar composition of lipid products from 0.2 wt% triolein at 300°C                                           
Bars indicate precision of triplicate measurement with GC-FID analysis 
 
The concentration of MAG was either negligible (below the threshold for peak 
integration on the GC) or small in all samples.  The largest concentration of MAG was 
7.9% at 275°C and 20 min.  This suggests that MAG is hydrolyzed rapidly compared to 
its rate of production from DAG hydrolysis.  The intermediate DAG showed some 
increase then decrease in concentration over the times studied with the peak DAG 
concentration occurring at about the time TAG concentrations were half of the initial 
amount. 
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5.4.3 Degree of Hydrolysis  
Another metric for following the progress of this series of reactions is Degree of 
Hydrolysis, defined as the ratio of free to total fatty acids (all bound and unbound 
chains): 
The Degree of Hydrolysis for the entire dataset is plotted over time in Figure 5-17.  The 
standard deviation of the three GC injections for each experimental sample, propagated 
for equation (5-29), is also represented by bars indicating the precision of the analytical 
measurement.  For the majority of the data, the precision is so high that the bars are not 
visible. 
 
                    
                  
                   
      
(5-29) 
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Figure 5-17: Degree of hydrolysis for 0.2 wt% triolein                                                               
Bars indicate propagated precision of triplicate GC-FID analysis 
 
A notable difference in the rate of hydrolysis is observed over these temperatures.  At 
300°C, full hydrolysis was accomplished in less than 40 min.  At 250°C, the reaction 
was not complete until approximately 80 min.  After 80 min. at 225°C, only half of the 
fatty acid chains were liberated by hydrolysis.  
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5.4.4 Comparison of acid number 
Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) presented acid number data on hydrolysis of various 
oils in a stirred batch reactor.  Those reactions were conducted at water concentrations 
of 1-2 wt%, a system which is essentially water droplets mixing into in an oil phase.  Our 
dilute oil experiments at 99.8 wt% water were the reverse of this situation.  The 
operating pressure in Sturzenegger and Sturm’s experiments was a fourth of that in this 
current work, though still sufficient to prevent steam formation.   
Sturzenegger and Sturm relied solely on acid number measurements by titration of one 
gram of oil with potassium hydroxide to monitor the progress of the reaction.  Since 
accurate acid number measurements were not possible in our dilute lipid experiments, 
the GC-FID data can be used to calculate an effective acid number.  This effective acid 
number is the grams of potassium hydroxide expected to stoichiometrically titrate one 
gram of the oil phase, as determined by the fatty acid concentration.  On this equal 
basis, a comparison of both data sets (at the operating temperatures that were 
comparable) is illustrated below. 
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Figure 5-18: Acid number comparison of this study of triolein hydrolysis with beef tallow 
and peanut oils by Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) 
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Figure 5-19: Acid number comparison of this study of triolein hydrolysis with beef tallow 
by Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) 
 
As indicated by the final effective acid value point measured for triolein at 275°C being 
higher than that attained by the Beef tallow, the equilibrium extent of reaction is tangibly 
higher when water (the key reactant) is more prevalent.  Sturzenegger and Sturm 
showed that increasing water content in the reaction drives the reaction forward, though 
this effect diminished and ultimately became unimportant above 71 wt% water. 
Figures 5-18 and 5-19 suggest that the rate of hydrolysis may be somewhat slower for 
the experiments with triolein than for the beef tallow and peanut oil.  Since the former 
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data was generated in an unstirred system and the latter was stirred at 120 r.p.m., this 
may be an indication that mass transfer resistance (to water entering the oil phase) may 
have retarded the rate of reaction, even though water content was very high.  This 
highlights the importance of good mixing in this heterogeneous reaction of oil in water. 
 
5.4.5 Kinetic parameter fit by nonlinear regression 
The model of Patil and coworkers (1988) used, summarized in section 5.1.3, was 
applied to the data from this work.  The same parameters were fit as in the work of 
Johnson (2012).  The extent of the first reaction (see Equation (5-15) and Equations 
(5-16) to (5-26)), and thus the concentration of TAGs over the course of an experiment, 
is fitted against this data for triolein hydrolysis with an unweighted nonlinear regression 
algorithm. 
Critical assumptions made by Patil et al., and also by Johnson (2012), were also utilized 
in this current work.  One of these was that the respective density and mass of the oil 
and matwater phases remained constant, which simplified calculation of species 
concentrations over time.  Another assumption in the model was that partitioning of 
glycerol (m in Equation (5-13)) and water (by Equation (5-10)) occured rapidly 
compared to the production or consumption of these species in their respective phases. 
An estimate of iodine value (   in Equation (5-12)) for a mixture of oleic acid and triolein 
was taken to be 88.33.  This translated to a ratio 
  
  
 of 2.92 by Equation (5-12).  The 
glycerol partition coefficient    in equation (5-13) was taken from Butala’s (1984) 
approximation for Beef tallow: 
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From 225°C to 300°C 
 
 
 dropped linearly from 563 to 491.  A linear fit (R2=0.997) for this 
ratio  /   was used to explicitly relate it to temperature. 
MATLAB 2012a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used with the “nlinfit” function in 
the “Statistics Toolbox” to estimate the five regression parameters.  This function, which 
uses the Gauss-Newton algorithm with Levenberg-Marquardt modifications for global 
convergence, was used with the standard algorithm options.  The 95% confidence 
intervals on the parameter estimates and predicted results were estimated with the 
“nlparci” and “nlpredci” functions, respectively.  The code employed for this fitting 
procedure is presented in Appendix E.   
The fitted reaction parameters are summarized in Table 5-5.  These can be compared 
with the findings of Johnson (2012), which were summarized in Table 5-3. 
 
Table 5-5: Triolein hydrolysis kinetic parameters fitted to model of Patil et al. (1988) 
Parameter Value 95% Confidence Interval 
  (M-1min-1) 1.9 x 1016 [-5.1 x 1017, 5.5 x 1017] 
    (K) 2.1 x 104 [5.7 x 103, 3.7 x 104] 
     (K) -4.3 x 10
2 [-1.0 x 105, 1.0 x 105 ] 
     (K) 5.2 x 10
2 [-1.0 x 105, 1.0 x 105 ] 
     (K) 9.1 x 10
2 [-2.1 x 105, 2.1 x 105] 
 
       (             ) (5-30) 
  
  
                   (5-31) 
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The reported 95% confidence intervals are very large for the parameters except for    , 
which may indicate a variety of issues with the fitted data or the model.  The data set 
consists of 18 separate data, if the original TAG concentration at each temperature is 
included in the total.  Johnson’s fit was made with an order of magnitude more data, 
which would result in a tighter confidence interval on the fitted parameters.  The model 
fit in the current study may be insensitive to changes in most of the parameters.  The 
data used to apply the fit also come with some uncertainty and possible irregularity (only 
one experiment was done for each time and temperature). 
The pre-exponential factor   is estimated to be many orders of magnitude higher in the 
current study, while the activation energy   (divided by  ) is a similar order of 
magnitude to that estimated by Johnson (2012).  The relative trend of the Gibbs free 
energy parameters from the first step (TAG hydrolysis) to the last step (MAG hydrolysis) 
is comparable to the results of Johnson (2012), though the actual values are different in 
magnitude and sign such that equilibrium constants K1, K2, and K3 are about an order of 
magnitude smaller in this study, as illustrated in Table 5-6.  The method of Joback and 
Reid (1987) was also employed to give a rough estimate of the Gibbs free energy of 
formation for each species participating in the hydrolysis reactions (the value for water 
was not estimated, as it is available in tabulated form).  This estimate allowed the Gibbs 
free energy of reaction to be tabulated, which was used in Equations (5-7), (5-8), and 
(5-9) to estimate the equilibrium constant for each reaction.  The estimate with the 
Joback and Reid method is also included in Table 5-6. 
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Table 5-6: Equilibrium constants for hydrolysis compared with results of Johnson (2012)  
T (°C) Study/Method K1 K2 K3 
225 
Johnson (2012) 33 7.7 1.2 
Current Study 2.4 0.35 0.16 
Joback and Reid (1987) 0.022 0.022 0.022 
250 
Johnson (2012) 28 7.0 1.2 
Current Study 2.3 0.37 0.18 
Joback and Reid (1987) 0.026 0.026 0.026 
275 
Johnson (2012) 24 6.4 1.2 
Current Study 2.2 0.39 0.19 
Joback and Reid (1987) 0.031 0.031 0.031 
300 
Johnson (2012) 21 5.9 1.2 
Current Study 2.1 0.40 0.20 
Joback and Reid (1987) 0.036 0.036 0.036 
 
One hypothesis for the noticeable difference in fitted kinetic parameters and equilibrium 
constants from Johnson (2012) is that this study gave direct knowledge of triglyceride 
concentrations from the gas chromatographic analysis.  This is contrasted with the fit 
presented by Johnson (2012), which did not have direct triglyceride measurements, but 
instead relied on the reported acid values of Sturzenegger and Sturm (1951) and the 
equilibrium monoglycerides concentrations reported by Patil et al. (1988).  The current 
study may have an advantage in drawing upon a unified dataset of directly measured 
triglyceride concentrations. 
The method of Joback and Reid (1987) gives lower estimates for equilibrium constants 
(by one or two orders of magnitude).  Since the method relies which relies on a group 
contribution method to tabulate Gibbs free energies of formation for the participating 
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molecules (the contribution of each structural group are assumed to be additive), the 
estimated values for each reaction are the same.  The predicted values vary only with 
temperature.     
The fitted kinetic parameters were used to generate predicted values at each time, and 
compared for goodness of fit against the observed data.  Figures 5-20 to 5-23 show 
prediction confidence intervals of the TAG concentration over reaction time.  The dotted 
lines are the bounds of the 95% confidence interval (C.I.).   
 
Figure 5-20: Fit with 95% confidence intervals for triolein hydrolysis data at 225°C 
Model of Patil et al. (1988) applied for fitting       
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Figure 5-21: Fit with 95% confidence intervals for triolein hydrolysis data at 250°C    
Model of Patil et al. (1988) applied for fitting           
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Figure 5-22: Fit with 95% confidence intervals for triolein hydrolysis data at 275°C   
Model of Patil et al. (1988) applied for fitting            
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Figure 5-23: Fit with 95% confidence intervals for triolein hydrolysis data at 300°C  
Model of Patil et al. (1988) applied for fitting             
 
Overall, the majority of the data appear to be fit well within the confidence intervals, 
suggesting that Patil’s model, summarized in Equation (5-15), gives an adequate 
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the model for the entire data set.  A weighted regression model, which could discount 
one or more outliers, was not used.  Its use would require more certainty about the 
quality of the data than is available here. 
The bounds on the 95% confidence interval widen drastically at around 2 minutes for 
the Figure 5-23 (for 300°C).  The shortest residence time at this temperature was 5 
min., by which time most of the TAG is gone.  The scarcity of data in the dynamic 
section of the plot may be responsible for this outcome.     
 
5.5  Conclusions  
A custom experimental apparatus was used to study dilute model compound TAG 
hydrolysis from 225-300°C in water, a typical average pressure of 4100 psi, and 
residence times ranging from 5 to 80 min.  The product distribution was assessed with 
direct quantification by GC-FID.  The hydrolysis reaction kinetics of triolein were fit to 
the model developed by Patil et al. (1988), giving a decent prediction of the observed 
data.  Larger data sets with triolein and other model compound TAGs would likely refine 
the fit, and this is an area for future study.  This analysis was successful in improving 
the mechanistic understanding of the kinetic pathway for triglyceride hydrolysis in 
subcritical water.  This represents the first experimental study of a pure TAG molecule 
in water at these conditions.   
Recommendations for future work in this area are summarized in Chapter 6.  Included 
there are additional suggestions for possible synergistic technology options that might 
improve steps from microalgae biomass dewatering, fractionation, and conversion.  
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Chapter 6  Concluding recommendations for further research 
This final chapter offers suggestions for important avenues of future investigation, 
based on the experimental and theoretical results of the present research.  The 
research findings in ultrasonic cavitation and hydrothermal conversion are synthesized 
into possible techniques to increase the performance of the entire biofuel production 
pathway from dewatering to conversion. 
 
6.1  Recommendations for future research in ultrasonic cell disruption 
Further study of the complex system of microalgae in suspension with interacting 
cavitating bubbles and attenuation of sound from the ultrasonic source should progress 
on both experimental and theoretical fronts.  It is necessary to connect observed 
experimental trends in cell rupture to a complex model of cavitation in a cell suspension 
and associated shock waves.  The single bubble model presented in Chapter 4 was 
indeed useful in suggesting optimal parameter values (frequency, applied ultrasonic 
amplitude, and initial bubble size) and also delineating the effect of surface tension and 
viscosity of the medium in which cavitation occurs.  If pursued, the following research 
directions would further elucidate the dynamics of ultrasonic cell disruption and enable 
increased performance for this technique: 
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6.1.1 Very high cell concentration studies  
As indicated in Chapter 3, the high cell concentrations (0.5 to 7.5 wt% Isochrysis) 
enabled operation which consumed less energy than was inherent in the biomass being 
processed.  The ultrasonic cell disruption technique is advantageous at higher 
suspension concentrations and may not be worthwhile for very dilute systems.  Future 
research should focus on even higher concentrations for a range of species types.  
Cells with more durable cell walls like Nannochloropsis should be studied at higher 
concentrations.  At some very high concentration, it is anticipated that the attenuation of 
the ultrasound by the thick paste will be too high for effective processing.  Experimental 
and theoretical characterization of this dynamic is merited. 
As higher concentrations are studied, it will also be necessary to evaluate which 
dewatering steps (flocculation, centrifugation, belt filter harvester, etc.) work best 
upstream of ultrasonic cell disruption for each species.  Downstream processing steps 
such as lipid extraction with solvent systems should be tested with the disrupted algal 
paste. 
 
6.1.2 Repeated ultrasonic exposure or pulsing  
The experimental results in Chapter 3 showed attenuation of the ultrasound that 
lessened the rate of cell disruption, so it was suggested that methods that employ 
pulsed ultrasound or short, repeated exposures in flow through systems may be 
advantageous.   An industrial scale ultrasonic processing system should probably be of 
the flow-through type, and it may be expedient to have multiple ultrasonic horns 
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positioned in sequence, or set in pulse mode (microsecond to second time scale on/off 
switching).  Studies should be conducted with larger scale continuous flow systems 
designed with this strategy in mind. 
 
6.1.3 Hydrodynamic cavitation for cell disruption 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, one study (Save et al., 1997) has suggested that microbial 
disruption is more efficiently achieved with hydrodynamic cavitation, which relies on a 
fluctuating pressure field in a flowing system.  Experimental evaluation of this claim is 
necessary for microalgae suspensions.  In principle, hydrodynamic cavitation may offer 
some key advantages in processing because it relies on a nozzle design with no moving 
parts, is inherently a continuous flow system, and does not require piezoelectric derived 
ultrasonic vibration with its associated high material and operating cost.  It remains to be 
seen if hydrodynamic cavitation can produce a high level of cavitation to efficiently 
disrupt cells, especially at high concentrations.  
 
6.1.4 Solvent and gas systems used with cavitation 
Ultrasonic cavitation would work well in tandem with solvent systems, because efficient 
mixing and greatly increased interfacial area between the ultrasonically mixed water and 
solvent phases will promote lipid recovery.  The solvent could be a pure organic phase 
like hexane or some mixture of nonpolar and polar solvents such as methanol and 
chloroform.   
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Another interesting, though challenging, possibility is to ultrasonically emulsify 
supercritical CO2 at very high pressures (>100 atm) and its very moderate supercritical 
temperature (>31°C) to solvate lipids, as depicted in Figure 6-1: 
 
Figure 6-1: Ultrasonic cell rupture and lipid solvation with supercritical CO2 
 
This process may enable organic solvent-free operation, but it would have to be proven 
for the relatively low value product like biofuel.  As noted in Chapter 2, the high pressure 
equipment and potentially high compression costs for supercritical CO2 extraction is 
noted by some (Crampon et al., 2011) to be too expensive for low value products like 
fuel, as very high densities of CO2 are required to solvate the lipid material, and the cells 
likely need to be dried before extraction.  Very high pressures are required for good lipid 
solubility in CO2.  Conditions of 345 bar and elevated temperature of 55 °C are required 
(Maheshwari et al., 1992) for supercritical CO2 to match  the solubility of palmitic acid in 
hexane at room temperature (Calvo et al., 2009).  The seal required for operating an 
ultrasonic horn at high pressures makes this process very challenging.  This has been 
accomplished by former members of this group to produce CO2/liquid microemulsions, 
reducing mass transfer limitations in key reactions, to allow novel chemical synthesis 
such as Diels-Alder cycloaddition (Timko, 2004) and carbon-nitrogen bond-forming 
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reactions of amines for pharmaceutical and fine chemical applications (Ciccolini, 2008).  
A flange at the nodal point of the horn body (where no longitudinal vibration occurs) 
allowed a seal between the cap and body of the custom designed adapter, as depicted 
in Figure 6-2: 
 
Figure 6-2: Ultrasonic horn adapter assembly used by Ciccolini (2008) with (1) horn; (2) 
cap; (3) body; (4) fluoropolymer-encapsulated viton o-ring; (5) copper gasket 
 
This Sonics and Materials, Inc. flanged horn was the same used in the experimental 
study presented in Chapter 3, only without the adapter since there was no need for 
closed high pressure operation.  Preliminary trials of this high pressure adapter 
assembly for ultrasonic disruption of microalgae showed significant difficulties with 
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reduced mechanical efficiency of horn operation and shut-off of the digital sonifier at 
high amplitudes.  An unconfirmed hypothesis for this behavior, suggested by Timko and 
others (Aymonier et al., 2000; Timko, 2004), is that a small drift (<2%) in the resonant 
frequency of the sonic horn due to the resistance of the flanged connection causes the 
auto-tuning feature in the unit to attempt a correction to the set 20 kHz frequency.  
When this correction fails, the unit shuts down.  In the earlier projects, an analog sonifier 
was employed.  Due the more basic design of the analog system, this problem was not 
encountered (Timko, 2004).  While the brief pulsing employed by Timko and Ciccolini 
successfully generated CO2 microemulsions that lasted for minutes, cell disruption of 
microalgae may require unsustainable levels of sustained sonication that are not suited 
for this high pressure adapter.   
Another key limitation arises from the effect of CO2 on cavitation.  Polyatomic gases like 
CO2, with low ratios of specific heat (Cp/Cv) are noted to give the lowest cavitation 
severity (low energy developed at collapse) when exposed to ultrasound, as compared 
to monatomic gases like Argon (Mason, 2003).   
This inefficiency in ultrasonic transmission and the gentler cavitating bubble collapse of 
this system greatly restrict its potential for processing microalgae by supercritical CO2 
microemulsification for lipid recovery.  For these reasons, it is probable that 
ultrasonically stimulated CO2 emulsions in microalgae suspensions may be viable only 
to disrupt cells and extract very high value components (such as polyunsaturated fatty 
acids) for pharmaceutical purposes. 
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6.1.5 Optical cavitation for insight into cell disruption by cavitation 
Relatively simple experimental systems could be devised that induce cavitation in 
multiple bubbles with lasers (optical cavitation) at varying distances and configurations.  
Much information could be gleaned from studying the effect of one collapsing bubble on 
another that is in an earlier stage of collapse.  Optical cavitation may also be useful for 
studying the effect of a cavitating bubble on a nearby cell with high speed photography. 
 
6.1.6 Study of cavitation symmetry near a micron scale cell 
Spherical symmetry was assumed for the theoretical predictions of the collapse of a 
single bubble, though very high cell concentrations may erode the validity of this 
assumption.  Experimental and theoretical research that shows the actual behavior of a 
cavitating bubble near a micron scale algal cell is necessary to extend the findings of 
Ohl et al. (1999) who showed the behavior near a solid boundary (whose width was 
much larger than the bubble at all times).  Asymmetric collapse will lessen the shock 
wave associated with cavitation, but may produce a destructive jet that impinges on 
adjacent algal cells.  The effect is likely dependent on the distance of the bubble core 
from the cell in suspension. 
 
6.1.7 Reduction of initial bubble size by raised hydrostatic pressure 
Another key finding of the single cavitating bubble model is that smaller initial bubble 
sizes (down to 1.5 µm) were predicted to increase the shock wave pressure following 
collapse.  Experimental studies in a controlled (and ideally closed) system could gauge 
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the effect of initial bubble size, which might be reduced by applying some raised 
hydrostatic pressure shortly before the application of ultrasound.  Knowledge of the 
distribution of initial bubble sizes before and after this applied pressure will be critical to 
gauging the effect.  Experimental work would need to gauge whether the raised 
hydrostatic pressure could be relieved just prior to sonication, or if the horn would need 
to be used at an elevated pressure (with the associated challenges discussed in section 
6.1.4). 
 
6.1.8 Low frequency ultrasound or sonic processing in the audible range 
The theoretical work suggested that lower ultrasound frequencies may boost the 
collapse severity.  It could even be proposed that audible range sound (below 10 kHz) 
could be applied with meter scale vibrating probe systems to produce dramatic bubble 
growth followed by collapse.  Appropriate experimental verification of this suggestion is 
needed.  Of particular concern is the potential for decoupling of the vibrating horn face 
and the aqueous medium by the production of very large bubbles.   
 
6.1.9 Seeding cell suspensions with bubbles or nucleation sites 
Flocculants or flocculated clumps of cells may act as nucleation sites for bubble nuclei.  
Seeding the media with these incipient bubbles may be expedient for causing higher 
cavitation densities, at least at the first exposure to ultrasound.  The proximity of the 
target biomass to the destructive collapse of a bubble that originated from the biomass 
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itself seems likely to increase the overall effectiveness, since shock wave pressure is 
much higher at distances nearer to the bubble core.   
 
6.1.10  Modifying liquid surface tension for enhanced cavitation 
The single bubble model described in Chapter 4 indicated that lowering the surface 
tension of the surrounding fluid may enhance the shock wave pressure.  The surface 
active properties of phospholipids from the cell membranes of microalgae may provide 
an inherent advantage.  Addition of any solvents that lower the surface tension of water, 
such as ethanol, would also achieve this end.  With acoustic measurements similar to 
those presented in Chapter 3, the intensity of cavitation in solvent systems for lipid 
extraction of microalgae should be monitored.  The overall disruptive effect and lipid 
recovery of the system should be compared for different solvent systems (pure systems 
and mixtures of chloroform, hexane, methanol, ethanol, etc.).  
 
6.1.11  Utilizing microalgae with gas vesicles to facilitate disruption 
Another possible strategy for enhancing the effect of cavitation involves the use of 
cyanobacteria, which have been mentioned as possible candidates for renewable oil 
production (Ladygina et al., 2006; Robertson et al., 2011).  Also known as blue-green 
algae, these prokaryotic species have been noted (Walsby, 1994, 1972) to contain gas 
vesicles, which allow for vertical mobility by buoyancy.  Even some Chlorophyceae, a 
group of green algae, are noted to contain gas vesicles.  Dehghani and Changani 
(2006) exploited this morphological characteristic of Chlorophyceae with acoustic 
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cavitation for the purpose of wastewater treatment.  Experiments were conducted in 
batch mode with up to 500 mL in an ultrasonic bath.  They noted that after 130 seconds 
with a 42 kHz ultrasonic signal, all of the cells were destroyed.  Dehghani and Changani 
do not report the cell concentration used in their study, so it is not possible to estimate 
the ratio of biomass energy to the energy expended.  However, they do specify a 500 
mL volume of effluent, with a 155 W input, so the corresponding energy expended per 
volume is about 40 J/mL.  This energy per volume is comparable to the current study of 
C. reinhardtii and T. pseudonana disruption as well as the data reported by Gerde et al. 
(2012) for S. limacinum and C. reinhardtii. 
 
6.2  Recommendations for future research in hydrothermal lipid conversion 
6.2.1 Hydrothermal view cell design for visual access  
The experiments in Chapter 5 were performed in a batch reactor that did not offer visual 
access to the oil/water system.  This visual access would improve the understanding of 
the phase behavior of the oil and water system, and aid in characterizing future 
hydrothermal experiments with other chemical components.  A new reactor design, 
recently obtained from PresSure Products Company (Charleston, WV, USA), will allow 
for this visual access.  This is illustrated in Figure 6-3, below: 
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Figure 6-3: View cell reactor design by PresSure Products Company 
 
The view cell reactor is constructed from stainless steel and is equipped with two 
Sapphire lenses (1.75’’ outer diameter x 1.5’’ thickness).  The window seals are made 
with graphite packing and graphoil gaskets rated to 400°C and 4000 psig.  The high 
pressure female connections are the same as those in the previous design.  The 
windows provide optical access to the entire internal volume of the reactor, which is 
almost 100 mL. 
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6.2.2 Higher lipid to water ratios with model compound triglycerides 
The bulk of the stirred autoclave experiments conducted by Sturzenegger and Sturm 
(1951) and Patil et al. (1988) were carried out with over 98 wt% oil and a small quantity 
of water.  The present work was done at 99.8 wt% water with very dilute oil injected into 
the reactor.  These are obviously very different systems, one being water in oil and the 
other being oil in water.  Though pure model compounds like triolein are much more 
expensive than the composite oils employed by Sturzenegger and Patil, experiments 
with higher oil to water ratios are of interest for future model compound studies.  A 
tubular reactor design with comparable volumes of triolein (or other liquid triglyceride) 
and water, or a smaller batch system with injections of 100-1000 mg of triglyceride 
injected into a few mL of subcritical water would enable this.  
 
6.2.3 Two-temperature stage operation 
Another variation on the experimental design of the current study is a two-temperature 
stage flow system that initiates rapid formation of products with high temperatures, yet 
avoids extensive gasification and formation of unwanted byproducts in a subsequent 
lower temperature regime.  The potent radical chemistry associated with supercritical 
water conditions may be stimulated by a brief (1-10 s) but very high temperature 
(~450°C) and followed by a longer, more moderate subcritical processing (several 
minutes or more, at 250-350°C).  This rapid heating required for the first step of 
supercritical processing is practically challenging.  Water could be preheated before 
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introduction of the oil in a mixing tee.  The second step of subcritical processing could 
be done in a CSTR reactor capable of much larger residence time. 
 
6.3  Acoustic cavitation as pretreatment for hydrothermal conversion 
A final set of recommendations unify the two subject areas of this dissertation.  While 
they are undeveloped ideas, these are suggestions that might stimulate innovative 
techniques for dewatering, fractionating, and converting algal biomass.    
While the two technologies studied here were originally introduced as very distinctive 
techniques at different steps in the process chain for algal biofuels, there may be some 
opportunity to combine them for advantageous operation.  Acoustic cavitation may be 
useful as a pretreatment step for hydrothermal conversion, especially when interfacial 
mass transfer between two or more phases is a limiting factor in the conversion to a 
valuable product.  In the case of microalgae, ultrasonic cavitation could disrupt cells and 
produce an emulsion of oil droplets in a suspension of cellular debris.  This pre-treated 
media might offer an advantage downstream in a hydrothermal reactor, since the 
interfacial area between lipids, carbohydrates, proteins, and water would be greatly 
increased.   
One final recommendation offers a possibility for synergistic use of flocculants in 
subsequent process steps such as cell disruption and conversion.  If flocculation is 
conducted upstream of the ultrasonic cell disruption step, perhaps natural or synthetic 
flocculants may offer the ability to concentrate cells and nucleate incipient gas cavities.  
Should a flocculant concentrate gas bubbles near a clump of flocculated cells, the shock 
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wave and shear effects generated by cavitation of those bubbles may be more effective 
than if the bubbles and microalgal cells were distributed evenly.  This intensification of 
cavitation in the vicinity of cells may result in increased effectiveness of cavitation, 
alongside the expected increase in efficiency of processing a more concentrated cell 
suspension.  This possible effect, as well as the expected initial distribution of bubbles 
in a suspension and their trends (in size and location) over time represents an important 
area for future study.  Furthermore, if flocculation with chemical additives is considered 
upstream of a hydrothermal conversion step, attention should be placed on the 
chemical changes and effects on flocculants in a hydrothermal environment.  These 
may be negative, neutral, or possibly even beneficial.  It would seem ideal if natural or 
synthetic substances were found that assisted with cell flocculation and harvesting, cell 
disruption and processing, and were also able to catalytically aid the downstream 
chemical conversion in a process such as hydrothermal conversion. 
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APPENDIX A:  Derivation of Gilmore model 
(For Chapter 4) 
Gilmore’s original derivation is reviewed here, and was first presented in the report:  
 
Gilmore, F.R., 1952. The growth or collapse of a spherical bubble in a viscous 
compressible liquid - Hydrodynamics Laboratory Report (No. 26.4). California 
Institute of Technology. 
 
Irrotational flow and the bubble’s spherical shape are assumed.  Gravity effects or 
surface oscillations are ignored. 
The vector quantity,  , is written as a function of the velocity potential,  : 
The conservation equation of momentum is thus: 
Here,   is the pressure in the fluid,   is the shear viscosity, and   is the fluid density.   
The last term in Equation (A-2) is transformed with the conservation of mass equation: 
 
  
 is the particle derivative, which follows the motion of the fluid.  Equation (A-3) makes 
clear that the viscous term in Equation (A-2) vanishes if the viscosity or the 
compressibility of the liquid vanishes.  Since the situation of interest is centered on 
situation where the effect of viscosity is small and compressibility moderately small, the 
term which represents the interaction of both is justifiably neglected.  Gilmore notes that 
viscosity will still become important in the boundary condition. 
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Two further assumptions are made: 
1. The pressure,   , an infinite distance from the bubble is constant and the velocity 
and velocity potential vanish at infinity.  
2.  The liquid density,  , can be expressed as a function of pressure only.  For isentropic 
flow with no heat flow or viscous dissipation, this condition is fulfilled.  Even moderately 
strong thermal and viscous processes typically have a negligible effect on the density of 
a liquid. 
With these two assumptions, and with the viscous term neglected, Gilmore integrates 
Equation (A-2) to give: 
The right hand side of Equation (A-4) is conveniently denoted by the quantity,  , which 
is the enthalpy difference between the liquid at pressure   and at pressure   . 
Gilmore envisions a situation where the flow field consists entirely of “outgoing” velocity 
and pressure waves, noting that if all velocities were small compared to the sonic 
velocity (which itself does not vary significantly from its constant value at infinity,   ) the 
following expression for diverging spherical sound waves would be valid: 
Here,   is the radial distance from the center of the bubble and   is an unspecified 
function of the argument (  
 
  
).   
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This allows a revision of Equation (A-4) as: 
Both quantities    and  (  
  
 
) are propagated outward with a velocity   .   
The key step taken by Gilmore is to assume that, for situations where the liquid 
velocities are appreciable fractions of the sonic velocity, that these quantities propagate 
outward with a variable velocity, (   ), where   is the speed of sound.  This 
approximation for the propagation of the second quantity  (  
  
 
)  by Gilmore was 
previously made by Kirkwood and Bethe, who were studying underwater explosions. 
With this approximation, Gilmore continues the development: 
This is more conveniently written in terms of the particle derivative: 
This is expanded to give: 
With spherical symmetry in the particle derivative notation, Equation (A-2) becomes 
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Equation (A-3) can also be written as: 
Equations (A-10) and (A-11) are used to remove derivatives with respect to   from 
Equation (A-9): 
Gilmore notes that since the growing or collapsing bubble wall is a “particle path,” these 
particle-derivative relations can be used to determine the variation for the bubble radius 
with time, substituting capital letters for the previous quantities       and  . 
By dividing Equation (A-12) by C, the “Gilmore” equation is derived: 
The    term reminds the reader that this quantity is an enthalpy difference. 
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APPENDIX B:  Bubble models and MATLAB code 
(For Chapter 4) 
Complete algebraic statement for  ̈ for the Rayleigh-Plesset model: 
 
 ̈   
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  ̇ 
  
 
 
 
Complete algebraic statement for  ̈ for the Gilmore model*: 
 ̈   [(  (1+ ̇/(((n/ρ)(   +B)^(1/n)(   +B)^((n-1)/n))^(1/2)))-
(3/2)  ̇^2(1- ̇/(3(((n/ρ)(   +B)^(1/n)(    +B)^((n-
1)/n))^(1/2)))))/(  (1- ̇/(((n/ρ)(   +B)^(1/n)(    +B)^((n-
1)/n))^(1/2))))+(((1/ρ)(n/(n-1))(1/(  +B))^(-1/n))(    +B)^(-
1/n)((n-1)/n)((-2σ/R(1)^2)  ̇(  /  )^(3κ)-
3(  +2σ/  )(   /  )^(3κ)(κ ̇/  )+2σ ̇/(  ^2)-
4η ̇^2/(  ^2)))/(((n/ρ)(   +B)^(1/n)(    +B)^((n-
1)/n))^(1/2))+(((1/ρ)(n/(n-1))(1/(  +B))^(-1/n))((   -
  sin(ωT)+B))^(-1/n)(-(n-1)/n)    cos(ωT))/(((n/ρ)(   +B)^(1/n)(    
+B)^((n-1)/n))^(1/2))] / [1-(((1/ρ)(n/(n-1))(1/(  +B))^(-1/n))(    
+B)^(-1/n)((n-1)/n)4η/  )/(((n/ρ)(   +B)^(1/n)(    +B)^((n-
1)/n))^(1/2))] 
 
*This is a simplified form of the equation which is given in coded form below, 
substituting symbols where possible. 
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Main Function 
%Cavitation Model of Single Bubble  
%Based on Kirkwood-Bethe Hypothesis and Gilmore Equation 
  
clc, clear all, clf, close all 
format compact 
  
tic 
rpct=1; 
freqnumb=1; 
  
for f=[10000,15000,20000,40000,60000,100000,150000]  
  
    for Romicron=[1.5,5,10,12.5,15,17.5,20,22.5,25,27.5,30]  
     
       f 
       Romicron 
        
%Set Parameters 
cycles=4; %Number of cycles to solve over 
rho=1000; %kg/m^3 
Po=101325; %Pa 
Pmult=5; %Driving pressure over the ambient pressure 
sigma=71.97/1000;   %N/m 
k=1.4;   
u=1/1000; %Pa-s for water 
B=303975000; %Pa, This is 3000 atm as per Lee 
n=7; %As per Lee 
c=1484; %m/s for water (used to calculate Mach number) 
  
%Calculated values 
w=2*pi*f; %angular frequency 
tfinal=cycles/f; %final time 
increment=1.24*10^-12;  
tspan=[0 tfinal];  
Ro=Romicron/1000000; %initial bubble size in meters 
Pa=Po*Pmult; %Pa 
initialvalues=[Ro 0];  
  
[T,R] = ode45(@fsgilmore, tspan, initialvalues,[], Ro, rho, Po, sigma, Pa, w, 
u, k, B, n);  
  
%Stop calculation if any part is imaginary 
imagcheck=isreal(R); 
if imagcheck == 0 
    fprintf('Imaginary Parts of R') 
    error('Cannot proceed with Imaginary R Parts') 
end 
  
%Cut off (R, T) after bubble size R(:,1)*10^6 is below threshold 
ctidx=find(R(:,1)*10^6<Romicron/6,500) 
cutat=ctidx(diff(ctidx)~=1) 
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if (min(R(:,1))*10^6>=Romicron/6) 
    disp('No collapse occurs') 
    Frequency(rpct,freqnumb)=f; 
    InitialSize(rpct,freqnumb)=Ro*10^6; 
    TimeofCollapse(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MinSize(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxWallPressure(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxP10Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxP50Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxP100Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxP250Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxP500Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxP1000Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxR(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    MaxVelocity(rpct,freqnumb)=NaN; 
    clear ShockMaxP ctidx cutat T R 
    rpct=rpct+1 
    freqnumb 
    continue 
     
end 
  
if isempty(cutat) 
    disp('Below threshold size not more than once') 
    cutat=max(ctidx) %Default cut point is after rebound 
end 
  
T=T(1:cutat(1)); 
R=R(1:cutat(1),:); 
  
%Liquid Pressure at Wall 
Pi=((Po+2*sigma./R(:,1)).*((Ro./R(:,1)).^(3.*k))-
2.*sigma./R(:,1)+4.*u.*R(:,2)./R(:,1)); 
Piatm=Pi/101325; 
Pbubble=(Po+2*sigma./R(:,1)).*((Ro./R(:,1)).^(3.*k)); 
  
Rred=R./Ro; 
Tred=T.*f; 
  
[Piatmmax,Maxindex] = max(Piatm); 
RatmaxP=R(Maxindex,1); 
dRdtatmaxP=R(Maxindex,2); 
PbubbleatmatmaxP=Pbubble(Maxindex)/101325; 
Piatmmax/PbubbleatmatmaxP; 
MinRmicron=10^6*min(R(:,1)); 
MinRred=min(Rred(:,1)); 
MaxRred=max(Rred(:,1)); 
MaxRmicron=max(R(:,1))*10^6; 
MaxdRdtneg=max(-R(:,2)); 
AcousticMachNo=MaxdRdtneg/c; 
CollapseTimeCycles=T(Maxindex)*f; %in cycles 
CollapseTime=T(Maxindex)*10^6; %in us 
  
%Plotting Bubble Wall Displacement and Velocity 
figure(1) 
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subplot(2,1,1); 
plot(Tred,R(:,1)*10^6,'LineWidth',2);set(gca,'Fontsize',12) 
xlabel('cycles','Fontsize',14),ylabel('R (um)','Fontsize',14); 
grid on, grid(gca,'minor'); 
  
subplot(2,1,2); 
plot(Tred,R(:,2)/1000,'LineWidth',2);set(gca,'Fontsize',12) 
xlabel('cycles','Fontsize',14),ylabel('dR/dt (km/s)','Fontsize',14); 
grid on, grid(gca,'minor'); 
  
%Calculation of (more) values for Shock Wave Initialization 
C=(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(:,1)).*(Ro./R(:,1)).^(3.*k)-
2.*sigma./R(:,1)+4.*u.*R(:,2)./R(:,1)+B).^((n-1)./n)).^(1./2)); 
H=((1./rho).*(n./(n-1)).*(1./(Po+B)).^(-
1./n).*(((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*((Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k))-
2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)-(Po+Pa.*(-
1).*sin(w.*T)+B).^((n-1)./n))); 
  
cc=40;  
g=50000; %denominator for increments  
lengthoftime=10^-6; %curve length 
j=1; 
r=zeros(g+1,1); 
Shocktime=zeros(g+1,1); 
Ti=T(Maxindex-cc); 
timespan=Ti:lengthoftime/g:Ti+lengthoftime;  
  
Shockr=zeros(length(timespan),cc*2+1); 
Shocku=zeros(length(timespan),cc*2+1); 
Shockp=zeros(length(timespan),cc*2+1); 
Shockt=zeros(length(timespan),cc*2+1); 
  
for i=Maxindex-2*cc:Maxindex  
  
Ri=R(i,1); 
Ui=R(i,2); 
Hi=H(i); 
Ci=C(i); 
Ti=T(i);     
Y=Ri*(Hi+(Ui^2)/2); 
ShockY(1:g+1,j)=Y; 
timespan=Ti:lengthoftime/g:Ti+lengthoftime; 
  
[Time,z]=ode113(@fsgilmoreshock,timespan,[Ri Ui],[], rho, Po, sigma, Pa, w, 
B, n, Y); 
  
Shockr(:,j)=z(:,1);         %m 
Shocku(:,j)=z(:,2);         %m/s 
Shockp(:,j)=(Po+B).*((Y./z(:,1)-0.5.*(z(:,2)).^2).*((n-
1).*(rho)./(n.*(Po+B)))+1).^(n./(n-1))-B;         %Pa 
Shockt(:,j)=Time;           %s 
j=j+1; 
end 
  
%Plotting Characteristics    
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figure(3);   
plot((T*10^6-CollapseTime)*10^3,R(:,1)*10^6,(Shockt.*10^6-
CollapseTime)*10^3,Shockr.*10^6);set(gca,'Fontsize',12) 
xlabel('Time After Collapse (ns)','Fontsize',14),ylabel('Distance to Core 
(\mum)','Fontsize',14); 
grid on 
  
for micronarray=[10,50,100,250,500,1000];  
    
%Aranging and plotting pressure along lines of constant R from Shockr  
for q=1:cc*2+1 
tmp = 1000*abs(Shockr(:,q)*10^6-micronarray); 
[idxval(q,1) iv(q,1)] = min(tmp);  %iv is index of closest value 
Shockpplot(q,micronarray)=Shockp(iv(q,1),q); 
Shockrplot(q,micronarray)=Shockr(iv(q,1),q); 
Shocktplot(q,micronarray)=Shockt(iv(q,1),q); 
Shockuplot(q,micronarray)=Shocku(iv(q,1),q); 
  
end 
  
end 
  
Shockpplot(imag(Shockpplot) ~= 0) = NaN; 
Shockrplot(imag(Shockrplot) ~= 0) = NaN; 
Shocktplot(imag(Shocktplot) ~= 0) = NaN; 
Shockuplot(imag(Shockuplot) ~= 0) = NaN; 
  
Shockpplot(Shockpplot < 0) = NaN; 
Shockrplot(Shockrplot < 0) = NaN; 
Shocktplot(Shocktplot < 0) = NaN; 
Shockuplot(Shockuplot < 0) = NaN; 
  
figure(8)    
semilogy((Shocktplot*10^6-
CollapseTime)*1000,Shockpplot/101325,'LineWidth',2);set(gca,'Fontsize',12) 
xlabel('Time After Collapse, ns','Fontsize',14),ylabel('Pressure, 
atm','Fontsize',14) 
%title(['Shock Pressure at Certain Radial Distances'])  
axis([0,800,1,inf]) 
grid on 
  
figure(9)    
semilogy((Shocktplot*10^6-
CollapseTime)*1000,Shockuplot,'LineWidth',2);set(gca,'Fontsize',12) 
xlabel('Time After Collapse, ns','Fontsize',14),ylabel('Velocity, 
m/s','Fontsize',14) 
%title(['Shock Velocity at Certain Radial Distances'])  
axis([0,800,1,inf]) 
grid on 
   
figure(11) 
semilogy((Shocktplot*10^6-CollapseTime)*1000,Shockrplot*10^6) 
grid on 
xlabel('Time After Collapse, ns'),ylabel('R, \mum') 
title(['Shock Distance'])  
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%Maximum Shock Pressure Values at  
        for distance=[10,50,100,250,500,1000]; 
        ShockMaxP(distance)=max(Shockpplot(:,distance))/101325; 
        ShockMaxU(distance)=max(Shockuplot(:,distance)); 
        end 
  
distance=[10,50,100,250,500,1000]; 
ShockMaxP(ShockMaxP==0) = []; 
ShockMaxU(ShockMaxU==0) = []; 
  
Frequency(rpct,freqnumb)=f; 
InitialSize(rpct,freqnumb)=Ro*10^6; 
TimeofCollapse(rpct,freqnumb)=CollapseTime; 
MinSize(rpct,freqnumb)=MinRmicron; 
MaxWallPressure(rpct,freqnumb)=Piatmmax; 
MaxR(rpct,freqnumb)=MaxRmicron; 
MaxVelocity(rpct,freqnumb)=MaxdRdtneg; 
  
MaxP10Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxP(1); 
MaxP50Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxP(2); 
MaxP100Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxP(3); 
MaxP250Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxP(4); 
MaxP500Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxP(5); 
MaxP1000Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxP(6); 
MaxU10Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxU(1); 
MaxU50Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxU(2); 
MaxU100Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxU(3); 
MaxU250Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxU(4); 
MaxU500Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxU(5); 
MaxU1000Microns(rpct,freqnumb)=ShockMaxU(6); 
   
clear ShockMaxP ctidx cutat T R 
  
rpct=rpct+1 
freqnumb 
  
    end 
  
    rpct=1 
freqnumb=freqnumb+1 
  
end 
  
Frequency 
InitialSize 
TimeofCollapse 
MinSize 
MaxWallPressure 
MaxR 
MaxVelocity 
RRatio=MaxR./InitialSize 
  
MaxP10Microns 
MaxP50Microns 
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MaxP100Microns 
MaxP250Microns 
MaxP500Microns 
MaxP1000Microns 
MaxU10Microns 
MaxU50Microns 
MaxU100Microns 
MaxU250Microns 
MaxU500Microns 
MaxU1000Microns 
  
figure(21) 
plot(InitialSize,MaxWallPressure) 
grid on 
xlabel('InitialSize'),ylabel('MaxPWall, atm') 
  
figure(22) 
semilogy(InitialSize,MaxP10Microns) 
grid on 
xlabel('InitialSize'),ylabel('MaxP 10 Microns, atm') 
  
figure(23) 
plot(InitialSize,MaxP1000Microns) 
grid on 
xlabel('InitialSize'),ylabel('MaxP 1000 Microns, atm') 
  
figure(24) 
plot(InitialSize,RRatio) 
grid on 
xlabel('InitialSize'),ylabel('Rmax/Ro') 
  
figure(25) 
surf(Frequency/1000,InitialSize,MaxP10Microns) 
set(gca, 'zscale', 'log') 
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)','Fontsize',14),ylabel('Initial Size 
(\mum)','Fontsize',14), zlabel('Max Pressure at 10 Microns 
(atm)','Fontsize',14) 
  
figure(26) 
surf(Frequency/1000,InitialSize,MaxP1000Microns) 
set(gca, 'zscale', 'log') 
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)','Fontsize',14),ylabel('Initial Size 
(\mum)','Fontsize',14), zlabel('Max Pressure at 1 mm (atm)','Fontsize',14) 
  
save (datestr(clock,30)) 
toc 
  
%End of File 
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Sub-function: Gilmore/Rayleigh-Plesset Equation 
 
%Function fsgilmore 
%Cavitation Model Equations 
  
function Fv=fsgilmore(T, R, Ro, rho, Po, sigma, Pa, w, u, k, B, n); 
  
  
%Gilmore Equation                 (used instead of Rayleigh-Plesset Eqn.) 
Fv = [R(2);((((1./rho).*(n./(n-1)).*(1./(Po+B)).^(-
1./n).*(((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*((Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k))-
2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)-(Po+Pa.*(-
1).*sin(w.*T)+B).^((n-
1)./n))).*(1+R(2)./(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1
)).^(3.*k)-2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)).^(1/2)))-
(3/2).*R(2).^2.*(1-
R(2)./(3.*(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k
)-2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)).^(1/2)))))./(R(1).*(1-
R(2)./(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k)-
2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)).^(1/2))))+(((1./rho).*(n./(n-
1)).*(1./(Po+B)).^(-1./n)).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k)-
2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^(-1./n).*((n-1)./n).*((-
2.*sigma./R(1).^2).*R(2).*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k)-
3.*(Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k).*(k.*R(2)./R(1))+2.*sigma.*R(2)./(
R(1).^2)-
4.*u.*R(2).^2./(R(1).^2)))./(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).
*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k)-2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-
1)./n)).^(1/2))+(((1./rho).*(n./(n-1)).*(1./(Po+B)).^(-1./n)).*((Po+Pa.*(-
1).*sin(w.*T)+B)).^(-1./n).*((n-1)./n).*Pa.*(-
1).*cos(w.*T).*w)./(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1
)).^(3.*k)-2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)).^(1./2)))./(1-
(((1./rho).*(n./(n-1)).*(1./(Po+B)).^(-
1./n)).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k)-
2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^(-1./n).*((n-
1)./n).*4.*u./R(1))./(((n./rho).*(Po+B).^(1./n).*((Po+2.*sigma./R(1)).*(Ro./R
(1)).^(3.*k)-2.*sigma./R(1)+4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)+B).^((n-1)./n)).^(1./2)))]; 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
%Rayleigh-Plesset Equation        (not typically used)                                
%Fv=[R(2); (1./(rho.*R(1))).*((Po+2.*sigma./Ro).*((Ro./R(1)).^(3.*k))-
2.*sigma./R(1)-4.*u.*R(2)./R(1)-Po-Pa.*(-1).*sin(w.*T))-
(3/2).*(R(2).^2)./R(1)]; 
  
%End of File 
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Sub-function: Characteristic Curve Functions for Shocks 
 
function dz = fsgilmoreshock(Time,z, rho, Po, sigma, Pa, w, B, n, Y) 
  
%Function fsgilmoreshock     
  
dz=zeros(2,1);    %[dR/dt; dU/dt] 
  
dz(1)=((((n/rho)*((Po+B)^(1/n))*(((Po+B)*((Y/z(1)-0.5*(z(2))^2)*((n-
1)*(rho)/(n*(Po+B)))+1)^(n/(n-1))-B+B)^((n-1)/n)))^(1/2))+z(2)); 
dz(2)=(1/(z(1)*(sqrt((n/rho)*((Po+B)^(1/n))*((Po+B)*((Y/z(1)-
0.5*(z(2))^2)*((n-1)*(rho)/(n*(Po+B)))+1)^(n/(n-1))-B+B)^((n-1)/n))-
z(2))))*(((sqrt((n/rho)*((Po+B)^(1/n))*((Po+B)*((Y/z(1)-0.5*(z(2))^2)*((n-
1)*(rho)/(n*(Po+B)))+1)^(n/(n-1))-B+B)^((n-1)/n))+z(2))*(Y/z(1)))-
2*z(2)*(sqrt((n/rho)*((Po+B)^(1/n))*((Po+B)*((Y/z(1)-0.5*(z(2))^2)*((n-
1)*(rho)/(n*(Po+B)))+1)^(n/(n-1))-B+B)^((n-1)/n)))^2);                                        
  
%End of File 
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APPENDIX C:  Design of experimental apparatus  
(For Chapter 5) 
 
A few necessary alterations were made during the initial period of design and 
construction for the experimental hydrothermal conversion apparatus.  The injection 
system was originally intended to employ a Jerguson (Clark-Reliance, Strongsville, OH, 
USA) sight gauge with an internal volume of about 20 mL.  Argon was originally 
conceived to be the best fluid to push in the liquid lipid reactant from this injection 
system.  A further complication was that a fully saturated lipid such as tristearin (melting 
point 68ºC) was initially envisioned to be the most suitable reactant.  This required 
heating of the injection vessel with resistive heat tape to melt the lipid before injection.  
When it was desired to use less than one gram of lipid for injections that would not 
significantly alter the conditions of the preheated, prepressurized reactor, this system 
was replaced.  The first replacement for the Jerguson was a simple Swagelok tubing 
assembly.  A 1/16’’ tube, wrapped in heat tape (heated to ~80ºC) was used to convey 
the reactants through the injection valve and into the reactor.  The solid lipid had to be 
loaded by disassembling the tubing at the top of a much larger 3/8’’ tube, which was 
attached directly to the 1/16’’ tube.  This disassembly caused the operation to be more 
tedious and often led to leaks in the injection system.  In practice, the requirement for 
manual loading of a solid reactant and subsequent heating before injection caused the 
injected amount to be uncertain and difficult to control.  The six way valve illustrated in 
Figure 5-12, conveying triolein (with a plug of pumped water), that required no heating 
allowed for much more controlled injections with no hold up and no need for 
disassembly. 
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Development of sealing assembly 
The initial design of the batch reactor was to be a “view-cell” type with windows on 
either side for visual access.  Sapphire windows or an Inconel disk (used temporarily in 
place of the window) were to be set within a holder with the dimensions of the plug that 
was itself also a part of a sealing assembly.  Two seals then needed to be made 
simulaneously.  This procedure was found to be very difficult for making a long term 
seal.  The final design with the solid Inconel plug (and only one sealing surface) 
resolved the problem, forming a seal that lasted for many experiments, albeit without 
any visual access.   
In the process of improving the seal, the copper gasket size was also altered.  At first, 
copper gaskets (110 soft/annealed, 0.090’’ thick) of 1.935’’ outer diameter and 1.5’’ 
inner diameter were used.  The reactor leaked often, even at very low pressures.  Thus, 
the gasket system needed to be improved if the original design was to be salvaged.  To 
create a good seal it was necessary to slightly deform the copper gasket.  To achieve 
deformation, the applied force needed to exceed the compressive strength of the 
material.  For copper 110, this is about 32,000 psi (assuming ultimate tensile strength is 
roughly equivalent to the ultimate compressive strength, as may be expected for ductile 
materials).  Estimates of the effective normal force (using the applied torque and 
contacting area) during sealing suggested that the maximum compressive strength of 
copper might not have been reached.  Increasing the gasket’s inner diameter from 1.5’’ 
to 1.8’’ reduced the contact area of the gasket to a third of its former value, thus 
increasing the effective pressure applied to the face of the gasket by the Inconel plug.  
To increase the attainable normal force from the torqueing/tightening process, the 
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thread friction and the friction between the threaded adapted and the plug was reduced 
by application of high temperature antisieze compound (Fel Pro C5-A).  Visual 
inspection of spent gaskets after this redesign confirmed that deformation had occurred.  
Using these gaskets, seals typically lasted for more than 20 experiments. 
The plug was a disk with a circular opening machined partway through the center.  The 
final design for both the threaded body and the disk plug are shown on the next page. 
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APPENDIX D:  GC-FID calibration 
(For Chapter 5) 
 
The following linear (y=mx) calibration curves for GC-FID peak area vs. wt fraction lipids 
were fit with standards of triolein, diolein, monoolein, and oleic acid dissolved in 
chloroform.  These had respective retention times of 28.9, 23.8, 14.8, and 10.8 minutes.  
A chromatogram from a run with all species in the reaction sample is also included. 
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APPENDIX E:  MATLAB regression code 
(For Chapter 5) 
 
MATLAB Code: 
 
%Patil Model Fit to Experimental Data (Greenly, 2014) 
  
%That gives predicted values of T. 
%The matrix of data is input, with two columns (time and TK). 
  
clear all, clc, clf, format compact 
tic 
  
%The Data (with initial values for T) 
time=[0,20,40,60,80,0,10,40,80,0,5,10,20,30,0,5,10,40]'; 
T=[0.8601,0.647554013,0.452618355,0.161078776,0.074543046,0.8323,0.719827777,
0.368065285,0,0.8034,0.537683621,0.121868678,0.038516853,0,0.7739,0.151796576
,0.00568715,0]'; 
TK=[498.15,498.15,498.15,498.15,498.15,523.15,523.15,523.15,523.15,548.15,548
.15,548.15,548.15,548.15,573.15,573.15,573.15,573.15]'; 
input=[time,TK] 
  
%Initial Guess for Parameters A, E, G1, G2, G3     
beta=[2e8,1.1e4,-6e2,-1e2,-1e1] 
  
%Nonlinear Fit by Regression 
%opts = statset('FunValCheck','on','TolFun',1e-8,'TolX',1e-
8,'Robust','off','Display','off') 
[betahat,resid,J]=nlinfit(input,T,'patil',beta); 
  
%Confidence intervals (95%) on parameter estimates 
betaci = nlparci(betahat,resid,J); 
  
%Generate continuous prediction output 
inc=0.1 
num=100 
  
%225 0 to 80 min 
time1=linspace(0,80,num);   
TK1(1:num)=498.15; 
inputcont1=[time1', TK1']; 
  
[ypred1,delta1] = nlpredci('patil',inputcont1,betahat,resid, J); 
lower1 = ypred1 - delta1; 
upper1 = ypred1 + delta1; 
  
figure(1) 
plot(time(1:5),T(1:5),'ks','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0 0],'MarkerSize',10)  
hold on 
plot(time1,ypred1,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(time1,[lower1';upper1'],'k--','LineWidth',1.5) 
xlabel('Time (min.)','Fontsize',30) 
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ylabel('TAG Concentration, [ T ] (M)','Fontsize',30) 
axis([0 100 0 1]) 
legend('Data','Fit','95% C.I.') 
a=findobj(gcf);  
allaxes=findall(a,'Type','axes'); alllines=findall(a,'Type','line'); 
alltext=findall(a,'Type','text'); 
set(allaxes,'FontName','Arial','LineWidth',2,'FontSize',25); 
set(alllines,'Linewidth',5); set(alltext,'FontName','Arial'); 
  
%250 0 to 80 min 
time2=linspace(0,80,num);    
TK2(1:num)=523.15; 
inputcont2=[time2', TK2']; 
  
[ypred2,delta2] = nlpredci('patil',inputcont2,betahat,resid, J); 
lower2 = ypred2 - delta2; 
upper2 = ypred2 + delta2; 
  
figure(2) 
plot(time(6:9),T(6:9),'ks','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0 0],'MarkerSize',10)  
hold on 
plot(time2,ypred2,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(time2,[lower2';upper2'],'k--','LineWidth',1.5) 
xlabel('Time (min.)','Fontsize',30) 
ylabel('TAG Concentration, [ T ] (M)','Fontsize',30) 
axis([0 100 0 1]) 
legend('Data','Fit','95% C.I.') 
a=findobj(gcf);  
allaxes=findall(a,'Type','axes'); alllines=findall(a,'Type','line'); 
alltext=findall(a,'Type','text'); 
set(allaxes,'FontName','Arial','LineWidth',2,'FontSize',25); 
set(alllines,'Linewidth',5); set(alltext,'FontName','Arial'); 
  
%275 0 to 30 min 
time3=linspace(0,30,num);    
TK3(1:num)=548.15; 
inputcont3=[time3', TK3']; 
  
[ypred3,delta3] = nlpredci('patil',inputcont3,betahat,resid, J); 
lower3 = ypred3 - delta3; 
upper3 = ypred3 + delta3; 
  
figure(3) 
plot(time(10:14),T(10:14),'ks','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0 0],'MarkerSize',10)  
hold on 
plot(time3,ypred3,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(time3,[lower3';upper3'],'k--','LineWidth',1.5) 
xlabel('Time (min.)','Fontsize',30) 
ylabel('TAG Concentration, [ T ] (M)','Fontsize',30) 
axis([0 50 0 1]) 
legend('Data','Fit','95% C.I.') 
a=findobj(gcf);  
allaxes=findall(a,'Type','axes'); alllines=findall(a,'Type','line'); 
alltext=findall(a,'Type','text'); 
set(allaxes,'FontName','Arial','LineWidth',2,'FontSize',25); 
set(alllines,'Linewidth',5); set(alltext,'FontName','Arial'); 
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%300 0 to 40 min 
time4=linspace(0,40,num);    
TK4(1:num)=573.15; 
inputcont4=[time4', TK4']; 
  
[ypred4,delta4] = nlpredci('patil',inputcont4,betahat,resid, J); 
lower4 = ypred4 - delta4; 
upper4 = ypred4 + delta4; 
  
figure(4) 
plot(time(15:18),T(15:18),'ks','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0 0],'MarkerSize',10)  
hold on 
plot(time4,ypred4,'k','LineWidth',2) 
plot(time4,[lower4';upper4'],'k--','LineWidth',1.5) 
xlabel('Time (min.)','Fontsize',30) 
ylabel('TAG Concentration, [ T ] (M)','Fontsize',30) 
axis([0 50 0 1]) 
legend('Data','Fit','95% C.I.') 
a=findobj(gcf);  
allaxes=findall(a,'Type','axes'); alllines=findall(a,'Type','line'); 
alltext=findall(a,'Type','text'); 
set(allaxes,'FontName','Arial','LineWidth',2,'FontSize',25); 
set(alllines,'Linewidth',5); set(alltext,'FontName','Arial'); 
  
Aguess=beta(1) 
Afit=betahat(1) 
AfitCI=betaci(1,:) 
Eguess=beta(2) 
Efit=betahat(2) 
EfitCI=betaci(2,:) 
G1guess=beta(3) 
G1fit=betahat(3) 
G1fitCI=betaci(3,:) 
G2guess=beta(4) 
G2fit=betahat(4) 
G2fitCI=betaci(4,:) 
G3guess=beta(5) 
G3fit=betahat(5) 
G3fitCI=betaci(5,:) 
  
toc 
  
%End of File 
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Sub-function: Patil’s Model 
 
function That=patil(beta,x) 
  
A = beta(1); 
E = beta(2); 
G1 = beta(3); 
G2 = beta(4); 
G3 = beta(5); 
  
time = x(:,1); 
TK = x(:,2); 
  
That=[Expression omitted due to length] 
 
%End of File 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
